Agenda for the Selectboard Meeting Wednesday, July 10,2019 6:30 PM
Tracy Hall, Multipurpose Room

1.

Approval of Agenda (Action)
Ad m n istrative Matters
Public Comments for items not on the Agenda (Discussion)
Consent Agenda (Action)
a. *Correspondence
i

2.
3.

1. Peter Gregory, TRORC Exec. Dir. - Regional Plan Proposal
2. Anna Typrowicz - Crosswalk RRFBs
3. Cheryl Lindberg - lnternal Financial Controls Checklist

Comments

4. George Clark, Trails Committee - Gile Mtn. Parking Discussion
5. Maryann Woods, VTrans - AOT Grant Monitoring
6. Planning Commission - Quarterly Report
7. Rita Seto, TRORC - Road Erosion
8. Draft Fee Schedule (handout at 6/26 SB mtg.)
9. Purchase Order re: Huntley Meadows Pavilion (handout at6126 SB mtg.)
10. Purchase Order re: Tennis Courts (handout at 6126 SB mtg.)

b.

4.
5.
6.

7.

11. Roger Arnold & Claudette Brochu
*Minutes 612612019

-

Policy Updates (handout al6126 SB mtg.)

-

TRORC Regional Plan Draft - Finalize Joint Selectboard/PC Comments (Discussion/Action)
Set FY 2019-20 Tax Rate (Discussion/Action)
TM Report:
a. Authorize TM to Expend $755.25 from the Designated Fund - Computer Equipment - to
Replace Assist. Clerk's Computer (Discussion/Action)
b. Fee Schedule Update (Cont'd) (Discussion/Possible Action)
c. Town Road & Bridge Standards - Revise & Adopt - State Requirement
(Discussion/Action)
Board Summer Schedule - Alter, as Needed (currently no meeting on July 24 or Aug 14)
(Discussion/Possible Action)

Policv Matters
8. Undesignated Fund Balance Policy - Discussion According to the Policy Related to the Balance
and the Upcoming Budget FY 2020-21 Process (Discussion)
Selectboard Policies Status
a. *Master Financial Policy (Discussion/Action)
b. *Banner Policy; Sexual Harassment Policy (Discussion)
10. Future Meeting Agenda ltems (Discussion)
11. End of Meeting Debrief (Discussion)
1 2. Adjournment (Action)

L

* Indicates agenda items with related documents in meeting packet
Next Regular Meeting - August 28,2019 at 6:30 PM
To receive email notices of Setectboard meetings and hearings, agendas, minutes and other notices,
email to manager-assrsúanú@norwich.vt.us requesting to be placed on the Town Email List.
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Herb Durfee
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Peter G. Gregory

<

pgregory@trorc.org

>

Tuesday, June 25, 2019 1:58 PM
Rod Francis
Herb Durfee; Pete Fellows; Kevín Geiger;ieff Lubell
Comments on draft Regional Plan proposal

Rod;
As I mentíoned yesterday, I wanted to give you some feedback that may be helpful prior to your presentation tomorrow
to the Selectboard. Sorry that you cannot attend the TRORC Annual Meeting.

to our first, formal public hearings and are looking forward to any comments you
we
may have, but
are already considering preliminary comments you have provided regarding the effect of changing the
regional land use designations by the Norwich l-89 exit from lnterchange to Rural and Mixed Use. Mixed Use is a new
draft regional future land use area meant to better address a certain land use pattern while still constraining principal
retail. Constraining principal retail is a tool that we use to meet our statutory requirements related to the compact
settlement goal in 24 VSA, section 4302. The draft regional plan also has more narrowly defined the term "principal
retail" to exclude some uses that are retail, but that use up land and are not optimal uses of core areas (land intensive
As you know, we are still in the run up

uses such as car sales, for example).

ln anticipation of your discussion we wanted to let you know that based on your comments, the staff is considering a
proposalto the TRORC Board that alters the definition of secondary retail (versus principal retail)to include some retail
within a structure. Of particular concern to you was that our policies would preclude some retail that might be included
in a future residential structure in the Lewiston area. You noted that the retail portion might be needed to make the
overall building financially feasible.
To that end, we are considering whether it would be beneficial or detrimental, given the multiple policy goals in the
regional plan, to add some limited amount of retail as secondary retail in structures that are primarily some other
use. This would enable such limited retail to be built in Rural areas. We welcome your input on this point.

We have also clarified in the introduction to the draft plan that much of the policy language is permissive, versus
prescriptive. For example, the current Regional Plan says that, "Appropriate uses (in the lnterchange Areas) include
highway-oriented lodging and service facilities, trucking terminals, truck-dependent manufacturing, and park-and-ride
commuter lots." The Plan does not say that residential is not appropriote. So it is permissive of the listed uses but not
prescriptive agoinst residential. Where the regional plan is prescriptive, it is clearly so.
Outside of the specifics of the draft Regional Plan, we do want to note that we do not agree with your statement that,
"Under statute towns may have more restrictive development controls (i,e. a narrower set of permitted and conditional
uses) than regionalfuture land use areas but cannot be more permissive." ln reality, Towns may adopt both plans and
bylaws that do not conform to the regional plan. ln such instances the town plan might not end up being a regionally
approved plan, but it still would be valid. And in no case does your zoning undergo any sort of regionaltest. ln regards
to projects under Act 250, we do agree that, "the (regional) future land use policies, map and definitions prevail over
local plans" when there is a substantial regional impact and the two plans are in conflict. However, the Regional Plan
never prevails over your local zoning. Act 250 and local zoning are distinct processes and a project can receive a local
zoning permit that is inconsistent with an Act 250 decision and the TRORC regional plan.

1

to convey your thoughts. We also
appreciate your understanding of and respect for the statutorily grounded role of regional plans and RPCs' duty in their
I hope this is helpful to you and the Selectboard. We appreciate the time you take

development.
Take care.

Peter

Peter G. Gregorn AICP
Executive Director

TRßrc

Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission
128 King Farm Road I WoodstocÇ Vermont 05091
(802) 4s7-3188 | (8021 4s7-4728 - fax | (802) 558-9064 - cell
pqregorv@trorc.org I trorc.ore I TRoRc facebook
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Miranda Berqmeier
< anna.typrowicz@ gmail.com >
Tuesday, June 25, 2019 4:58 PM

From:
Sent:
To:

Anna Typrowicz

Subject:

Flashing lights at crosswalks

Miranda Bergmeier

I'm writing to you directly versus adding to the endless Listserv posts. I am very much in favor of adding some
warning lights to some of the crosswalks. As a pedestrian, I've had numerous experiences of people zooming
through the crosswalks even when I've been half way across. And as a driver, I will be far more likely to notice
pedestrians if lights are flashing when someone wants to cross or is crossing. Given these lights flash only when
someone presses a button, they are hardly going to be flashing all the time. And given the number of speeding
andlor distracted drivers, I think we're very lucky that nobody has been injured yet. I've seen MANY people on
their phones as they get into town and pick up a signal. And I'm sure some are texting, which is even worse.
I hope you go ahead with these plans (since it sounds
see how they work out.

as though the

Thank you!

Anna Typrowicz

1

lights were already budgeted) and at least
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lnternal Financial controls checklist for Municipal¡t¡es
Document referenced in 24 V.S'A.
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Herb Durfee
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:
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George Clark < goodlarkST6@gmail.com >
Thursday, June27,2019 5:13 PM
Gered Dunne;Jim Faughnan; Bob Fisken; Stephen Flanders; Peter Griggs; Douglas
Hardy; Byron Haynes; David Hubbard; Nick Krembs; Gerry Plummer; Cathie Redpath;
Brian Riordan; Elisabeth Russell; Brie Berry Swenson; Herb Durfee
Corrected notes from June 24 meetings on Gile Mountain parking lot

The following notes were compiled by Steve Flanders and George Clark and merged by George
Clark.

On June 24,2019, starting at 6:30 PM, a meeting was held at parking lot of the Gile Mountain Trail.
Those attending were Ed Childs, Joyce Childs, George Clark, William Clauson, Herb Durfee, Steve
Flanders, Peter Griggs, Susan Jorgensen. Nick Krembs, Mary Layton, Liz Russell, Bill Scavone,
Sydney Smith, and Stanley Teeter.
Nick Krembs introduced the meeting as a time for public comments, handed out fliers, and outlined
plans for the proposed enlargement of the parking lot to make room for 5 to 6 more vehicles. The
area proposed for the expansion had been marked with tape. Participants had an opportunity to walk
into the area of the proposed expansion. Some moderately large trees would need to be removed.
The surface material on the expanded lot would be the same as for the present lot.
Bill Scavone distributed a photograph showing out-of-state vehicles parked in the lot and not making
efficient use of the available space. He suggested that pressure-treated curbs and signs be provided
to assure the most space-efficient arrangement of vehicles to be parked in the lot and distributed an
illustration for potential curbs.
Nick Krembs reported that two rough estimates of the cost of the expansion ranged from $9000 to
$12000.
Bill Scavone noted the increased use of the trail in recent years and said that when the leaves are
down, vehicles in the lot can be seen and heard from his property. The proposed lengthening of the
lot would increase that effect. He suggested reconfiguring the lot to make it deeper but not longer and
distributed a flier showing his proposal for enlargement of the lot.
It was pointed out that enlarging the lot would still not solve the problem of large crowds.

Susan Jorgensen said that any enlargement of the lot would create more noise from more people
regardless of the direction of expansion of the lot.
Nick Krembs pointed out the new sign for the lot. The lot and the trail can be either opened or closed
for public use. Various kinds of possible gates for the lot have been considered, including a chain, a
rope or more elaborate gate. Presence of a latch with a sign might assist enforcement.
Joyce Childs considered mud season closure signs not to have been very effective. lt was suggested
that a sign by the intersection of Bramble and Turnpike might be more effective.
1

Bill Scavone noted that the trail and road are different with respect to their status in mud season. He
suggested closing the road to all but local traffic in mud season, a situation like the closure now in
effect on Needham Road where a culvert is being replaced.

Steve Flanders pointed out that there might be legal issues concerning road closures.
Potential fire calls in mud season are a concern.
Herb Durfee attributed the lack of no parking signs along the road to a lack of an ordinance and to the
cost of signs. Signs are needed to facilitate ticketing of vehicles illegally parked along the road. A
fence at the entry to the parking lot would not be useful as it would likely be left open by noncompliant users of the lot. lt is better to have cars in the lot rather than on the road.
Bill Scavone said that the leash sign helps. He also pointed out that problems with noise have
occurred. He suggested efforts be made to direct hikers to other trails in town.
Herb Durfee voiced concerns about the safety of the fire tower and suggested a reconfiguration of the
tower might help with respect to safety. He also pointed out that signs help with police enforcement,
partly by reducing court challenges. A lot expansion is not a panacea for the issues of crowding at
Gile Mountain. Expansion does not deal with the autumn crowds. He reported that notices have been
sent to neighboring school districts advising that the Gile Mountain parking lot is not good for school
buses. A new arrangement for expansion of the lot should not favor school buses.
Bill Scavone reported that a timber harvest on his property has been greatly delayed by road traffic to
the Gile Mountain Trail, and this delay has been expensive for him.
Herb Durfee reported that Chipper Ashley had written a letter generally favorable for lot expansion.

The next public session to discuss the proposed expansion of the Gile Mtn Trail was held at 8 pm in
Tracy Hall. Those attending were George Clark, Linda Cook, Herb Durfee, Steve Flanders, and Nick
Krembs.
Linda Cook asked whether lot enlargement would reduce parking on the road.
Herb Durfee said that enlarging the lot will not alleviate peak jams of vehicles. Signs and enforcement
of parking will, as the word spreads, help to reduce parking along the road.
Linda Cook asked about the availability of pull offs along Turnpike Road, which is quite narrow in
places. There are some pull offs and driveways, but the road is not wide enough to have continually
high volumes of traffic.
Linda Cook asked whether roadside ditches could serve their drainage functions if they were filled
with large stones.

The next trails committee meeting is to include a summary of these meetings on the proposed lot
expansron.
Linda Cook asked whether there was a sign prohibiting fires.
2

Nick Krembs said that consideration had been given to the possibility of demolishing the shelter
below the tower.
Linda Cook expressed concern about unauthorized fires on Gile Mountain and pointed out the
difficulties in enforcement.
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June 28, 2019

Town of Norwich
PO Box 376
Norwich, VT 05055

Attention: Roberta Robinson, Finance Director
RE: AOT Grant Monitoring

-

GR1l76,8C1820, GR1032,8R0240, C40526' C^A574'C40579' CA02l2

Dear Robetta:

A monitoring visit was conducted by the Contract and Grants Unit staff on May 15,2019 at your office.
The purpose of the monitot'ing visit was to determine if the Town of Norwich complied with all relevant laws,
reguiations and procedures under the Grant Agreement(s) listed above. It also provided the opportunity for the
Contract and Grants staff to determine how we can assist you better in Gmnts management. I wish to
acknowledge that not only were your Grant fïles readily available, but they were oTganized, documents were
labeled, and all Grant requirements were met and in each individual folder.

As we discussed, I have included the links for futule refbrences where you can find more information to ensure
continued compliance with all state, federal and OMB regulations.

Secretary of State Document: The Secretary of State document verifies that a vendot has the ability to legally
¿o Uuri*is in the state of Vermont. For each one of yout'vendors you should print out this document and
include it in the vendor's file or include a copy of the vendot's W-9 or business license in their file. The
Secretary of State document can be obtained by typing the vendors name into the search bar atthe following

link:

https:i/

.

X'ederal and State Debarment List: You should have an up to date copy in your recolds as fuither proof that

ir
debar¡nent/fiequentl y:asked -questions-susnensi<ln-debaunent

I)avis-Bacon-lVages: This link is for futurc reference to ensure that you are aware of the Davis-Bacon wage

'ffiageratesforyourtown,simplyscrolldownandclicltonyoufcoIrespondingcountyand
iviltime period at

.få.-\IHRMONÏ

The areas monitored were Grants Management, Contracts and Procurement, Labor Standards, Civil
Rights/Equal Opportunity and an overall assessment of the Agency of Transportation Grants files There were
or concenß in these
no

é

We appreciate you, your staffand the dedication to ensuring the success of the Grant programs. Should you
have any questions about this or other Grant-related subjects, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely

{rlu,

*9*

-'

Maryann oods
Gmnts Specialist
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Planning Commission Q2 2019 Report to the Selectboard
7-1-19

Gommissioners: Jaci Allen (Chair), Melissa Hon¡ritz (Vice Chair), Jeff Lubell, Steve Thoms,
Susan Brink, Jeff Goodrich, Leah Romano, Brian Loeb, Ernie Ciccotelli

Affordable Housing Sub-committee (AHSG): Creigh Moffatt, Paul Manganiello; Kathleen
Shepherd, Ralph Hybels, Jeff Lubell (PC Member), Jeff Goodrich (PC Member), Brian Loeb (PC
Member)
Com m ittee/Comm ission/Appoi ntee G harge (incl udin g su bcom m ittees and workgrou ps)
Preparing a town plan, and preparing zoning and subdivision regulations based on the town
:

plan. The commission also studies other planning issues and makes recommendations to the
Selectboard.

Gurrent Projects (including work by subcommittees) with proposed deadlines

Town Plan Rewrite

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Beginning in April, Commission members have been meeting with a series of
stakeholders and subject matter experts to gather input on key issues related to draft
of Town Plan chapters and Action ltems.
A draft of the Energy Chapter was submitted to TRORC and initial feedback has
been received. Another round of edits, graphs, and charts are in progress.
Town Plan chapter work groups are scheduling a series of public forums and
workshops on key topics. The first public forum was held on Childcare on June 13th.
ln addition to commission members, Tom Candon from MCS School Board, Sarah
Kobylenski from the Couch Foundation, Beth Reynolds from the Noruvich Public
Library, and Brie Swenson from the Nonruich Rec department were also present to
hear parents'concerns and recommendations regarding childcare availability and
affordability for Norwich families.
A current roster of past Town Plan input meetings is attached to this report. Future
meetings on the calendar thus far are also included. These public input sessions will
be publicized through a variety of methods.
A postcard survey for Town Plan input will be included in the mid-July tax bills.
The PC has developed a reading list with background information on Town Plan
chapters. Thanks to Roger Arnold, these titles will be available at the Nonruich Public
Library. The Norwich Bookstore has also identified relevant titles they have onsite.
These lists will be available on the town website.
A web page is being set up on the Town website for information on the Town Plan
Rewrite. lt will include an overview of the process, calendar of events, draft chapters,
and backg rou nd read in g ist. http://noruvich.vt. us/town-plan-20 1 9/
I

Affordable Housing

L

L)

a

Based on input provided during 201 8 Affordable Housing Listening Sessions, the Affordable
Housing Sub-committee has prepared an affordable housing strategy draft that is now being
considered for approval. Additional public meetings for comment will be scheduled.

Regional Plan
a

a

a

A draft of the TRORC regional plan has been received for comment. PC members
attended the June 26th Selectboard meeting to discuss recommendations in
preparation for a joint letter to the regional planning commission.
The Planning Commission is reviewing drafts of the TRORC letter and will provide to
the Selectboard for the July 5th packet.
As agreed, the comment letter will be finalized at the July 1Oth Selectboard meeting
and submitted by the July 11th deadline.

Gommunity Rating System (CRS)
a

a

CRS recognizes communities that are doing more than the minimum National Flood
lnsurance Program (NFIP) requirements to help their citizens prevent or reduce flood
losses.
TRORC has been engaged to support implementation of the Community Rating
System (CRS) to qualify for an additional 5% reimbursement from the State in the
event of another flood disaster. (17 .5% total)

Future Projects:

¡
.
.
.

Provide comments to TRORC on revisions to the Regional Plan.
Conduct public events and workshops to gather input on key questions related to the
Iown Plan. July-AugustSeptember
Gather public input on draft of the Affordable Housing Strategy. August-September
Work with TRORC on the CRS qualification process.

Support Needed from the Selectboard:
a

Ongoing communication and collaboration on key matters

Norwich Town Plan
lnput Sessions as of 6128119
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Herb Durfee
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Rita Seto <rseto@trorc.org>
Wednesday, )une26,2019 2:06 PM
Herb Durfee; Claudette Brochu; John Langhus; John Pepper; Mary Layton; Roger Arnold
(rogerarnold @g mai l.com)
Miranda Bergmeier; Larry Wiggins; Peter G. Gregory
RE: DEC grant proposal
Norwich REI High Priority Sites sm.pdf

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

lf I moy of ossistonce, TRORC recently completed the rood erosion invenlory on these hydro-connected
segments for the Town ond we hove identified high priority sites thot moy help guide whot projecl site to select
next for the Yeor 3 Gronts in Aid progrom. Yeor 2 wos focused on Upper Turnpike. Tilden Hill ond Town Form
Rood.

I've ottoched on excerpt from the reporl for your considerotion
Thonksl
Rito
Rito Seto, AICP

I Senior Plonner

Two Rivers-Ottouquechee Regionol Commission
ì 28 King Form Rd, Woodstock, VT 05091
Iel: 802.457.3188 | Cell: 802.281.2927 | Fox: 802.457.4728
rseto@trorc.org I www.trorc.orçl I TRORC Focebook

From: Herb Durfee <HDurfee@norwich.vt.us>
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2019 12:30 PM
To: Claudette Brochu <cbrochu30@smail.com>; John Langhus <iohnlanghus@email.com>; John Pepper
<iohnpeppe19L@email.com>; Mary Layton <marydlavton@gmail.com>; Roger Arnold (rogerarnold@email.com)
<rogerarnold @gmail.com>
Cc: Town Admin Norwich <mbersmeier@norwich.vt.us>; Larry Wiggins <lwiggins@norwich.vt.us>; Rita Seto
<rseto@trorc.orq>
Subject: RE: DEC grant proposal

Claudette,
See attached.

l'll have hardcopies for you tonight.

P.S. "Purple" = Gränts ln Aid eligible areas

to conduct BMP projects/practices

trerb
Herbert A. Durfee, lll
Town Manager
Town of Norwich
PO Box 376
1

Norwich, VT 05055

802-649-t4t9 ext. 102
802-698-3000 (cell)
8A2-649-0123 (fax)

From: claudette brochu fmailto:cbrochu3O@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 25,20L9 B:51 PM
Tor Herb Durfee
Subject: DEC grant proposal

Hi Herb,
Wondering if you could have some info available for 6126 mtg re: grant proposal.

I am wondering
Do you or Larry have the list of roads that are hydrologically connected? Can you provide maps of such?
Do you and Lany have a list of roads/projects that you woultl be coveretl uncler Lhis grant? If yes, please
provide the list.
What would be the out of pocket for the town and where would the funds come from?
Thanks,
C
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limited to, the waÍranties of merchantability, or fitness for a particular use, nor
are anv such warranties to be ¡molied with resoect to the data on this mao.
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Appendix C
Road lnventory and Evaluation Form for High Priority Project Sites
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Projest
Project

1 Upper Turnpike Road
2 Chapel Hill
3 Ruella Road..........
4 Tilden Hill
5 Town Farm Road
6 Tucker Hill
7 Upper Loveland

Road...
Road....
Road....
Road..........

16

...Site 1
.Site 2€
..............Site 4
......Site 5
...........................:.Site 6
.....Site 7
........Site 8

Project 2: Chapel Hill Road

-

Site 2

Road lnventory and Evaluation Form
Field

Road Segment Name &Segment lD

$]R Atlas

Number:

Slope:

DetermÍned
Slope:

Road Type:

Chapel Hill Road, 20673

7

7

Gravel

Overall Segment

Score:

Partially Meets

1. ROADWAY CROWNÆRAVEL

3. ROAD

I..AN E:

DRAII,IAGE:

Fully Meets

Partially Meets

2. GRADER BERM n ¡NDROW:

4. CONVTYANCE AREAÆU

Fully Meets

Fully Meets

5. CULVERN

Location

N/A

N/A

&

Erosion

Notes:
o

Stone lined ditch on right side

L9

Ilpe

Present:

RNOT,JT:

.F. iY-'.

,i
å

tf,
..

dF'.

rI ì.'

I

t

ì

I
J

Project 2: Chapel Hill Road

-

Site 3

Road lnventory and Evaluation Form

Number:

ANRAtlas
Slope:

Field
Determined
Slope:

Road Type:

Chapel Híll Road,20674

5.250

5.250

Gravel

Road Segment Name & Segment lD

Overall Segment

Seore:

Partially Meets

1. ROADWAY CROWNÆRAVEL IANE:

3. ROAD DRAINAGE:

Fully Meets

Partially Meets

2. GRADER BERM VTNDROW:

4. CONVEYANCE AREMTURNOUT:

Fully Meets

Fully Meets

5. CULVERT:

Location

N/A

N/A

F,lotes:
a

Stone lined ditch on right side

,,.1'

&

Erosion Type Present:

Project 3: Ruella Road

-

Site 4

Road lnventory and Evaluation Form

Numben

ANRAtIaS
Slope:

Field
Determined
Slooe:

Road Type:

Ruella Road, L6l-247

10

10

Gravel

Road Segment Name &Segment lD

Overall Segment

Score:

Partially Meets

1. ROADWAY CROWNÆRAVEL LANE:

3. ROAD DRAINAGE:

Partially Meets

Partially Meets

2. GRADER BERM^TUNDROW:

4. CONVEYANCE AREA/IU RNOUT:

Fully Meets

Fully Meets

&

5. CULVERT:

Location

Driveway Culvert

Fully Meets

DrainaÊe Culvert

Fully Meets

Erosion Type Present

Notes:
a
a

Needs to be graded and sloped to allow water to runoff into ditches
Needs stone lined ditch on right side

23

24

Project 6: Tucker Hill Road

-

Site 7

Road lnventory and Evaluation Form
Road Segment Name & Segment lD

ANRAtIAS

Number:

Slope:

Tucker Hill Road, L883]-2

1-1-

Overall Segment

Score:

Field

Determined
Slope:
77

Road Type:
Gravel

Partially Meets

1. ROADWAY CROWNÆRAVEL LANE:

3. ROAD DRAINAGE:

Fully Meets

Partially Meets

2. GRADER BERMAIfi NDROW:

4. CONVFTANCEARE /IURNOUT:

Fully Meets

Fully Meets

&

5. CULVERT:

Location

Driveway Culvert

Fully Meets

Erosion Type Present:

Notes:

o
o
o

DrainaÉe ditch has been preventing runoff into a green space
Conveyance area are full of silt and washing gravel into green areas
Needs to be stone lined ditch and conveyance all on the north side of the road

31

Project 7: Upper Loveland Road

-

Site 8

Road lnventory and Evaluation Form
Road Segment Name & Segment lD

ANRAIIAS

Number:

Slope:

Upper Loveland Road, L9OO26

10.3

Overall Segment

Score:

Field

Determined
Slooe:
10.3

Road Type:
Gravel

Partially Meets

1. ROADWAY CROWNÆRAVEL I.ANE:

3. ROAD DRAINAGE:

Fully Meets

Partially Meets

2. GRADER BERM VTNDROW:

4. CONVFTANCE AREAÆURNOUT:

Fully Meets

Fully Meets

5. CULVERT:

Location

N/A

N/A

&

Erosion Type Present:

N otes:

o
o

Stone lined ditches on both sides-full leng¡th
Conveyance- stone lined

35
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Norwich, W - Fee Schedule
Proposed

Ex¡st¡ng

Fee/F¡ne/Revenue Source:

FYE 18

l{unt¡nq & F¡thins L¡cêñsê

S
S

Peddler L¡cense

s

Doc L¡cense

Actual:

Department:

How Setr

570.00 Town Clerk
2,738.00 Town Clêrk

State
Stâte

221.00 Town Clerk

State

Æ

S9 soâved/neutered:

Fee/F¡ne/Base Amount: Add't

Add't Fee: Notes/Add¡t¡onal Feei

Fee/F¡ne/Base Amount:

Fee: Notes/Add¡t¡onal

S13 non-soav./neutered
Var¡es: Town Reta¡ns S1.50/l¡cens€

var¡es: Town Reta¡ns S1.50/l¡cens€

Police

Selectboard wn'M Recommend

s2s.00

Resident¡al

PleññinÞ/Zoñ¡ne

selectboard w¡fM Recommend

45.00

SmãllAddit¡ôn

PlanninE/zon¡nE

selectboard wÆM Recommend

L5.00

5

0.10

Same as Residential

Accessory

Plann¡ns/zonins

Selectboard

25.00

0.05

Same as Accessory

Non-Resident¡a¡
to 5K
Addit¡onal area (>5k sqft)
Permitted Uses. Ponds. Home B¡z

Selectboard w/tM Recommend
selectboârd w/TM Recommend

25.00
10.00

o.o7

Plann¡ns/zon¡nE

s
s

s

Small Accessorv (<250soft1

s

6s.00

Plãnnine/zoninp

selectboard

Plãnn¡ne/zonine

selectboard wÆM Recommend

Dev Envelooe Rev¡ew

Plann¡nÊ/Zon¡ns

selectboard wÆM Recommend

Boundaru L¡ne Adi.

Plannins/zon¡ns

Other Permits {Fences. sisns, Demo}

Plann¡nÂ/zon¡ns

Sêlectboard w/tM Recommend
selectbôârd wÆM Recommend

S¡te Plan Review

PlanninÊ/zonins

selectboard

Dev Envelooe Rev¡ew

PlanninÊ/Zon¡ns

s

Bu¡ld¡nc/Develooment Perm¡ts:
Administrative:

50.00

Fee

-

8,s25.00

w/tM

w/lM

Recommend

Recommend

sqft
0.12

s

55.00

75.00

55.00
45.00

s

30.00

selectboard wÆM Recommend

5

250.00
200.00

s

250.00

s

650.00

Dlus S30.00 each new

100.00

llntermediate or Final Plan Rev.)

27s.O0

plus S30.00 each un¡t
(for new tower)

ôlus S10.00 over

100.00

two lots
s

s0.00

DRB Hearinss;

Recommend

Condit¡onal Uses. ADoeals, Var¡ances

Plann¡ns/Zonins

Subd¡vision, Preliminary Plan Review

Plann¡ns/zon¡ne

Selectboard w/fM Recommend
Sele.rthôârd wì/TM Recommend

Add¡t¡onal Warned Hear¡nss

Plånnin!/zonÌns

seledboârd w/TM Recommend

PUD

PlanninE/zonins

Selectboard

w/fM

Recommend

selectboard wÆM Recommend

Têlecom Tower new

lot

0.10

s
s

2s0.00
6s0.00

olus S50.00 each new

s

100.00
650.00

flntermed¡ate or Final Plan Rev.)
olus S50.00 each

lot

unÌt

sãme as S¡te Plân
Same as

250.00

Telecom Town. existinc

s

2s0.00
200.00

0.03

5

550.00

s

0.10

same as Non-Resident¡al
75.00

o.o'1

s
s

w/IM

0.10
0.10

s0.00

s

o.r7
s

s

50.00

s

sit€ Plan

Other:

of oris¡nal fee

selectboard w/TM Recommend

Plannins/zon¡ne

Seledboard

Plannins/Zon¡ns

Selectboard wÆM Recommend

Town clerk
Town Clerk

STâtp

Stâte

S10/oare

S15/pase

Town Clerk

Stâte

s15/sheet

S25/sheet

Clerk

State

S10/pas€

S10/pace

Town clerk
Town clêrk

Stâle

StaffT¡me to DuDlicãte a record

Town Clerk

Stâte

S0.33/m¡nute after the f¡rst 30 m¡nutes

S0.33/m¡nute after the f¡rst 30 minutes

Sen¡or-Level Staff/lT SDec¡alist's Time Extrad. Data./Make Publ¡c Record
can
under 1 VSA

Town Clerk

State
Stâte

S0.57lminute
50,45lm¡nute

50.57lm¡nute

Hishwav Access

s
s

Recordinr Fee (documentsl

260.00
21.630.00

Re.ord¡nø Fee lsuruêv blâtsì

s
S

Document Coov Fee lcenlf¡ed coo¡esl

S

Vital Statist¡cs Fee
Motor Veh¡cle Renewal Fee
Photo.oÞv¡nÊ fând rêlãledl Fee:

2,2U.OO

s

1,060.00
87.00

s

7_00

Town clerk
Towñ clêrk

PhotocoDv. Color- sinele-sided
Paoer Coov, comouter-Êeneratêd.

uo to 8.5 x 14"

comoact Disc/Memory Stick, "wr¡te" once (Dubl¡c provides CD/St¡ck)
DVD, "wrÌte" once (public provides DVD)
Chare¡ne Feês

s

s

Rêntãl Fee:

wfiM

50%

Recommend

200%

200% of original fee
75.0O

75.00

s
s

s

s.00

5.00

214-oo

Photocopv, B&W, s¡nsle-sided, up to 8.5 x 14"
Photocobv- B&W. double-sided. uo tô 8.5 x 14"

EV

50%

of or¡s¡nal fee
of or¡s¡nal fe€

P¡ãnnins/zon¡ne

Amendments & Extensions to adm¡n perm¡ts
Perm¡ts for dêvêlooment before Derm¡t issued

563.00

s

Stãte

60.00

s

60.00

3.00

s

3.00

w

the
established by the W sec of State
S0.45/minute As established by the W Sec of State
S0.05/copv Às êsteblished bv the Vf Sec of State
S0.09/copy As established bv the W Sec of state
As

State

S0.05/copv

Iown clerk

State

S0.09/copv

Town Clerk

State

Town Clerk
Tôwn Clêrk

State
Stete

S1.0o/copv
S0.02lcoDv
S0.86/each "write"

S1.00/copy As established bv the W Sec of State
As establ¡shed by the w Sec of State
S0.86/each "write' As established by the W sec of State

Tôwn clerk

Stâte

S2.00/each "write"

S2.00/eãch "write" As êstãb¡ished bv the VT Sec of State

fown Manaeer

Contract l?ì

6.772.00

Tracv Hall & Bandstand:

fown Mãnâper
fown Manaser
fown Manaser

Multi-Purpose Room
smell confêrencê Room
Bandstand
Publ¡c Safetv Euildins lTrainins Room or Librarul

s

498.00

s

Alarm Response Fees:

selectboard

wftM

Pôl¡cê

selêctboãrd

w/lM

t

s

House checks
Rêcreet¡on Prolrâm Fees

s
s

Trensfêr Stet¡on St¡ckers:

140.50s.00

S

TBD TBD

TBD

TBD T8D

non-prof¡t; 1/2 fee ¡f non-prof¡t

T8D
TBD (!

TBD TBD

fee waived Town-based

llst

wa¡ver of 2nd 515O.OO; 2nd wa¡ver of 2nd S200)

1st offense wa¡ver S100.00; 2nd offense waiver S150.00)

Pol¡ce

çê¡pdhoârd w¡fM Recômmend

Pol¡ce

selectboãrd wÆM Recommend

Recreation

selectboard w/TM Recommend

Varies (Resident & Non-Res¡dents Rates)

DPWffown clerk
DPw/fown Clerk
DPwfrown clerk

Selectboard wÆM Recommend

S25.00 (covers July 1 - June 30)
37.00 lcovers lulv 1 - lune 3t

DPW

Selectboard

DPW

Selectboard

yar¡ed. Set bv the TM. with Rec D¡restor Recommend

2A.707.OO

Res¡dent - 2nd Veh¡cle lAnnual)

Reqrcl¡nc 5ol¡d Waste Fees:
Gênerâl Disoosãl Feês lee.h unless otheruise soecifiedl:

TBD TBD

TBD

280.00

Res¡dent - 1st Veh¡cle {Annual)

Non-Res¡dent (for Resident, Non-Profit, Local Business <5 Employees)

TBD

1st offense S-0-; 2nd offense 5250.00
1st offense S200.00; 2nd offense 5300.00

Audible Alarm

Duw Fees:
SDeciâl Event (bevond dav-to-dav)

hr 520.00; U2 dâv S30.00; full dav Ss0.00
hr S100.00; 1/2 day S150.00; full dav 5200.00

Floorins 5100; chaìrs: $50 (full); 530 (< full) iee wa¡ved Town-based non-Þrof¡t: U2 fee if non-profit
iee wa¡ved Town-based non-prof¡t; 1/2 fee if non-profit
iee waived Town-based non-profit; 1/2 fee if non-profit

Recommend

Fãhê Alârm
SDec¡al Pol¡ce

hr s40.00i 1/2 dav s75.00: full dav s125.00

t

Recommend

Pol¡ce

hr S50.00: 1/2 dav S150.00: full dav 5250.00

t

Seledboârd w/TM Recommend
Selectboard wÆM Recommend
Selectboard wÆM Recommend
sêledbôârd w/TM Recommend

Police

Pol¡ce Report Fee
Pol¡ce

t

selectboãrd wÆM Recommend

Gvm

Selectboard wÆM Recommend
selêctboãrd wÆM Recommend

to S12.00 ¡f ourchased after Jan
Reduc€d to 54.00 if purchased ãfter Jan

Reduced

1
1

S5o.oo {2 st¡ckers}

2.6ss.oo
Recommend

Free

Free

Free

Free

DPW

Recommend
sêledbôãrd w/TM Recommend

3.00

TBD

Ballasts - w¡th PCB
Ceoâcitors - Non PCB

DPW

Selectboãrd

Recommend

5.00

TBD

ÐPW

Selectboard

Recommend

T8D

Caoac¡tors - with PCB

DPW

ADÞliances, household (except as I¡sted below)

DPW

selectboard
Recommend
çÞlêdhÕârd wÆM Rpcommend

4.00
10.00

TSD

ADpliênces - w¡th CFC (refr¡s,, dehum¡d., Ac's, freezers, H20 cool.l
Abbl¡ânces. tôâstêrs ãhd toâster ôvêrs

DPW

sêlêctboârd

Recommend

4.00
20.oo

DPW

selectboârd w/TM Recommend

4.00

TBD

Eatteries lalkal¡ne. Dower tool. rechareable household. lithium)
bulbs
Ballasts - non PCB

hi

incandescent)

w/ÍM
w/tM

w/lM
w/lM
w/tM
wfiM

s

5

TBD
TBD

Norwich, VT - Fee Schedule
Ex¡st¡ng

Fee/F¡ne/Revenue Source:
Coôv Mâch¡nes lnot comnuter nêr¡oherell

FYE 18

Actual:

Department:
DPW

Fêe/F¡ne/Bãse Amôünt:

How set:
Seledboard

Propos€d

Add't Fee: Notês/Add¡t¡onal Fee:

Add't Fee:

20.00

TSD

Facs¡mile Machines

Dpw

T8D

DPW

Seledboard w/IM Recommend
Selectboe.d w/TM Recômmênd

6.00

Game Consoles

s

4.OO

TBD

Microwaves

DPW

selectboard w/TM Recommend

s

DPW

Selectboard

Recommend

10.00
1.00

TBD

MP3 Plavers, PDA's
Vacuums

DPW

Selectboard W/fM Recommend

10.00

TBD

Rad¡os

DPW

TBD

DPW

s
s

4.00

Stereo Êou¡oment

Seledboard úIM Recommend
Selectboard wÆM Rêcommênd

10.00

TBD

felephones

DPW

Selectboard wlTM Recommend

5

1.00

TBD

Power Cords and chargers
Teoe Recordrs/Answêrinp Mâch¡nês

DPW

Selectboard

Recommend

1-00

TBD

DPW

Selectboard

Recommend

1.00

-TBD

Sw¡tches - w¡th mercuru

DPW

s

1.00

TBD

Transformers - with PCB
Îrãnsformers - no PCg

DPW

selectboard MIM Recommend
Selectboard wlTM Recommênd

s

10.00

TBD

DPW

Selectboard wlTM Recommend

5

3.00

TBD

Used Motor O¡l
DVD Plever

DPW

Selectboard

wfIM

Recommend

Frêê

Selectboard

útM

Free

DPW

Recommend

Thêrmostâts

DPW
DPW

Selectboard wÆM Recommend
Selectboard w/tM Recommênd

Water and O¡l Based Paints

DPW

Seledboard w/TM Recommend

fires, Passenger Car and Lisht Truck - w¡thout R¡m
fires- Pessenser Cer and L¡sht Truck - with R¡m
Tires, Laree Truck - w¡thout Rim
Tires, LarÂe Truck - with Rim
Tires, Tractor or Lârger - w¡thout R¡m
T¡rês. Tredor or Leruer - with Rim
Tires. Motordcle - without R¡m
1¡res, Motorwcle - with Rim
T¡res, B¡cvcle - w¡thout Rim
T¡res, B¡cycle - with Rim

DPW

Selectboard wn'M Recommend

5.00

DPW

7.00

DPW

Selectboard wÆM Recommend
Selectboard w/tM Recommend
selectboard w/rM Recommend

DPW

Seledboard

DPW

selectboard

Dpw
DPW

Seledboard
Recommend
Selêdboard wÆM Recommênd

DPW

Selectboard w/TM Recommend

DPW

Selectboard

Cãr Seãts

DPW

Booster Seats

DPW

Selectboard wÆM Recommend
Selectboãrd w/TM Recommend

2,447.OO

DPW

GUVSWMD "Contract"

7.sqs.oo

DPW

???

Mattress, Tw¡n/Full
Mâttrêss. Oueen/l(¡nÞ

DPW

Selectboard

DPW

Selectboard

Box Sor¡nq lanv s¡ze)

DPW

Caroet, Small lthrow rucs/mats)

DPW

Seledboard MIM Recommend
Selectboard wÆM Recommênd

wfIM
wffM

Thermometer -

with mercury

DPW

s

E-Waste Revenue
R€wd¡nr Rebates

S
s

C&D Waste Revenue:
C&D ltems (each unless

w/IM

wfIM
w/IM

w/tM
w/tM
w/tM

w/tM

IBD

5

4.00
Free

5

1.00
Free

s
s

TBO

TBD

20.00
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Memorandum

To: Nonryich Selectboard
From: Roger Arnold and Claudette Brochu
Re: Policy Updates

We have been tasked by the Board to determine the format of Town Policies, determine
what the focus of a review should include, and designate reviewers. We have agreed to
the following set of guidelines:
a

For the template, to the extent possible, we propose policies be formatted or
rewritten to accommodate the following section headings. An example of a policy
with these section headings is below.

For review purposes, we ask the reviewers to

relevancy, both broadly and specifically. ls the policy still needed? Are parts
of the policy relevant but need to be amended or updated?
"authority")
policy should include the procedure on how to apply for permission to hang
your banner.

We also determined which policies should have an initial review by Selectboard
members. We include the following list for your consideration (listed by number and
brief title) followed by initial reviewer:

o
o
o
o
o
o

#45-Social Media policy (incorporates existing email/computer policies, etc .into
over-arching policy on social media). Roger and Glaudette
#41- tax collection-Roger and Herb
#38 -Open mtg law- Pepper and Roger
#35- Conservation Funds- Conservation Gommission and Roger
#32- Banner policy-Roger and Glaudette
#28- Sexual Harassment- Claudette and Roger

Policy Example with Section Headings
Town of Nonryich
A Pol

on Sexual Harassment

Effective: Upon Adoption
Purpose: The Town of Nonruich actively seeks to provide and maintain a productive workplace
free of sexual harassment of any employee, elected official or citizen.

Authority: This policy is adopted in accordance with 21 V.S.A. S 495h with support from the
model policy by the Vermont Department of Labor.
Policy: Sexual harassment in the workplace is illegal under federal and Vermont law and is
strictly prohibited. The Town is committed to providing a workplace free from this unlawful
conduct. All employees have the right to work without being subjected to insulting, degrading or
exploitative treatment on the basis of their gender. lt is against the policies of the Town for any
individual, male or female, to sexually harass another individual in the workplace.
Procedures:

1.

Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination and means unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature when:
a. submission to that conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of employment
b. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a
component of the basis for employment decisions affecting that individual;
c. the conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an
individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
working environment. Examples of sexual harassment include, but are not limited
to the following, when such acts or behavior fall under one of the above
definitions:

DRAFT Minutes of the Selectboard Meeting of
Wednesdav. June 26,2019 at 6:30 pm

Members present: Claudette Brochu, Vice Chair (acting as Chair); Roger Arnold; John Langhus;
Mary Layton; Herb Durfee, Town Manager; Miranda Bergmeier, Assistant to the Town Manager.
Member absent: John Pepper, Chair
There were about 18 people in the audience
Also participating: Cheryl Lindberg, Linda Cook, Demo Sofronas, Claudette Brochu, Charlotte
Metcalf, Ed Piper, Rod Francis, JaciAllen, Stuart Richards, Kris Clement, and Ernie Ciccotelli.

1.

Approval of Agenda. Selectboard (SB) members agreed to amend the agenda to discuss the
payment of two bills. Langhus moved (2nd Layton) to amend the agenda by adding an action item
under agenda item #7 , Town Manager Report, to authorize payment of two bills using Recreation
Facilities and John Girard Fund designated funds. Motion approved unanimously.

2.

Public Comment. Cheryl Lindberg said that she sent a copy of the completed checklist to the
Selectboard, which will be included in correspondence for the next SB meeting. Linda Cook said that
the annual 5-Church Rummage Sale will be held at Tracy Hall on July 12, 13, and 14 call Linda at
603-208-7847 if you need help donating items. Demo Sofronas said that the annual Town Fair will be
held on the Nonvich Green on July 18, 19, and 20. Claudette Brochu announced that the bag bank is
overflowing, so please take a bag if you need one. Charlotte Metcalf thanked the SB for passing the
bag ordinance.

3.

Appointments to Open Positions. Demo Sofronas explained that he has served on the
Advance Transit (AT) Board of Directors for some time. AT has increased ridership in Nonruich for the
last 7 years. Sofronas is seeking another 3-year term on the board. Langhus asked what AT is doing
about reducing fossil fuel use. Sofronas said that AT is looking into electric buses. Sofronas said
that the board meets once a month, plus any committee meetings. Sofronas said that he very rarely
misses meetings. Ed Piper said that he also applied for appointment to the AT board, and spoke with
Sofronas before the SB meeting. Piper said that he is happy to have Sofronas continue on the board
until he is ready to step aside. Pieper said he is a big fan of AT. Piper worked in mental health for
years, and saw how people benefit from AT's services. Piper asked the SB to hang onto his
application for the future and keep Sofronas as rep for this next term. Piper is very interested in
participating in the future. Arnold asked if there is an alternate rep position; Sofronas said he will ask
AT if that is a possibility. Layton moved (2nd Langhus) to appoint Demo Sofronas to the Advance
Transit Board for a three-year term ending in June 2022 and to explore the possibility of having an
alternate representative. Motion approved unanimously.

6.

Consent Agenda. Brochu and Layton said that they would like to pull John Farrell's
correspondence out of the consent agenda in order to discuss the Nonruich Farms signage change,
as addressed in Farrell's letter. SB members asked the Town Manager (TM) and Planning Director if
the change in the sign - from Norwich Farms to Norwich Farms Creamery - was in violation of any
town rules or regulations. Durfee and Rod Francis (Planning Director) said that the sign change is
not in violation. Langhus moved (2no Layton) to accept John Farrell's letter regarding Nonryich Farms
Creamery sign change into correspondence. Motion approved unanimously.

8.

2019 TRORC Proposed Regional Plan - Joint Discussion with Planning Commission (PC)
Rod Francis explained that the Regional Planning Commission (RPC) develops a plan for the region
Norwich Selectboard DRAFT Minutes - 612612019 } lg
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Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission (TRORC) - of which Norwich is part. TRORC has
thus far maintained an interchange policy designed to discourage sprawl in rural areas. Francis
discussed the memo he provided for the SB meeting packet. Francis also said that the PC has asked
TRORC for clarification on their stance toward mixed use development in the Lewiston area, for
example, in order to find out how the proposed regional plan would functiolr. Francis emphasized
that there are currently no plans for a ny such development. Francis presented the SB's options
regarding the proposed regional plan , per his memo to the SB. Francis suggested the SB include
n
tr
memo
regional plan. Layton said she would like to use comments 2 through 5 from Francis's memo in the
SB response to the proposed plan. Langhus said he has been looking at the regional plan sections
that are not related to land use, and liked the attention the plan pays to climate issues, but would like
to see more input from TRORC regarding siting renewable energy infrastructure. Jaci Allen said she
agrees that the SB should incorporate #2 through 5 in their response. Allen said she sees positive
aõpects in the proposed plan. Brochu asked how receptive TRORC will be to input. Francis said
they have been open to take on comments he has made thus far. Brochu asked about the process
for âpproving the regional plan. Linda Cook asked for a copy of the correspondence with Peter
Gregory. Drìrfee saÍd that it will be part of the next SB packet. Stuart Richards said he asked Peter
Gregory if Nonruich could break with TRORC. Richards said he is very concerned about the
posõiOiiity for development on Route 5 South. He doesn't want dense multi-family development in
Ñonruich.- Richards wants to maintain a strong center of town, as it has been. Richards would like to
see the SB protect the interchange. Kris Clement asked what happens if the town's zoning
regulations are in conflict with the regional plan. Francis said that if the proposed project triggers Act
2Sb, then TRORC will govern. Ernie Ciccotelli said he thinks this is a very short time frame for public
comments and the SB should ask for more time to provide comment. Langhus agreed that this is an
overly compressed time frame, which precludes meaningful public input. Brochu asked for other SB
mem-bers to offer input on the SB written response. SB members reached consensus to ask Francis
to draft written comments to TRORC incorporating point 2 through 5, as included in Francis's memo.
These are:

-

2.
3.
4.
5,
4.

Limited comment in support of removing the interchange area in Norwich
Suggest more clarity about scale of residential development in rural areas
Suggest more flexibility around retail uses in the mixed use district when combined with residential development
Suggest more attention to neighborhood amenity (including retail) in mixed use development

Vermont DEC Stormwater Grants-ln-Aid. Durfee said that the state has invited certain towns
to participate in a program to help towns with best practices around stormwater management.
Norwich is one such tôwn. Norwich can identify priority project regarding stormwater. Durfee is
seeking SB approvalto participate in this program and receive help from the state. This program is
focuseð on water quality, but can also result in improved infrastructure resiliency. Langhus moved
(2nd Layton) to authorize the Town Manager to participate in the Vermont Department of Conservation
Stormwater Grants ln Aid Program. Motion approved unanimously.

5.

2O1g Paving Program. Durfee said that the town has gone out to bid on paving. Blaktop is the

apparent low bidder, and Durfee seeks SB approval to spend from the paving designated.fund to pay
toitne portion of cost not covered by the state grant. Langhus moved (2no Layton) to authorize the
expenditure of up to $45,040 from the Paving Designated Fund to pay for the town's cost share to
pave a section of Union Village Road. Motion approved unanimously.

7.

Town Manager Report. The tennis court suffered damage this spring. Almost all the repair
costs are covereo 6y warianty. Langhus moved (2nd Layton) to authorize the expenditure of $810
from the Tennis Coúrts Designated Fund to pay for repairs to the tennis courts. Motion approved
Page2 of 4
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unan¡mously. SB members thanks Peter French and all volunteers who replaced the Huntley
pavilion roof; it looks beautiful. Layton moved (2nd Langhus) to authorize the expenditure of
$4,769.97 from the John Girard Designated Fund to pay for the purchase of cedar shakes and roofing
materials to replace the Huntley Meadows pavilion roof. Motion approved unanimously. Durfee
presented to the SB a proposed revised fee schedule, which will be included in the July 10 SB
packet. Brochu asked how Durfee determined how to raise the fees. Durfee said he has been
balancing fees with actual costs. Brochu asked if we should suspend C&D collection. Durfee said
that we should keep taking C&D waste for now, untilwe see what Lebanon and Hartford landfills do.
SB members agreed to formally thank Roberta Robinson for her many years of service, and express
their deep appreciation for her work.

9.

Selectboard Goals Discussion - Affordable Housing. Layton said that she and Arnold
attended a recent Affordable Housing Subcommittee meeting (AHS). Layton came away feeling that
AHS is doing good work, and affordable housing in Nonryich will be a daunting proposition. Arnold
said that AHS talked about strategies for raising funds for affordable housing. Langhus asked if the
town can adjust taxes on accessory dwellings in order to encourage affordable housing that way.
Durfee said there is the possibility of tax stabilization for those buildings. Stuart Richards said he
thinks affordable housing is doable in Norwich if someone puts in the time and effort. Richards said
that land is available in Norwich. He suggested that the SB make the affordable housing fund easily
enough accessed to move quickly. Arnold asked about affordable housing strategy document the
AHS working on.

10.

Selectboard Policies Status SB members agreed to postpone this agenda item to their July
10 meeting.

11.

Verizon 60-day Advance Notice re: Cellular Attachment... Brochu said that she is very
opposed to the new utility pole. Langhus said that the SB has the opportunity, but is not required, to
comment. Layton said that she disagrees with Brochu. Francis said it's very unlikely the SB could
affect this project. SB members decided not to take any action on this matter.

12.

Future Meeting Agenda ltems. SB members agreed to the following agenda items for their
next meeting:

Master Financial Policy
Set Tax Rate
Affordable Housing
TRORC Regional Plan Discussion
Road and Bridge Standards
July/August Meeting Schedule

At 10:09 pm, Layton moved

(2nd Langhus)

to adjourn. Motion passed unanimously.

Meeting adjourned at 10:09 pm

By Miranda Bergmeier
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Approved by the Selectboard on

John Pepper
Selectboard Chair
Next Meeting

-

July 10, 2019

-

Regular Meeting at 6:30 PM

PLEASE NOTE THAT CATV RECORDS ALL REGULAR MEETINGS OF THE NORWICH
SELECTBOARD.
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Towil or. Nonwtcl¡
PLANNING & ZONING

TO: Herb Durfee, Town Manager
FROM: Rod Francis, Planning Director
RE: Joint Planning Commission, Selectboard Comments on 2019 DRAFT TRORC Regional Plan
DATE:

710312019

Please flnd attached a DRAFT of a proposed joint Planning Commission/ Selectboard comments letter on the 2019
DRAFT TRORC Regional Plan, as requested by the Selectboard at their meeting of June 26,2019.
The comments include:
1. Support for removing the interchange area in Nonryich
2. Requesting more clarity about the scale of residential development in rural areas
3. Suggesting more flexibility around retail uses in the mixed use area
4, Suggesting more attention to community design in the mixed use area
5, Noting that the compressed public outreach period limited our participation in the Plan
This set of comments is consistent with the topics identified by the Selectboard on June 26,2019. The final version of
the letter needs to be agreed to at the July 10 meeting if we are to meet the deadline for public comment, which is
July 11,2019.
I

will be available to discuss the letter at the July 10, 2019 Selectboard meeting.

P.O. BOX 376 NORWICH,

W 05055 I 802 649-1419 x4 I olanner@norwich.vt.us

Ll

Peter Gregory
Executive Director
Two Rivers Ottauquechee
Regional Commission
128 King Farm Rd
Woodstock, VT 05091

July 1 1,2019
Dear Peter,

Comments on the DRAFT 2019 TRORC Regional Plan
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft2019 TRORC Regional Plan. Please
accept the comments below as the written submission of the Norwich Selectboard and Planning
Commission. Our comments focus on proposed changes contained in Chapter 3 Land Use
lnterchange Areas (see p36), including Mixed Use Areas (see p35), Rural Areas (see p42), and
related maps and definitions. The Selectboard and Planning Commission discussed the Draft
2019 Regional Plan (TRORC Plan) at the Selectboard meetings of June 26 and July 10, 2019,
and the Planning Commission meetings of June 27 and July 2,2019.
Noruvich supports the decision to eliminate the lnterchange Area designation for Noruvich and, in
general, considers the draft TRORC Plan a step in the right direction. However, we continue to
have a number of questions as they relate to the following elements of the TRORC Plan:

1. How are Rural and Mixed Use areas mapped?
2. What density of housing development does the Rural area allow?
3. Does excluding principal retail in Mixed Use areas impact community

4.
5.

design?

How is community design best facilitated?
Why was the public outreach process so limited?

1.

How are Rural and Mixed Use areas mapped?
We understand that in the TRORC Plan under consideration a new Mixed Use area is
suggested, running south from Route 10A along Route 5. The Lewiston neighborhood is reassigned to the Rural area, as is the land on the western side of Route 5 South from
approximately King Arthur Flour to just south of Hopson Road. The Foggs lumberyard is
included in the Hartford "Town Cente/'.
ln the written notice of June 7,2019 notifying Norwich of the proposal to eliminate the
lnterchange Area and replace it with two other areas (Rural, Mixed Use) there was no
explanation as to how the boundaries of the replacement areas were established. The area
boundaries do not follow property boundaries or other readily apparent physical features. The
scale and organizational scheme of the future land use map included in the TRORC plan (as
printed) does not allow the public to review the suggested changes in detail. More explanation
of the factors informing the mapping process undertaken by TRORC is needed for Norwich to
fully weigh the implications of the proposed changes.

As you can see from the following questions, the density and type of housing development
permitted in Rural areas is of great interest to Nonryich. One solution may be to map the entire
former interchange area as Mixed Use. Another may be to include the Lewiston neighborhood
as part of Village Center (which would be more consistent with local zoning). We recognize that
the Future Land Use Area categories included in the TRORC Plan must serve the regional
vision and be applicable across the thirty member towns, so any elaboration on the methods
used for mapping and the assignment of land use areas would be helpful.

2.

What density of housing development does the Rural area allow?
Along with more background information on the method for redrawing the future land use map,
Non¡rich seeks a more detailed definition of Rural to be included in the text of the TRORC Plan.
Some of the existing Lewiston neighborhood has a standard suburban cul-de-sac form and
typical densities
can this built form and density meet the definition of Rural provided in the
TRORC Plan? Meanwhile, lands facing River Road are different in character, having been
developed as railroad-side service areas and now including a blend of residential and light
industry. Many have observed the potentialfor more intense multi-story residential development
in this area (a logical extension of the built pattern existing immediately across the river in
Hanover). For Noruvich to contemplate amendments to our zoning regulations facilitating this
form of development in the future, we would need assurance that such development would also
conform to the regional plan.

-

To provide an adequate framework and guidance, a more detailed discussion of Rural (including
scale/density) is needed. Specifically, how does the existing built form or potential future
development conform to the following Goals and Policies for Rural Areas of the TRORC Plan
(see p44):
Goal 3: Development is at a scale and type that conforms to historical patterns and does
not detract from Regional Growth Areas
Policy 3: New individual multi-unit residential units containing five units or less are
appropriate along Class 3 or better roads, but larger ones are not...
As we understand it, new affordable housing projects generally need to be larger than five units
to achieve viability. As written, the definition above does not make clear whether the five-unit
limit is meant to apply to individual structures or to a parcel, which may have more than one
structure. As currently written, we understand the TRORC Plan to limit housing development in
Rural areas to five-unit developments. This may undermine Nonvich's ability to facilitate
affordable housing and to meet the following TRoRc Plan Housing policy (p176)

7

Towns should plan so that most new residential development is near employment,
transportation lines, and/or service centers.

3.

Does excluding principal retail in Mixed Use areas impact community design?
The Mixed Use district contemplates a range of uses similar to the existing lnterchange area
policies with the addition of multi-family housing and more variety in light industry and
comparable uses. Principal Retail as a use will continue to not be permitted. Nonvich
acknowledges the statutory encouragement of land use regulations that reinforce the economic
vitality of existing Village Centers and Growth Centers. But we also see potential for mixed use
buildings (not just subdivisions with a variety of single use structures) combining
commercial/office space with residential uses and retail. Compact (footprint under 6,000sqft)
mixed use structures are a common smart growth design response. When combined with robust
2

site plan standards this form of development can provide universal access, open-plan smallscale commercial space with housing that achieves a price point many smaller households can
better afford. This scale of development could still utilize on-site waste-water management, an
important feature for this area.
Under the current plan and in the TRORC Plan principal retail is not defined with reference to
floor area, sales volume or other quantitative measures. We ask that the definition be based on
a clear quantitative measure. We also ask that structures under a reasonable limit, such as a
footprint of 6,000sqft (which is smaller than typical box stores) be exempted from the principal
retail exclusion, where a residential use is included in the same structure. We note that the area
currently has development that meets the TRORC definition of 'principal retail'. lmpacts
requiring mitigation from these existing uses such as access management, traffic volumes,
noise and visual impact are well within the design limits of US Route 5 and existing Noruvich
Land Use Regulations.

4.

How is Community Design best facilitated?
We are concerned that the land use areas proposed for Nonivich in the TRORC Plan would
jeopardize the ability of developers to produce multi-family housing in Nonruich. The optimal
locations for future housing development in Non¡r¡ich would be close to the existing civic, service
and employment centers in Nonvich village, Hanover to the east, and Wilder to the south along
the highways that are already served by public transit. Some parts of Non¡rich that best fit this
description are Route 5 South from the Hartford town line north to 10A, on both sides of Route
5, and River Road north from Route 104 to Route 5. The TRORC Plan captures portions of
these lands in a mixed use area, but much of it is designated as rural and, as discussed above,
these designations (as written) appear to exclude the possibility of multi-family housing with
more than five units.
Further, for the kind of mixed use area that the TRORC Plan envisages to succeed, more
consideration of community design is needed. We encourage more thought be given to the
actual mix of uses and designs standards that address any possible conflicts. ln our view,
rethinking the Mixed Use area from the perspective of community design reinforces the
argument for allowing some level of retail use where it is focused on the neighborhood and
passing traffic. The TRORC Plan rightly identifies energy and housing availability as two major
concerns and devotes a chapter to healthy communities which explicitly draws links between
the built environment, land use and public health. lt would be regrettable if the broad exclusion
of principal retail prevents the emergence of residential neighborhoods with thoughtful
community design. Currently, multi-unit housing developments further south on Route 5 in
Hartford are car dependent regarding access to retail services or social spaces such as cafes.
Nonruich encourages TRORC to visualize small mixed-use neighborhoods where residents
could walk or bike to retail establishments and employment opportunities, consistent with your
policies contained in Chapter 2: Healthy Communities. For this to be possible a more nuanced
treatment of principal retail is needed.

5.

Why was the public outreach process so limited?

Nonruich appreciates that TRORC is comprised of thirty member communities and the significant

cost and complexity of undertaking the necessary public outreach. We are heartened by the
effort to draft this plan mindful of the impact of climate change and the need to plan for a shift
away from fossil fuel dependence. There is a great deal to admire in this work. Nevertheless, we
are disappointed by the compressed review and approval schedule that has been imposed,
3

which has precluded face-to-face meetings between Non¡vich Selectboard, Planning
Commission and TRORC representatives. We are also disappointed that only the statutory
minimum for warning the draft and holding of public hearings has been met. We recommend in
the future that a more robust opportunity for public and member community input be provided
that exceeds the statutory minimum and provides ample opportunity to discuss the best way to
achieve shared goals.

JaciAllen,
Chair, Nonryich Planning Commission

John Pepper,
Chair, Non¡vich Selectboard
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FY 2019 Proposed Tax Rate Calculation 07/10/2019
Grand List
4/1/2019 Town Grand List
1%

School (Rates Set by State)
Homestead Tax Rate
HGL Education Grand List
State Education Taxes
Non Residential Tax Rate
NRGL Education Grand List
State Education Taxes

$
$

$

748,563,300 Comcast
7,485,633 Town Exemptions

-

1,045,696
1,086,700

Town Exemptions
Beaver Meadow Chapel
Community Grange
Norwich Fire District
Root District Game Club

$

1.8068

$

7,825,803

$

5,159,296

$

12,985,099

$

FY20
0.4538

$

0.0018
0.0004
0.0027
0.0008
0.0004
0.0002
0.0003
0.0002
0.0006
0.0011
0.0004
0.0445
0.0000
0.0002
0.0005
0.0003
0.0003
0.0021
0.0007
0.0001
0.0003
0.0004
0.0583

$

0.0491

4,331,306

$

771,100

$ 12,530.38

Homestead
Veterans
Energy
Subtotal

$
$
$

280,000
35,600
315,600

Homestead

Total

$ 1,086,700

18,232.64

non-residental
Subtotal

$
$

13,514
3,000
20,000
6,000
3,000
1,677
2,500
1,500
4,348
8,000
3,000
333,000
337
1,200
3,750
2,000
2,000
15,600
5,300
1,000
2,500
3,000
436,226
4,708,019

Offsetting Revenues
Property Tax Fees and Interest
Current Use Payment
Permit and License Fees
Intergovernmental Revenues
Service Fees
Public Safety Revenues
Other Town Revenues w/o Interest from Banks
Interest Earned from Banks
Miscellaneous Revenues
Total Offsetting Revenues

$

42,000
180,196
12,090
209,000
362,765
10,450
34,000
20,000
4,000
874,501

Amount to raise from Property Taxes w/o Local Agreement

$

3,833,518

$

0.5121

$

0.4980

2.83%

$

18,233

$
$

0.0024
0.5146

$
$

0.0055
0.5035

2.20%

$

3,851,751

$

FY20
1.8068
1.625
0.5146
0.0075
2.3289
2.1471

FY19
1.8487
1.6075
0.5035
0.0076
2.3598
2.1186

$

FY19
0.4489

4,271,793

School Homestead Tax Rate
School Non Residential Tax Rate
Town Tax Rate (With Local Agreement Rate)
Windsor County Rate ($ 56,329 amount due)
Total Homestead Tax Rate
Total Non Residential Tax Rate

133,900
388,500
40,000
208,700

3,174,951

$

Town Tax Rate
Local Agreement Taxes
Total Town Tax Rate
Grand Total to be raised in Property Taxes
Summary

$
$
$
$

1.6250
$

Total State Education Taxes

Total Town Budget w/o Articles
Voted Monetary Articles
Advance Transit
CATV
Cemetery Commission
The Family Place
Good Beginnings
Green Mountain Economic Development
Headrest
Norwich American Legion
Norwich Child Care Scholarship
Norwich Historical Society
Norwich Lion's Fireworks
Norwich Public Library Operating & Capital
Public Health Council of the Upper Valley
Senior Solutions
SEVCA
Special Needs Support Center
Upper Valley Trails Alliance
VT/NH Visiting Nurse
White River Council on Aging
Windsor County Partners
WISE
Youth-in-Action
Total Monetary Articles
Total Town Expenditures

$
$

% Change
-2.27%
1.09%
2.20%
-0.99%
-1.31%
1.34%

1.09%

$ 5,702.26

04;12
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pt$

In ÀI1 Distticts

(Taxable properties onl.y - Statê and Non-tax atatus propertíês are not listed bêLow)

PârcêI
Count

ESTÀTE
category/Code
REAL

Residential I
Residential II
Mobile Homes-U
Mobilê ¡Iomes-L
Seasonal I
Seaaonal fI
Comercial

MuniciPal
Listed value

81?
492

3s0,918,300
338,112,800

MHU

2

5, 700

0

MI¡L

L2

1,970,000

545,400

s1
s2

4

c

44

427 ,LO0
3, 210 . 100
32,304 , 900
? ,041 ,800

0

L2

0

0
0
0

R1
R2

Conmelcj.al Àpts

CA

7

Industrial
Utilities-E
Utilities-O

I

0
3
0

UE
UO

10

o

27

9,229,OOO
7 ,520 , 600

woodland

w

0

0

135

1,565

!orÀr, LrsrED REÀr
P.P
P.P
P.P

0

7

,284 t998

117 , 516, 114
136 , 245, 833

350,918,300

5, ?00
L ,424 ,600
427 ,LOo
3,210, 100

5, 700
1, 9?0 ,000

32,304,900
7,041,800

32 ,30¿ , 900

0

^
9,734,3OO

|,944

0

786,247 t9O0

446, 688 , 851

339. 559 , 049

786,247 ,90O

1

7A7

1 , 045. 696

,045, 696

,293,596

7/7

veÈerans >10K

Total Veterans

Non-Àpprv (voted)
Owner Pays Ed Tax

lotal Contracts

9/8

1

34O,604,745

Uae

Special Exe¡nptions

Partial Statutory

,293,596

10,000

70,000

280 ,000

60,000

10,000

70,000

0
0

0

0

0
0

045, 696
0
0

806, 700
0
L

0

tA52,396

t52/Ls2

Total Farmstabcontr

7A7

,000

O/O

Owner Pays Ed Tax

1,O45,696

,0¿s , 696

446,688,8s1

045, 696

60

0
0

Non-Àpptr(voted)

1,

70,000
210,000

0/o
o/o
0/o
o/o

Famstab Àppru \ÆPC
F.am Grandfathered

Current

1,

0/o
o/o
8/8
o/o

Grandfatherêd

0

9,229,OO0
7 ,52O,600

25,773 t300

1,045,696

1

0

tO02
0

1

VEPC

,041 , 800

25,773,300

0
0

P.P. Contracts
contract Àppry

?

25,773,300

0
0

10K

427 ttoo

3,210, 100

9,734,3OO

E'EIæEION6

veterans

338, 112 , 800

3,931.300

1

TOTÀ', I,ISTED VAI,I'E

0

Total Education
Listed Value

0
0

Equipnent

TOTÀI, TISTED P.P

0

Non-Resi Ed.
Listêd Value

3,589,300

CabLe

Inventory

,rA6

20L,866,96'l

0

F

M

233 | 4O2

9, ?34,300

Fam
Othêr
Miscêllaneous

Ed
Listêd value
Homestead

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36, s97 , 900

13, 498 , 300

23, 099 , 600

36, 59? , 900

0

0

0

0
0

0

o/o

0

0

0

Sub-total Exmptions

3A,730,296

13, 558 , 300

23, 109 , 600

36. 66? , 900

Total Exmptions

38,730,296

13,558,300

23 , 109, 600

36 ,667

ÎOTAL MUNTCTPÀ!

GRÄND

TOTAT, EDUCÀTrON GRÀND

NON-TÀX

r,rgr
LIST

,900

7,485,633.00

56 NON-TAX

4,331,305.51

3'174,95L.45

7

,506,256.96

PARCEI,S ARE NOT INCI.I'DED ON THE 411

îlf

¡ldqu¡/søs

frhl!
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(Tdable propertíes only - State and Non-tæ status ProPerties are not Liated below)
Total Education
Non-Resi Ed'
l¡omestêad Ed
MuniciPa1
Parcel
ESTATE
tisted Value
Lj-sted valuê
tíated Value
Listed value
Count
Category/Code

REAL

Status on Personal Property
1t gaa inventory been exmpted by vote of town/city?

Yes-xx- No-

2, ¡Ias machinery and equiPment bèen exmPted by
vote of your town,/city?

Yes

3) If yes fot *2, what Portion is now ex$Pt?
(íncLude percentage)

XX

No

100.00

4) If no îor *2, Please indicate beLow how your town/city is
assessing business Personal property (Place t'X" by oPtion used)
b) at dePreciated value
a) at fair market value
Sumary of Adjustnents to Tãable Va].ues (Local Agreênents Etc
Àpproved (VEPC) Contracts,/ExemPtions

athered Contlacts/Exmptions
Non-Àpproved (voted) contracts,/ExetriPtions
I¡omestead Non-Approved (voted) Contracts/ExmPtions
Grandf

Non-Resi Non-Àpproved (Voted) Contracts/ExemPtions
Municipal Contracts (Owner pays Ed Tax)

special Exemptions
Current Use (Use Value ÀPPraisal Ptogram)
Veteran Exênptions
gomestead

veteran Exsnptions beyond 10K
Non-Resi vetelan Exemptions bêyond 10K
Partial Statutory ExertPtiona

)l
0t

0l
806,700
30,500
77 6 t20O

|
|
I

0l
0t
36, s97,900 |
70,000
180,000
30, 000

1

I
|

0t

04:12 pn
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Main District:
PÀRCEI, ID

Listed By T!?e and Date voted
cÀT,

NÀù{E

BEGINNING

70-008 .000

coMcÀsT, PRoPERTY TAX DEP PC

ENDING
DATE

DATE

CODE

/

/

/

/

TITI.E
5401

{s0-142-13166

03/06/07

05-095.000

METCÀJ,I'CHARLOTTE

804/0L/o7//3831

S

05-095. ¿00

16-116.410

03-0s2.000

I,ÀKE NORÀ¡¡

804/0L/07//3831

S

27 4

R1

BROTIIi¡EI,T, TIMOTEY

,L/OL/O1

/

09-029. 100

/

3832 (1)

09-036.100

Non-residential
BEAVER MEADOTT SCSOOLHOUSE

C

04/0L/t6 o4/0L/2L

3840

NORWICH FIRE DISTRICT

M

NORIÍICH FIRE DISTRICT

M

11-058.010

04/oL/L6 04/OL/2r 274t
o4/oL/L6 O{/OL/2L 274L

20-211.000
450-L42-r24r4

10,000

Non-residential
30,000

Non-residentiaL
ROOT DISTRICT GÀl'{E

CLttB

C

04/Ot/L6 OA/OL/2!

3840

uppER vÀrrEY coMM GRANGE

Non-Approved (voted) Contracts/ExenPtions

C

208,700

Non-resídential

450-142-13043
03/o7 /16

133,900

Non-residential

450-L42-L3328

03/oL/L6

344 ,800

Homestead

450-t42-L3321

03/oL/t6

,600

Non-residèntiaI

450-1¿2-11804

03/oL/L6

.000

Non-rêsidential

450-142-13188

03/oL/16

1 ,045, 696
Non-lesidential

1 , 753

450-L42-L32t3

03/06/o7

E)(EMPTION

Homestead

450-142-12510

03/06/o7

04/oL/L6 O{/OL/2L

ASSMT TESS

STATUTE CODE VÀ],UE BEEORE CONTR,ACT

3840

388,500

Non-residentiaL

1,

CONTRACT

ÀS{OI'NT

045. 696

0

0

L

,045 , 696

10. ?00

L,742,300

10,700

1, 436. 300
306, 000

n

5, 100

269,500
269.500

19,800
19 .800

325, 000
325, 000

0

0

5, 100

L33,gOOl
133, 900

0
0

10, OOO/

0

10 ,000

0

30,ooo/
30, 000
2OA,7O0

0

/

208,700

38f',sOOl
388,500
LA52,396

ñ

0
0
0
0

Town

o6/26/2019
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NON-TÀXÀBÍ,E PARCELS ÀBSTRÀCT

pm

tisted in Parce1 Order

SÍATUTE

The real property parcels listed. below are exmpt from the property tax under Vêmont law. These Parcels are included in the
grand list book in accord with 32 VSÀ aectioî 4!.52 and subject to parcel Palmênts under 32 vsÀ secti-on 4041a.
palment can only be issues if complete and accurate infomation is provided. Do not include Parcels subject to local agreements.
O9NER

NÃ¡.{E

ÞARCEL

À¡.CERICÄN LEGION POST 8

BEÀVER MEADOW CSÀPEI, ÀSSOC

CI¡II,D CÀRE CENTER INC
CONGREGÀTIONÀI, C T'RCH

DRESDEN SCI¡OOT. DISTRICT

FÀù'ILY PLÀCE

ID

IACRE&I.oDGEHOUSE
20-081.000
c
3) 32 vSA S 3802 (2)
c
0.11 ACRE e CI¡ÀPEL
03-031.000
9) 32 vsÀ S 3802 (4) ;3a32(2't
4.4 ÀCRES e COMM BLDG
c
15-081.000
7) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4) ,3432(2't
c
.75 ACRE e CI{URCH
20-230.200
9) 32 vsA S 3802(4),3832(21
'10.78 ÀC; SCHOOL FIELDS
C
15-072.000

10) 32 vsA S 3802(4); 22 S

TIIE

METIIODIST CI¡URCTI
MONTSHIRE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

NORÍIICH FIRE DISÎRICT

NORWICH I¡ISTORICÀL SOCIETY
NORVTICH NURSERY SCHOOL INC

PltBtIC LIBRARY

NORWICg SCllOOt DISTRTCT

3352

30) 24 vSA S

3352

ASSOC

30) 24 vSA S

3352

836.3

c

.91 ÀcRE &

20-247.OOO
6) 32 vSA S 3802(4)
2O-229.LOO

C

.92

NORÍIICH TOI{N OF
NORÎ¡ICH TOI{N OF
NORWICH TOVIN OF

20-192.000

c

C

10) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4); 22 S

L09

20-238.000

3802(4)

O3-O3O.OOO

.6

ÀcRE

NORVTICS TOI{N O¡'

05-019,000

M

.77

05-057.000

M

3.28

NORIIICH TOVIN OE'

O9-OOO.OO1

M

.03

NORIÍTC¡| rO$N O['
NORVÍICH TOYIN OF
NORV¡ICH ltþwN OF

SOUTH

,542 t 600

813.900
620,900

6,883, s00

MEADOW RD

O TUCKER HILL

1266 BEAVER
¿17 BEÀVER

334,700
350 ,200

RD

MEADOYT RD

MEÀDOIg RÐ

1,038,500
LL1

,200

27? MAIN

ST

770,500

312 MAIN

ST

272,5O0

368 MAIN

ST

1,618.600
7 ,34A ,40O

't7 t600

O TURNPIKE

RD

223

O TURNPIKE

RD

118,300

1711 TI'RNPIKE
O TI'RNPIKE

¡0OO

117,500

RD

7,800

RD

e

NEW BOSTON CEM

O NEW BOSTON

e

O

ACADEMY RD

O

vT

77,4OO

RD

s376
ÀCRES

ITNTON Vrr.r,AG

104,800

5376

CEMETERY

10,600

ROUTE 132

O I{RIGI¡T CEMETARY

RD

5376

E PÀRKIII'RST

CEM

O

17,800

I

BURTON V¡OODS RD

¡2OO

s376

24.48 AC e DPVI e rRÀNS
c
10-190.100
8) 32 vSÀ S 3802(4);5401(10) (F)
M
L.2 ACRES E CEMETERY
11-O11.OOO

ST

24

776,600

NEVI BOSTON RD

O O],COTT

118,800

RD

5376

M
.94 ÀcRE e
14) 32 vsÀ S 3802(7); 18 S s317; s3?6
M
2.15 ACRES
12-026.000
12-008.000

L

s376

ACRES

14) 32 vsÀ S 3802(7); 18 S 5317;
NORVIICH TOI{N OF

E

LrBRÀRY

M
.46 ÀCRES
05-065.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);5401(10) (E.)
M
0.1 ACRE & POMPY
06-029.010
14) 32 vsÀ S 3802(7); 18 S s317;

NORVTICH TOI{N OF

223 US ROUTE 5

5376

ÀCRE

14) 32 vsA S 3802(?); 18 S 5317;

NORÍSICH TOI{N OF

e

I'NITS EC3

M
52 ÀcREs (sToNE LOT)
04-010.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10) (F)
7.3 ÀCRES
M
04-014.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4) ts401(10) (F)
45 ÀCRES SrGNÀr, Hrr,I. ¡.oT
M
04-015.000
8) 32 vSÀ S 3802(4),.s401 (10) (E)
M
.01 ACRE & TURNPIKE CEMET
04-031,010

14) 32 VsÀ S 3802(7); 18 S 531?;

NORWICH TO!{N OF

1,488,300

22 CHÛRCH ST
7,03 ÀCRES & SCHOOT,
c
ì 22 S L09
M
0.88 ACRE & BEAV:ER MEADO}I O BEÀVER MEADOIT RD

14) 32 vsA S 3802(7); 18 S s317;

NORVTICH TOVIN OF

OVINS DE

CHLORTNÀTrON S

EMERSON COT'RT
LO9

14) 32 vsÀ S 3802(?); 18 S 5317;

NORWICB TOVIN OF

573,500

RD

CHURCH ST

335 BEAVER

ÀCRE & DI{r.

14) 32 vsA S 3802(7); 18 S 5317;

NORI¡ICH TO!N{ OF

&

157,300

MEÀDOT{ RD

75 MONTSHIRE

ACRES TO¡{N OWNS DEV

10) 32 vSÀ S 3802(4); 22 S

10) 32 vsA S

NORÍ¡ICS TOI{N OF

1672 BEÀVER

15

21t,2OO

BEÀVER MEÀÐO}T RD

Log

M

10-02¿.000

NORTÍICH FIRE DISTRICT

NORWICH

30) 24 vsA S

09-036.000

NORIVICI¡ FIRE DISTRICT

228

VÀI,UE ESTIMATE

Lo9

6 AcREs
c
10-021.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10) (F)
79.37 ÀCRES (rOlJN
M
09-029.000

OF'

LOCAIION

319 US ROUTE 5 SOUTH
IACREe2BLDGS
c
15-078.000
7) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);3832(2,
.66 ÀcREs CHURCH e CO!ô.'t 91 ÀCÀDEMY RD
05-058.000
c
9) 32 vsA S 3802(4);3432121
c
109.5 ACRES e MIJSEITM BLDG 35 MONTSHIRE RD
16-090.000

10) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4); 22 S

NORVTIC¡¡ TO}IN

DESCRIPTTON

CÀTEGORY PROPERTY

poMPÀlloosuc cE

8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);5401(10) (F)
M
.07 ÀCRE RIVER
12-033.000
8) 32 vsA S 3802(4);5401(10) (F)
M
.21 ÀcREs
15-045.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10) (F)

ÀCCESS

O

86, 700

HEMLOCK RD

O KENDAT,L STÀTION

RD

195,500

O KEI{DÀJ,I, STATION

RD

700

O

SOPSON RD

4,700

Town

o6/26/2OL9
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Main District;
PARCE], ID

OI{I{ER NÀ}dE

5

RRobinson

NON-TÀXÀB',E PARCELS ABSTRÀCT

04:12 pn

Listed in Parcel order

CÀTEGORY PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

VAI,UE ESTII4ATE

LOCÀTION

STÀTUTE

22.5 ACRES (SCI{MIDT BOG)
M
16-005.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10)(F)
M
6.7 ACRES
16-059.020
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10)(F)
M
.66 ACRES (SCOTT LAì{D)
16-067.000
8) 32 VsA S 3802(4);5401(10, (F)
M
.1¿ ÀCRES BOÀT T.ANDTNG
16-101.100
8) 32 vsA S 3802(4);5401(10) (F)
10.9 ACRES e ¡ITLLSTDE CEM
M
20-033.000

NORV¡ICS TOT{N OF
NORWICS TOTIN OF
NORÌITCH TOIIN OF
NORITICH TOTIN OF
NORWICH TOÍ{N OF

14) 32 vsA S 3802(7); 18 S 5317;

NORVTICS TOI{N OF

NORV¡ICH TOT{N OF

1¿) 32 vsÀ S 3802(7); 18 S 5317;

NORYTICH TOI{N OA
NORT9ICH TOTIN OF
OF'

NORWICH TOVIN OF
FRJANCIS OF ÀSSTSI

ST.

BÀRNÀBAS CHURCH

UNITÀRIA}¡ UNIVERSÀI,IST

CITURC¡{

I'NITED STÀTES OF Àù'ERICA
T'NITED SÎÀTES OE' A}4ERICÀ
VERMONT STATE COLLEGES

VJII,LING HÀNDS ENTERPRISES

TOTAL NITMBER OF EXEMPT

PARCETS¡

52

RD

69,800
113,000

RD

O MCKENNA

RD

9, 300

138 RIVER

RD

8?, 400

O HII,LSIDE

2L4,90O

RD

5376

249, 500
235,600
P.D

137 .300

5376

M
27 ACRES HUNTLEY MEADO}T
20-148.000
8) 32 vSA S 3802(4),'5401(10) (F)
c
.1 ACRE e FTREHOUSE
20-209.000
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);5401(10) (F)
L.2 ÀCRES e pOLTCE STÀTIO
c
20-209.100
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);5a01(10) (E)
C
.31 ACRE E TRÀCY HÀI,L
2O-23L.OOO
8) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);s401(10) (F)
M
3?.09 ACRES & ADDI, LOT (N
20-242.OOO
8) 32 vsA S 3802(4);sa01(10) (F)
8.0? ÀCRES & CHITRCH
c
20-116.000
9) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);3432(2,
4.69 ÀCRES CHURCH e PARSO
C
20-239.000
9) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);383212,
7.07 ÀCRES e CHI'RCH
c
15-039.000
9) 32 vsA S 3802(4);3832(21
1.69 ÀCRES
c
10-034.000
1) 32 vSA S 3802(1)
ÀPPAIÀCSIÀ}.I TRAIL- 69?.37
M
2O-O1O.OOO
1) 32 vSÀ S 3802(1)
6.23 ACRES e DÍrL & FÀRM e
c
10-076.100
2) 32 vSÀ S 3802(1)
c
10.1 ACRES e BLDGS e TANK
16-017.000
?) 32 vsÀ S 3802(4);3432(2,

NORTVICS TOI{N OF

ST

O RIVER

M
1,5 ÀCRES C BÀRRETT P].AYG 7 BR,AGG HILL RD
2O-O51.OOO
8) 32 vsA S 3802(4);5¿01(10) (P)
O DUTTON HII,L
41.79 ÀCRES
M
20-068.200
8) 32 vSA S 3802(4),'s401 (10) (F)
1.5 ACRES & FAIRVIE}T CEME O BEAVER MEÀDOI¡
M
2O-11?.OOO

NORI{ICH TOI{N OF

NOR!ÙICH TOIÙN

O UPPER IOI/EI.ÀND

111 ÍÛRNPIKE
11

RD

737 ,9O0

ETREHOUSE LN

551,300

ST

584,900

3OO MAIN ST

1,488,700

10 IiÀZEN

O MAIN ST

252,5O0

70

5s6,000

BEAVER MEADOVJ RD

262 MAIN

903, 600

ST

320 US ROUTE 5
642 BEAVER
O

SOUTH

752,900

MEÀDOVI RD

L29,7O0

1,891,900

TOVINT{IDE

7O1 TT'RNPIKE

198 CHIRCIi

ST

RD

1,668,400
488,800

vte certify

that the foregoíng is a true a.bstract of the grand list
on this

Givên under our hands at

for the year _.
in the year

of
- day Ôf
TISTERS

I hereby certify that I havê examined the grand li-st fot the year
accord with 32 V.S.À. 4183

Àttest

now on

fíte and hereby certify

TOWN CI,ERK

Date:

Section 5¿04(b) of TitLe 32 of the v.S.A. rêquires the foLlowing
The clerk Õf a municipal"ity, or the superyisôr of an unorganized town ot gote, annually
by Augnrst 15 shal.I tranEmit to the director, in êlectronic fomat prescribed by the
director, education and munici grand list data, including exeÍìPtion infomation and grand
].iat abstracts.
If change8 or additions to the grand list are made by thê listers or othêr officials
authorizêd to do so after the transmission of thè eIêctronic grand list and abstract of
the grand liat, such clerks sltal"l forthwith cêrtify the sile to the director by
transmitting an updated electronic grand tist book and êlectronic abstract of the grand
Iist.

this abstract ín

'ì
.)

From

Alexander Northern JD, MPA
Town of Norwich Fire Chief
Deputy EMD
Deputy Fire V/arden

To:

Town Manager/Town of Norwich Selectboard

Re:

SummaryofDepartmentalActivity-June2019

Date:

7

/1119

Here is a rccap of items that captured my attention during the month of June

l.
2.

Coordinated the observation and use of Hanover FD's manifold hose testing appliance
Attended the National Fire Academy (MD) -lncident Safety Officer-certification
program

3.
4.
5.

Continued the Emergency Management Director Certificate Program
Contacted a Norwich Senior Housing rep. to begin collaboration on Emergency response,
notification and evac. during a naturallman-made disaster
Contacted aBayada rep. to begin collaboration on emergency response, notification and
evac. procedures duri ng a natur al I man-made

6.
7

.

d

i

saster

Contacted a local HAM Radio operator organization to a begin collaboration on
emergency comm's. during a natural/man-made disaster
Contacted an individual from Vermont 2-1-1 (a program of The United Way

of

Vermont) to begin collaboration on emergency notification and evac. procedures during a
natural/man-made disaster

8.

The Hanover Fire Department, along with our partners at Norwich Fire and Lyme FAST
have received a Silver award with the American Heart Association2019 Mission:
Lifeline EMS. This award recognizes our high quality prehospital STEMI care.
9. Attended LEPC l2Mtg
10. Met with a United Way rep. to discuss the CARE form and its' use
1 1, Met with Town of Thetfords' EMD to discuss collaboration/mutual aid during alocalized
emergency scenario

12. Began planning the G-191 G-191 (ICS/EOC Interface) in-service class

i

TO\ryN OF NORWICH
P.O. Box 376
Norwich, VT 05055

PURCHASE ORDER
Finance Department Use Only
DATE:

VENDOR:

V\.>L¿o
p..r'-f,;-,tt:

Po#:

r\r\
t

n¡- )tsl

..1

?.3{i

ITEMS OR SERVICES PURCHASED

CHARGEACCOUNT:

óP 5' 1

9,.-,!

f-

a

I'1 l-, :1( )

AMOUNT: 1':15. :J ç
TOTAL:

Department Head
Town Manager:

Date:

/*

EN
1

Quote llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
6438

Quote #:

994 Hartford Avênue

Pô Box 1930
Wilder, W 05088
E02-295-6600
www.datamann.com

Quote Date:

6t2èhs

Quotè Expires:
Prepared by:

7128119

WEM
Page 1 of

Customer:

1

80013
TOWN OF NORWICH
TRACY HALL
PO BOX 376
NORWCH, VT 05055

Quantity

Descr¡ption

Item #

795.00

Each

Lenovo Thinkcentre M71 0S
lntel Core i5-7400 3GHz - 8GB DDR4 SDRAM

102625

Price

Unit

256G8 SSD - Windows 10 Pro 64b¡t - SFF

Ext Price
795.00

-39.75

Line D¡scount %
5% discount over standard pricing'

Est. stag¡ng & ¡nstall 1.5 - 2.5 hrs billable t¡me

Quote Subtotal:

0.00

Quote Total:

755.25

programming, based upon the specification Provided,
lf you would like this Project submitted for
please sign and date the acceptance area below and return to Datamann

Accepted bY:

Authoriz€d Signature
TOli^/N OF NORWCH

Date

755.25

Tax:

Herb Durfee
Herb Durfee
Friday, June 28, 20'19 2:50 PM
'Bill Mann'
Datamann Support Team; Tad Richardson; Donna Flies; Miranda Bergmeier; Bonnie

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Munday;Clerk2
RE: Lenovo M710s PC

Subject:

quote for the Town of Norwich

Bill,

Gol And, yes, anticipate Tad's interface, as necessary, for the install. Thx

llerb
Herbert A. Durfee, lll
Town Manager
Town of Norwich
PO Box 376

Norwich, VT 05055
8O2-649-L419 ext. 102
802-698-3000 (cell)
802-649-0123 (fax)

From: Bill Mann [mailto:bmann@datamann"com]
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 2:38 PM
To: Herb Durfee
Cc: Datamann Support Team; Tad Ríchardson
Subject: Lenovo M710s PC quote for the Town of Norwich

Importance:

High

Hello Herb,

quote and you will notice a 5% discount from
Here is the pc quote that Tad asked me to create. The PC specs are in the
you. our costs will be at the lower
our standard pricing. I also noted the estimated time to stage and install the Pc for
end if Tad is doing some of the configurat¡on remotely'
great weekend!
Please let me know if you have any questions and have a

BillMann

'William E. Mann

l)åï4&,{ÅN}t
@
c.o.o.
1994 Hartford Avenue

Wilder, VT 05088
Phone (802) 295-6600 ext. 2 l3

Fax (802) 296-3623
Email : bmann@datamann'cqg
Website: www.datamann.com

1

6c

Herb Durfee
Vermont Local Roads Program <VT-

From:

LOCALROADS@ LISTSERV.VERMONTLOCALROADS.ORG > on behalf
<

of H ayden, Holly

Holly. Hayden@VERMONT.GOV>

Wednesday, )une 26, 2019 10:27 AM

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

VT-LOCALROADS@ LISTSERV.VERMONTLOCALROADS.ORG
Town Road and Bridge Standards
Town Road and Bridge Standards (5Jun2019_Fillable Form),pdf;Town Road and Bridge
Standards (June201 9) Cover Ltr.pdf

June20,2019
Re: 2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards Dear

Municipal Officials
Overview
Over the past few months, the Vermont Agency of Transportation and the Vermont Agency

of

Natural Resources have been developing an updated State-approved Town Road and Bridge
Standards template (attached). One of the primaly reasons for updating these standards is to give
municipalities more flexibility in choosing the parts of these standards they would like to adopt and
to make it easier for FEMA to understand tl1e standards each municipality has adopted in the event
federally declared disaster. We have worked vely closely with the Vermont League of Cities
and Towns on this effort and we have involved the Vermont Local Roads program and the regional
planning commissions to solicit reviews and input from the municipalities.

of

a

In accordance with Act 110 of the 2010 Legislative session, the Town Road and Bridge Standards
were last reviewed and approved (unchanged) in 2077, and the next deadline is 2021. However, there
is a practical need to update the standards sooner to eliminate the overlap with the Municipal Roads
General (stormwater) Permit standards, which all towns must follow. The MRGP standards only
cover "hydrologically-connected" local roads (about 50% of local roads on average). By comparison,
the Town Road and Bridge Standards are voluntary, also include storm water management and flood
resilience, construction and safety practices, and apply to all town highways.
The existins lJanuarv 2013) temolate
remain in effect throush Julv 31.2019 . After that date, the
January 2013 version of the Town Road and Bridge Standards will no longer be considered the
State approved template. Consequently, we would like to strongly encourage all municipalities to
,)A
consider qrlnnfinc fha no¡¡¡
19 Town Þn.'l .-'l Þ rloe Qfonrlqrrlc lcmnlofp nrinr fn Ar r crrof
2019.
2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards
The attached State-approved Town Road and Bridge Standards template has seven sections and is
organized around hydrologically-connected and non-hydrologically connected roads. As noted in the
1

I

and2 are required for connected roads, and Section 3 is required for all bridges and
culvefts over perennial streams. For the non-connected roads, municipalities can choose which
specific standards they wish to adopt.

table, Sections

To be eligible for increased funding under the Emergency Relief and Aqsistance Fund (ERAF) rule
(CVR 10-000-001) and to be eligible for an additional 10% State share funding on Town Highway
Structures and Class 2 Town Highway grants, a municipality need only circle "Yes" under the
hydrologically connected road segments column (Sections 1 and2) and then circle "Yes" for Section
3. All other choices may be circled "No." Adoption of what essentially is mandatory under the MRGP
and the Stream Alteration Permit standards may seem redundant, however, it makes it clear to FEMA
that a municipality has formally adopted "codes and standards" in writing.
We would like to encourage all municipalities to circle "Yes" for as man)' sections in this new template
as they feel comfoltable with to improve the resiliency of municipal highway infrastructure, enhance
the safety of the travelling public, and to realize as many benefits as possible from the FEMA Public
Assistance program.
There are a few municipalities throughout the State who have much more comprehensive and
elaborate standards and specifications related to their highway infrastructure. In the past, we have
allowed municipalities to use those documents with a signed certification that they meet ol exceed
the State approved ternplate. The 2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards template continues to allow
'fhe VTrans District staff can
for this. You will find that proviso in the second paragraph of page 1.
assist municipalities who

fall under that categ0ly of "codes and standards."

The VTrans District personnel are available to work with any municipality in explaining the various
options and to answer questions related to the new town road and bridge standards template' Please
contact your nearest VTrans District Office for assistance and information. See attached District map
and contact information.

Sincerely,
.n

-

"

-

.:.

r.

j, ç --- -.* --"L,L-t -'-c--' rr-d
lht¡a S. Muuru, P"E.
hec¡utnry +l' l{fl trt { [ R$so!,rr0c'i
I

li

I;iyrrn
cel+läry nf Trnnr¡Nufx{itrrr,

To unsubscribe from the VT-LOCALROADS list, click the following link:
V

2

VERMONÏ

AOENCY OF ÍIATUML NESOURCES
AOEf'¡CY OFTRANSPORTATION

June20,2019
Re: 20f 9 Town Road and Briclge Standards

Deal Municipal Ofücials

I

Overvierv
Over the past few months, the Vennont Agenoy of Tmnsportation ancl the Vermont Agency of Nahu'al
Resourtes have been developing an updated State-approved Town Road and BLidge Standards template
(attached). One of the primary teasons for updating these standalds is to give municipalitios more
flexibility in choosing the parts of these standards they wogld like to adopt and to make it easier for
FEMA to understancl the stanclards each municipality has adopted in the event of a federally deolarcd
.disaster. We have worked very closely with the Vermont League of Cities and Towns on this effolt and
we have involvecl the Verrnont Local Roads ploglam arrd tho regional planning oommissions to solioit

rçviows and input from the rnunioipalities.
In accordance with Act I l0 of the 2010 Legislative session, the Town Road and Bridge Standards werp
last reviewed aucl approvecl (unchanged) in20l7, and the next deadline is 2021, Howevoq there is a
practicnl need to updaie tho standarcls soonol to olimi¡rate the ovellap w¡th the Munioipal Roads General

(stolmwater) Permit stanclards, which all towns must follow. The MRGP standards only oovor
"hydrologically-connectecl" looal roads (about 50% of local roads on avonrge). By cornpadson, the Town
Road and Bridge Standards arc voluntary, also include stormwater management and flood tesilience,
constluction ancl safety practices, and apply to all town highways.
The existing (January 2013\ template can tomain in offectthough July 31. 2019. After that date, the
Janirary 2013 version of the Town Road and Bridge Standards will no longer be oonsidered the Stateapproved template. Consequently, wo would like to strongly encourage all mùnicipalities to consider
adoptine the new 2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards template prior to August l. 2019.
2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards
The attached State-approved Town Road and Bridge Standards ternplate has seven sections and is
organized around hydrologically-connected and non-hydrologically conneoted loads. As noted in the
tablq Sections I and 2 ate required for connected roads, and Section 3 is requirod for all bridges and
culverts over perennial streams. For the non-oorureoted roads, municipalities can choose which specific
standards they wish to adopt.

'fo

be eligible fot increased funding under the Emergenoy Relief and Assistance Fund (ËRAF) rule (CVR

10-000-001) and to be eligible fol' an adclitional l0% State share ftnding on Tow¡r Flighway Shuctures
and Class 2 Town Highway gl'ants, a municipality need only cilcle "Yes" uncler the'hydlologioallyconnected road segments col¿rmn (Sections 1 and 2) and then cilcle'Yes" for Section 3. All othsr

n'No." Adoption of what essentially is rnandatory under the MRGP and the Strcam
Alteration Permit stanclarcls may scem redundant, howeve¡ it makes it clear to FEMA that a municipality
has formally adopted "codes anc{ standards" in writing.
choices may be oircled

Wewouldliketoencor¡rageallmunicipalitiestooù.cle..Yes,,
they feel comfortable with to improve the resiliency of munioipal highway infiastruoture, enhance the
safety ofthe travellirrg pr¡blic, and to realize as many benefits as possible from the FEMA Publio
Assistance progl'am.
Ther.e are a few municipalities throughout the State who havo much more comptefiensivo and elaborate

standards and specifiçatíons rclated to their highway infi'ash'ucture. In the past, we have allowed
rnunioipalities to use those documents with a signed certification that they meet or exceed the Stateapproved template. The 2019 Town Road and Bridge Standards ternplate continues to allow for this.
The VTrans Dish'ict staûf can assist
You will fincl that proviso in the second paragraph of page

l.

municipalitios who fall under that categoty of "codes and standards,"
The Vl,ans Distliot persomel are available to wolk with arry rnunicipality in explaining the various
optious and to answor questions lelated to the new town road and bridge standarcls ternplate. Ptease
contact your nealest VTrans Distriot Office for assistance and information. See attaohed Dishict map and
oontaot infotmation.

Sincorely,

S. Moore, P,B,

ofNahual Resources

Flyrm
Seoretary of Transportation

lowo of Norwich,
I

Vermont

'tf

*

bKarr

CHARTnR[D ¡7ó¡
Adopted: March 13,2013
Re-adopted: September 27, 2017
Amended: September 26, 2018
Revised &Adopted: July tO,2Ol9 (Oue to Wrans Requirement)

ROAD AND BRIDGE STANDARDS
The Town of Norwich hereby adopts the following Town Road and Bridge Standards which shall apply
to the construction, repair, and maintenance of all town roads and bridges.

The standards listed here are considered minimum and apply to construction projects and repair and
maintenance activities. The standards include management practices and are designed to: ensure the
safety of the traveling public, minimize damage to road infrastructure during flood events, implement
resilient methods of construction, allow repair work in frozen conditions since flood damage typically
limits the time for repair work during the construction season, integrates mitigation measures to
reconcile historic and current standards and methodologies, and enhance water quality protections by
minimizing sediment delivery to surface waters and/or wetlands.
As an overarching principal, the Town Manager, in consultation with the Public Works Director, may
modify anv of the standards for a particular project or repair or maintenance activities where, because
of unique physical circumstances or conditions (including weather), there is no possibility that the
project or activities can be completed in strict conformance with these provisions or in a timely

fashion. Any modifications to the standards must be done in a manner that serves the underlying
intent of management practices in consideration of public safety, resiliency and flood hazard
avoidance, and water quality protection. Fiscal and seasonal considerations may be the basis forthe
modification of these standards. Questions about modifications to these standards should be directed
to the Town Manager, VTrans, Vermont Emergency Management, and/or other appropriate agencies.

Municipalities must comply with all applicable state and federal approvals, permits and duly adopted
standards when undertaking road and bridge activities and projects. Flood events may be an exception
because neither state nor federal agencies have adopted appropriate and resilient standards in the
aftermath of the President-declared emergencies (i.e., Tropical Storm lrene and the July 7,20L7 storm
event).
Any new road regulated by and/or to be conveyed to the Town shall be constructed following
appropriate local, state, and federal review according to the minimum standards deemed appropriate
for the proposed project. lf any federal and/or state funding is involved in a project, VTrans
requirements and permits must be obtained and appropriate agencies notified prior to any field
changes taking place that would alter the original scope of project work.

Norwich Road and Bridge Standards
Page 2 of 5
Note: by adoption of the Standards herein, the Town recognizes those "road segments" (roadway
division into 100-meter/328 ft lengths, each with a unique identification number) as identified in the
VT Agency of Natural Resources' (ANR's) Noturol Resources Atlas, including those that are designated
"hydrologically-connected" and which are further delineated in the Town's Municipal Roads General
Permit Road Erosion lnventorv (prepared for Norwich by the TRORC, Fall 2018).
The adoption of the Standards herein, by reference incorporates VTrans's Town Road and Bridge
Standards, dated June 5, 2019, including Appendices A and B. Where those minimum standards may be
in conflict with any Standards contained herein, the stricter of those in conflict shall apply, unless
related to a "best management practice" (BMP)for a designated hydrologically-connected roadway
segment. ln such case, the BMP shallserve asthe standard. The interpretation of which is more strict
shall reside with the Town Manager, in consultation with the Public Works Director.
Roadways
o All new or substantially reconstructed gravel roads shall have at least a L5-inch (L8-inch over
ledge)thick processed gravel sub-base in accordance with VTrans Standard A-76, with a 3 inch
(minimum) top course of fine crushed gravel or hardpak as permitted by the Town. The
installation of roadway fabric as part of any sub-base construction is required. These minimums
may be modified by the Town based on specific site conditions and permitting needs, including
consideration of VTrans Standard B-71.
o All roadways shall be graded so water does not remain on the road surface. ln general, the
provisions of VTrans standards A-76 and/or B-71. shall be used to direct runoff from road
surfaces. Additionally, road intersections shall be designed, with ancillary drainage (such as
culverts, ditches, and other amenities)to avoid directing runoff from any intersecting road to
the road ¡t is intersecting.
o Proper grading techniques for all roadways must be used to avoid creating impoundments of
storm water unless treatment, detention, and/or infiltration facilities are approved by the
town.
o No berm along any roadway, road shoulder, or roadside drainage facility that prevents the
proper management of storm water will be allowed.
o All new or substantially reconstructed paved roads. Pavement shall be in accordance with the
Marshall Mix Design method for bituminous concrete pavement systems. This type of
pavement shall be composed of mineral aggregate, mineral filler if required, and bituminous
material, plant mixed and laid hot, The pavement shall be constructed in two courses on the
prepared or existing base in accordance with these Specifications and in conformity with the
lines, grades, thickness and typical cross-sections shown on the accepted drawings. All
bituminous pavement shall be in accordance with VTrans specification sections 406 and7O2.
o The coarse aggregate shall consist of clean, hard crushed rock or screened crushed gravel
free from dirt or foreign matter. lt shall be reasonably free from soft and elongated pieces.
o The fine mineral aggregate shall consist of sand or a mixture of sand and stone screenings.
The sand shallconsist of clean, hard, durable grains, free from dirt, unsuitable material, and
pieces which are structurally weak.
o The asphalt binder shall conform to all the requirements as set forth by the State of Vermont
Standard Specifications for Highway Construction (Section 702).

Norwich Road and Bridge Standards
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o
o
o

No new Class 4 roads will be permitted in Town, as of July

t, 20L9.

Existing Class 4 roads shall be maintained according to the Town's Class 4 Rood

&Troil Policy.

When roadway infrastructure repairs are necessary from storm or flood damage, resiliency and
seasonal considerations shall dictate repair methods and materials. The onset of freezing
conditions and incorporation of resilient repairs warrant use of crushed stone or similar
material as a sub-base material because it does not require the addition of water for
compaction. This is particularly important in areas where flood damage affects sub-base
materials that consisted of anything other than stone or gravel.

Ditches and Slopes
Soil exposed during ditch and slope construction, repair or maintenance must be treated immediately
following the operation and temporary erosion prevention and sediment control practices must be
installed and maintained during construction activities and until the ditch or slope is permanently
stabilized. Erosion management and sediment control practices shall be based on current publications
such as the Vermont Stormwater Management Manualand the Vermont Better Bockroods Monuol.
The following are minimum erosion control measures. Careful attention must be given

to areas

vulnerable to erosion and immediately adjacent or discharging to surface waters and/or roadway
drainage facilities:
o

a

o

a

a

Seed and mulch all ditches with flat grades and low runoff rates when undertaking projects or

repairs or maintenance activities that result in exposed soil. Vegetation must be established
and monitored. lf vegetation is not established within 10 days of placement, appropriate means
of stabilization shall be installed, including alternatives such as biodegradable non-welded
matting with seed.
Stone lining on appropriate fabric shall be placed on all new or reconstructed ditches or
whenever soils are disturbed by maintenance activities on grades that are not relatively flat
(typically equalto and greater than 5%) or where flows warrant mechanical stabilization.
lnstallation of stone check dams, filter socks, and other methods of stabilization may be
necessary in accordance with published standards.
The creation of parabolic (wide "U" shaped) or flatter ditches shall be preferred when
constructing new or substantially reconstructing ditches, rather than narrow "V" shaped ditches
wherever lateral space allows. Ditch side slopes should not exceed a maximum of L'.2, vertical
to horizontal ratio. Ditches with a minimum bottom width of at least 2 feet are preferred.
Ditches may not be directed into surface waters without appropriate permits. Discharge from
ditches must have adequate outlet protection such as structural rock, vegetation, or sediment
remova l/filterin g areas.
lf, in the judgment of a professional engineer licensed in Vermont (or licensed in New
Hampshire but meeting all of the requirements necessary to be licensed in Vermont or included
on any qualified engineers list regularly maintained by VTrans), there is a cost effective ditch
treatment that will meet the intent of the management practices described above, but
represents a departure from these standards, the Town may implement the more cost

Norwich Road and Bridge Standards
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o

o

effective, resilient, and seasonally appropriate ditch treatment alternative with a documented
professional recommendation prior to the Town executing the work.
When constructing new or substantially reconstructing slopes adjacent to roadways, use
appropriate materials such as fabric, stone, or other appropriate materials based on slope, soil,
watershed, frost, and resilient needs.
Streams, wetlands, wetland buffers may be affected pursuant to receipt of appropriate permits

Culverts and Bridges
o Replacement of existing culverts and any new culvert must have a minimum culvert diameter of
18 inches unless hydrologic and hydraul¡c (H&H) studies prepared by a professional engineer
licensed in Vermont (or licensed in New Hampshire but meeting allof the requirements
necessary to be licensed in Vermont or included on any qualified engineers list regularly
maintained by VTrans) suggest a larger pipe size.

o
o
o
o
o

Replacement of existing bridges and culverts and any new bridges and culverts must be
designed in accordance with the VTrans Hydraulics Manual and other appropriate standards
and permitting requirements.
All new driveway culverts must have a minimum diameter of L5 inches unless H&H studies as
previously indicated warrant a larger diameter.
When installing or replacing culverts, use appropriate techniques such as headwalls and
wingwalls, where there is erosion or undermining or where it is expected to occur.
lnstall a splash pad or plunge pool at the outlet of new or repaired drainage culverts where
there is erosion or where erosion may occur. Splash pads and plunge pools are not appropriate
for use in streams and wetlands unless required by permits.
Streams:

o

o

Perennial:
. Bridge and culvert work on perennial stream crossings must conform to the statewide VT
DEC Stream Alteration Standard. (https://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/rivers/rivermanagement)
. Perenniol streom means a watercourse or portion, segment, or reach of a watercourse,
generally exceeding 0.25 square miles in watershed size, in which surface flows are not
frequently or consistently interrupted during normal seasonal low flow periods. Perennial
streams that begin flowing subsurface during low flow periods, due to natural geologic
conditions, remain defined as perennial. All other streams, or stream segments of
significant length, shall be termed intermittent. A perennial stream shall not include the
standing waters in wetlands, lakes, and ponds.
. Streambank stabilization and other in-stream work must conform to the statewide VT DEC
Stream Alternation Standard. (Refer to the above river management hyperlink.)
. For River Management Engineer Districts:
https://dec.vermont.sov/sites/dec/files/wsm/rivers/docs/RME districts.pdf
lntermittent Stream Crossings:
' Refer to Appendix B - Active Channel Culvert Sizing for lntermittent Stream Crossings.
These standards shall apply and are above and beyond the culvert standards listed above.

Norwich Road and Bridge Standards
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.

lntermittent streoms are defined as streams with beds of bare earthen material that run
during seasonal high flows but are disconnected from the annual mean groundwater
level.

Guardrails
When a roadway, culvert, bridge, or retaining wall construction/reconstruction project results in
hazards (e.g., foreslopes, drop offs, or fixed obstacles) within the designated clear-zone, the AASHTO
Roadside Design Guide governs the analysis of the hazard and the subsequent treatment of that
hazard. For roadway situations, an approved barrier system may be steel beam guardrail with 6-foot
posts and approved guardrail end treatment. lf there is less than 3 feet from the railto the hazard,
then steel beam guardrail with 8-foot posts shall be used. The G-1D is an example of an approved
guardrail end treatment. For bridge rails systems, VTrans bridge rail standards shall be reference.
Access Management
The Town adheres to its Driveway Access Permit process, and any applicable land development bylaws
duly in effect (e.g., Zoning Ordinance, Site Plan Review, Subdivision Regulations, etc.), to review all new

drive accesses and development roads where they intersect Town roads, as authorized under L9 VSA
S1111. The Town, as applicable uses/references lhe VTrans A-76 Standards for Town & Development
Roads and B-71- Standards for Residentiol and Commercial Drives;the VTrons Access Management
Progrom Guidelines; and, the latest version of the Vermont Better Roads Manuolfor other design
standards and specifications.
Training
Town highway maintenance crews must collectively attend a minimum total of 6 hours of training per
year on best road management practices. The town must keep documentation of their attendance for
a period of at least three years.
Originally adopted by the Selectboard on March L3,2013.
Readopted by the Selectboard on September 27 ,2017 .
Amended by the Selectboard on September 26, 2018.
Revised (due to VTrans requirement) and adopted by the Selectboard on July I0,20L9.
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TOWN ROAD AND BRIDGE STANDARDS
(June 5,2019)

MUN¡CIPALITY OF

The Legislative Body of the Municipality of

NORWICH

VERMONT

NORWCH

hereby adopts the following Town Road and Bridge Standards
which shall apply to the construction, repair, and maintenance of town roads and bridges.
The standards below are considered minimums. Municipalities that have construction standards

/ specifications in place that meet

orexceedtheminimumstandards: indicateadoptiondateandincludeasAppendixC. DateofAdoption:

7

t10t2019

Municipalities must comply with all applicable state and federal approvals, permits and duly adopted standards when undertaking
road and bridge activities and projects.
Any new road regulated by and/or to be conveyed to the municipality shall be constructed according to the minimum of these
standards.

hs =-¡4eS-FfrE
V¿q¡

Circle YES or NO below to indicate town adoption of that section of the Standards
Road and Bridge Standards Sections

Section 1- Municipal Road Standards
Section 2 - Class 4 Road Standards
Section 3 - Perennial stream- bridge and
culvert standards
Section 4 - lntermittent stream crossines
Section 5 - Roadwav construction standards
Section 6 - Guardrail standard
Section 7 - Drivewav access standard

Hydrologically-connected road
Non-hydrologically-conirected road
segments*
segmentsl*
red
Act
No
red
Act
lv'es) No
Town wide
by DEC Stream Alteration Standard)

nEg

{pßeluired
/v¡s

NO

[Vfs

NO
NO

INO

Road segments - ANR Resources Atlas includes a map layer of all of Vermont's municipal roads divided into 100-meter (328 foot)
segments, each with a unique identification number.

*Hydrologically-connected road segments - are those municipal road segments and catch basin outlets, Class 1-4, as shown on the
ANR Natural Resources Hydrologically-connected municipal road segment layer (http://anrmaps.vermont.sov/websites/anra5/ ) or
the Road Erosion lnventory Scoring (MRGP lmplementation Table portal) layer
(https://anrweb.vt.qov/DEC/lWlS/M RGPReportviewer.asox?ViewParms=True&Report=Portal).

**Adoption of standards on non-hydrologically-connected road segments does not indicate that these road segments are then
subject to the Municipal Roads General Permit (MRGP).
Munic¡palities may also find additional resources in the latest version of lhe Vermont Better Roods Manual.
https://vtrans.vermont.eov/sites/aot/files/hiehwav/documents/ltflBetter%20Roads%20Manual%20Final%202019.pdf
Road and Bridse Standards Sections

Section 1

- Municipal

Road Standards - See Appendix A

These standards are required by Act 64 and the DEC Municipal Roads General Permit (MRGP) for hydrologically-connected roads

only.

Municipalities may adopt Section 1 Road standards by road type for non-hydrologically-connected roads/segments/catch basins.
Section 2 - Class 4 Road Standards - See Appendix A
T

Section 3 - Perennial stream - bridge and culvert standards
Bridge and culvert work on perennial stream crossings must conform with the statewide DEC Stream Alteration Standard.

"Perenniql streom" means a watercourse or portion, segment, or reach of a watercourse, generally exceeding 0.25 square miles in
watershed size, in which surface flows are not frequently or consistently interrupted during normal seasonal low flow
periods. Perennial streams that begin flowing subsurface during low flow periods, due to natural geologic conditions, remain

definedasperennial.All otherstreams,orstreamsegmentsofsignifÌcantlength,shall betermedintermittent. Aperennial stream
shall not include the standing waters in wetlands, lakes, and ponds.
Streambank stabilization and other in-stream work must conform with the statewide DEC Stream Alteration Standard.
For River Management Engineer Districts: https://dec.vermont.eov/sites/dec/files/wsm/rivers/docs/RME
Section 4 - lnterm¡ttent stream crossings
culvert standards in Section 1.

-

See Appendix B

districts.pdf

for sizing table and graphic. These standards are above and beyond the

"lntermíttent streoms" are defined as streams with beds of bare earthen material that run during seasonal high flows but are
disconnected from the annual mean groundwater level.
Section 5 - Roadway construct¡on standards

-

Sub-base and gravel standards

All new or substantially reconstructed gravel roads shall have *
course of crushed gravel.

All new or substantially reconstructed paved roads shall frave

$

¡nches* thick gravel sub-base, with an

inches* thick gravel sub-base

additionad

J{ qEFf

inches* top

rL*Û2-ft),J

3Í4\¡ÞAB,{å

*Municipalities shall indicate their own construction criteria
Section 6 - Guardrail standard

When a roadway, culvert, bridge, or retaining wall construction or reconstruction project results in hazards such as foreslopes, drop
offs, or fixed obstacles within the designated clear-zone, the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide will govern the analysis of the hazard
and the subsequent treatment ofthat hazard. For roadway situations, an approved barrier system may be steel beam guardrail

with6-footpostsandapprovedguardrail endtreatment. lfthereislessthan3feetfromtherail tothehazard,thensteel beam
guardrail with8-footpostsshall beused. TheG-lDisanexampleofanapprovedguardrail endtreatment. Forbridgerailssystems,
VTrans bridge rail standards shall be referenced

Section 7 - Driveway access standard
The municipality has a process in place, formal or informal, to review all new drive accesses and development roads wherethey
intersect town roads, as authorized under 19 V.S.A. Section 1111. Municipality may reference Vtrans Standard A-76 Standords for
Town & Development Roods and B-77 Standords for Residential and Commercial Drives;lheVlrans Access Manoaement Prooram
Guidelines; and the latest version of the Vermont Better Roods Mqnuolfor other design standards and specifications.

Passed and adopted by the legislative Body of the Municipality of

Julv 20
Selectboard

/

City Council

NORWICH

State of Vermont on

20 19

/

Village Board of Trustees:

?.ççtz:nlor,"J
sqñ/nuad 3448
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Appendix A
Section 1: MUNICIPAL ROAD STANDARDS
The following standards const¡tute the minimum required Best Management Practices (BMPs) for municipal roads. These

standards shall apply to the construction, repair, and maintenance of all town roads and bridges.
It is the mun¡cipality's responsibility to maintain all practices after installation. Roads not meeting these standards must
implement the BMPs listed below in order to meet the required town's standards.

Feasibility
Municipalities shall implement these standards to the extent feasible. ln determining feasibility, municipalities may

considerthefollowingcriteria: Theimplementationof astandardlistedinofthisdocumentat¡ondoesnotrequirethe
acquisition of additional state of federal permits or noncompliance with such permits, or noncompliance with any other

stateorfederal law. Theimplementationofastandarddoesnotrequirethecondemnationof privateproperty;¡mpacts
to significant environmental and historic resources, including historic stone walls, historic structures, historic landscapes,
or vegetation within 250 feet of a lakeshore; impacts to buried util¡ties; and excessive hydraulic hammering of ledge.

Standards for All Construction and Soil Disturbing Activities
Following construction and soil disturbance on a road, all bare or unvegetated areas shall be revegetated with see and
mulch, hydroseeded, or stone lined within 5 days of disturbance of soils, or, if precipitations is forecast, sooner.

Standards for Gravel and Paved Roads with Ditches
Baseline Standards for Gravel and Paved Roads with Ditches
The following are the standards for all gravel and paved municipal roads with drainage ditches, whether or not erosion is
present. These standards also apply to all new construct¡on and significant upgrades of stormwater treatment practices.

A.

Roadway/Travel Lane Standards

1.

Roadway Crown

a.
b.

2.

Gravel roads shall be crowned, in or out-sloped:
Mínímum: % inch per foot

Recommended: % inch lo % inch per foot or 2% - 4%
Paved/ditched roads shall be crowned during new construction,
redevelopment, or repaving where repaving involves removal of the existing paving.
Minimum: 1/8 inch per foot or I%

Recommended: t% - 2%
Shoulder berms (also called Grader/Plow Berm/Windrows)
Shoulder berms shall be removed to allow precipitation to shed from the travel lane into the road
drainage system. Roadway runoff shall flow in a distributed manner to the drainage ditch or filter area
and there shall be no shoulder berms or evidence of a "secondary ditch". Shoulder berms may remain
in place if the road crown is in-sloped or out-sloped to the opposite side of the road from berm side of
road. The shoulder berm standard only applies to gravel roads with drainage ditches.
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B.

Road Drainage Standards
Roadway runoffshall flow in a distributed mannerto grass or a forested area by lowering road shoulders or
conversely by elevating the travel lane level above the shoulder. Road shoulders shall be lower than travel lane
elevation. lf distributed flow is not possible, roadway runoff may enter a drainage ditch, stabilized as follows:
t. For roads with slopes between Q%and5%: Al a minimum, grass-lined ditch, no bare soil. Geotextile

anderosionmattingmaybeusedinsteadofseedandmulch.

Alternatively,ditchesmaybestabilized

using any of the practices identified for roads with slopes 5% or greater included in subpart 8.2 below.

Recommended shape: trapezoidal or parabolic cross section with mild side slopes; 2 foot horizontal per
1 foot vertical or flatter and 2-foot ditch depth.

2.

a.
b.
c.

3.

For roads with slopes of 8% or greater: Stone-lined ditch.

a.

b.

4.
C. Drainage

SYo or greater but less than 8%:
Stone-lined ditch: minimum 6 to 8-inch minus stone or the equivalent for new practice
construct¡on. Recommended 2-foot ditch depth from top of stone-lined bottom,
Grass-lined ditch with stone check dams1, or
Grass-lined ditch if installed w¡th disconnect¡on practices such as cross culverts and/or turnouts
to reduce road stormwater runoff volume. There shall be at least two cross culverts or
turnouts per segment disconnecting road stormwater out of the road drainage network into
vegetated areas or spaced every 160 feet.

For roads with slopes

For slopes greater than or equal to 8% but less than 10%:

minimum 6 to 8-inch minus stone or the equivalent for new
construct¡on. Recommended 2-foot ditch depth from top of stonelined bottom.
For slopes greater than 10%: minimum 6 to 8-inch minus stone. Recommended 12-inch minus
stone or the equivalent. Recommended
2-foot d¡tch depth from top of stone-lined bottom.

lf appropriate, bioretention areas, level spreaders, armored shoulders, and sub-surface drainage
practices may be substituted for the above road drainage standards.
Outlets to Waters & Turnouts

Roadway drainage shall be disconnected from waterbodies and defined channels, since the latter can act as a
stormwater conveyance, and roadway drainage shall flow in a distributed manner to a grass or forested filter

area. Drainage outlets and conveyance areas shall be stabilized as follows:
1. Turn-outs - all drainage ditches shall be turned out to avoíd direct outlet to surface waters.

2.

There must be adequate outlet protection at the end ofthe turnout, based upon slope ranges below.
Turnout slopes shall be measured on the bank where the practice is located and not based on the road
slope.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1

For turnouts with slopes o'f 0% or greater but less than 5%: stabilize with grass at minimum.
Alternatively, stabilize using the practices identified in subpart b - c below, when possible.
For turnouts with slopes 5% or greater: stabilize with stone.
For slopes greater than 5% but less lhan 1O%o: minimum 6-inch to 8-inch minus stone or the
equivalent for new construction.
For slopes greater than 10%: minimum 6 to 8-inch minus stone or equivalent for new
construction. Recommend 12-inch minus stone or the equivalent.

See check dam installation specifications.
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Drainage and lntermittent Stream Culvert Standards
The following are the required culvert standards for all gravel and paved roads with ditches where rill or gully erosion is
present. These standards also apply to new construction and significant upgrades of stormwater treatment practices.

7.

Municipal Culverts (Drainage and lntermittent Streams)
L Culvert end treatment or headwall required for areas with road slopes 5% or greater if erosion is due to
absence of these structures. End treatment or headwall is required for new construction on slopes 5%
or greater.

2.

Stabilize outlet such that there will be no scour erosion, if erosion is due to absence or inadequacy of

outlet stabilization. Stone aprons or plunge pools required for new construction on road slopes 5% or
greater.

3.

Upgrade to 18-inch culvert (minimum), if erosion is due to inadequate size or absence of structure.

4.

A French Drain (also called an Underdrain) or French Mattress (also called a Rock Sandwich) sub-surface

drainage practice may be substituted for a cross culvert.

2.

Driveway Culverts within the municipal ROW
1. Culvert end treatment or headwall required for areas with road slopes of 5% or greater, if erosion is due
to absence ofthese structures. End treatment or headwall is required for new construction.

2.

Stabilize outlet such that there will be no scour erosion, if erosion is due to absence or inadequacy of

outlet stabilization. Stone aprons or plunge pools required for new construction.

3.

Upgrade to minimum 15-inch culvert, 18-inch recommended, if erosion is due to inadequate size or
absence of structure.

Standards for Paved Roads with Catch Basins
Catch Basin Outlet Stabilization: All catch basin outlets shall be stabilized to eliminate all rill and gully erosion. Catch
basin outfall stabilization practices include: stone-lined ditch, stone apron, check dams and culvert header/headwall.

Stone Check Dam Specification

.
.
.
.
.

Height: No greater than 2 feet. Center of dam should be 9 inches lower than the side elevation
Side slopes: 2:1 or flatter
Stone size: Use a mixture of 2 to 9-inch stone
Width: Dams should span the width of the channel and extend up the sides of the banks
Spacing: Space the dams so that the bottom (toe) of the upstream dam is at the elevation of the top (crest) of the
downstream dam. This spacing is equal to the height of the check dam divided by the channel slope.
Spacing (in feet) = Heieht of check dam (in feetì
Slope in channel (ft/ft)

Maintenance: Remove sediment accumulated behind the dam as needed to allow channel to drain th rough the stone
check dam and prevent large flows from carrying sediment over the dam. lf significant erosion occurs between check
dams, a liner of stone should be installed.
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Check Dam Specification:
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Section 2: STANDARDS FOR CLASS 4 ROADS
Stabilize any areas of gully erosion with the practices described above or equivalent practices. Disconnection pract¡ces
such as broad-based dips and water bars may replace cross culverts and turnouts.
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Appendix B
Active Channel Gulvert Sizing for lntermittent Stream Crossings
Choose the drain

closest to

ur cross

area

site dra

Minimum Diameter
for Culverts on
lnterm¡ttent Streams

Drainage Area
(Acres)

(inches)

4

15

8

18

16

24

20

30

40

36

50

42

80

48

720

60

160

66

200

Streoms wíth drainage oreos of L6O
ocres or grester are likely to be
perenniol. Adhere to the WDEC
Technicol Guidance for ldentification of
Perenniol Streoms

320
350
450

640

Active Channel Width

B
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I
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\/

I
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/l

\

ir

\'r
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Height of the

\

l1

\

active channel

Active Channel W¡dth means the limits of the streambed scour formed by prevailing
stream discharges, measured perpendicular to streamflow. The active channel is
narrower than the bankfull width (approximately 75%l and is defined by the break in
bank slope and typically extends to the edge of permanent vegetation.
Culvert sizing for crossings on intermittent streams: Determine the Active Channel
Width by field measurements, the culvert size should meet or exceed the Active
Chdnnel Width. To obtain the measurements go to the crossing location and obtain
several upstream Active Channel Width measurements in riffle (fast moving water)
narrower channel locations. The selected channel width should be a representative
average of the field measurements. ln the absence of field measurements, the
drainage areas in the table can be used.
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GENERAL NOTES FOR LOCAL ROADS
ROADWAY TYPICALS

I.

SU8BAsE, SÂNÐ CUSHION ÁND SUEGRADE SHOULD BE CONSTRUCIED ANO COMPACTED
TO THE DIMENSIONS SHOIN IN ÀCCORDANCE frIIH VAOT STANOÂRD SPECFICATIONS
FOR CONSIRUCÍION. THERE LOCÂL ORDINÀNCES HÀVE BEÊN ADOPIÉD RÊLATIVE TO
ROAO DIMÊNSIONS AND CONSIRUCTION, ÍHEY SHOLILO 6OVERN. fHÊ DIMENSIONS
SUGGESÏEO ÀRE INÏENDED TO BE APPLIED ONLY IÑ LOT TRAFFIC VOLUME CONOITIONS
UVERAGE OAILY TRAFFIC LESS THAN 250 VEHICLES PER DAY). AND THERE HEAVY IRUCK
TRÄFFIC IS INFREOUENf.

2.

EXPOSED EARTH SLOPES SHOULO BE SEEDED, FERÍILIZED ÀNO MULCHED IN ACCORDANCE
WIÏH VAOT STANDARD SPECIFICÂTIONS FOR CONSTRUCT¡ON.

3.

ORÂINAGE¡
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6" s@ASE
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ROADTIAY
18" MINIMUM DIAMETER, OF METAL, REISORCEO CONCREIE OR
POLYETHYLENE PIPE, TITH DROP INLEIS OR CATCH BASINS, AS REOUIRED.
HYDRÂULIC ÂNÂLYSIS fO DETERilINE APPROPRiATE PIPE OIÂMETER IS
RECOMM€NOED FOR ALL LIVE STREAM CROSSINGS AM) ELSETHERÊ WHERE

DRANAÉ

CUL-OE-SAC FOR DEAO END ROADS

LÀRGE SÍORM FLOTS MAY BE €XPECTED.

.

DRIVES

¡5"

UNOERDRAIN

MINIMUM OIAMETER, OF METAL, REINFORCED CONCRETÊ OR

- 6"

POLYETHYLENE

MINIMUil DIAMETER, OF METAL, PVC PLASIIC

OR

PIPE.

LOCÂTION, DÊPTH ANO CONSTRUCÍION DETAILS SHOULO FOLLOT PRAC-ÍICE SPECIFIED
BY LOCAL ORDINANCE OR THE VAOT SIANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION.
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4. HORIZONTI

CURVATURE

DESIGN
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RËVISIONS AND CORRECTIONS
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6.

GUARD RAIL
PROVIDE GUARD RAIL WIÍH TREAIEO IOOO OR STE€L POSTS. OF Â OESIGN
IN ACCORDÂNCE WITH VAOÍ STANDARO SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRIJCIION, THE AASHfO
ROAOSIDÊ DESICN GUIOE, ANO VAOT STÄNDÂRO ORATINGS. GENERALLY, THERE SLOPES
ARE þ3 OR SIEEPER, AND THE HEIGHT OF DROPOFF ÄT EDGE OF SHOULDER EXCEEDS 5',
CUARD RAIL SHOULD BE INSTALLEO. ALSO, THERE SLOPES ARÊ T3 OR FLATTER, GUARD
RAIL MAY NOI 8É NEEDÉO IF THE AREÂ AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SLOPE IS FREE OF
HÀZARDS. THE LOCÁL VAOT DISTRICT TRANSPORTATION ADüINISTRATOR MAY BE
CONIÄCTED FOR ÀSSISTANCE.
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PAVING
ROADS ÍIfH GRADES ÊXCEEOING 72 SHOULD BE PAVED UNLESS WÂIVED BY
THE LOCAL GOVERNING BODY. FOR TRÂFFIC VOLUMES GREATER THAN.OR EOUAL TO,25O
VEHICLES PER DAY,OR WHÊRÊ HEAVY TRUCKS ÀRE COMMON.A PAVEMENT DESIGN SHOULD
BE PERFORilEO TO DETERMINE ÀPPROPRIATE THICKNESSES OF SUBBASE AND PAVEMENÍ.

rlÀY ÄND SHOULOER ïiIOTHS - WIDTHS SHOTN ON THIS SIANDARO ARE
FOR LOï SPEÊD/LOW TRAFFIC VOLUME CONOITIONS. FOR ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE IN
THE DESIGN OF LOCAL ROÅDS AND STREÊTS,SEE fHE LATEST EDITION OF AÀSHTO'S
PUBLICATION "A POLICY ON GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF HIGHTÂYS ÂND STREETS", OR
THE VAOÍ "VERMONT STATE STANDÂRDS".

8.

TRAVELEO

9.

UTILITY LINE LOCATION
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FOR THROUGH ROADS WIIH SIDETIALKS & CURBING, SEE STÂNOARDS C2 & C3.
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DETAIL

RESIDENTIAL DRIVE

DETAIL A

B

.

ïIDTH OF ÀCCESS FoR
ONE TAY IRAFF¡C
æERATIONS

IHEORETICÂL
RÂDìUS MINUS
SHOULOER WIDTH

SEE NOÍE 5

RAOIUS(URBAN)
TH€ORETICAL
RÀDIUSRURAL)

cuRE 0N R-o.w.

(RURAL)

DEIAIL

CURB OF

Ê

3. OEPTH OF SUAAAS€ ÀNO PAVEMENT TO BE THE SAilE AS
H¡CHÍAY OR AS SHOIN N FNI
J
M L]m OF
'ßN
HIGHIÀY RIGHI-OF-IÀY.

SHOULDÊR

EDGE

60'MlN.

ç\

HIGSWAY

s!_0€!ll¡!!!

\

c-

HICHIAY

D

TY{O.IVAY COMMERCIAL DRIVE WITH DIVISIONAL ISLAND DETA|L E
CENTERS, LARGE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS'
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND SERVICE STATIONS

ç

90'

DETAIL F

24'

18,

MIN. RAOIUS

LINE

3O'LESS

f

t=

Eic

SHOULDÊR WOTH

THE OFFSET BETTEEN THE PROPERTY LINE ANO THE EOGE
OF THE DRIV€WÄY MAY BÉ COVÊRNEO BY LOCÀL ZONIÑG LÄ{S,
ORIVETÅY {ìOTH RESÎR¡CTIONS SHOWN PERTÀIN ONLY TO THÊ ÂREÀ
TITHIN THE HIqTÄY R.O.I. M ÛE ENO OF TffE TURNINo RADIUS

9.

DRIVÊWAY GRADES STEEPER

I

l

L

LIMIT OF PARKING
( SEÉ NOIE 4

l
L

--HrGHÌÁl c.

EOGE OF ÍRÄVELEO TAY

-

-

LENGIH IS VARIABLE D€PENDING ON
IRÂFFIC VOLUME AND VUSÍ 8E ADJUSTED fO

6OC MNMUM

90'

PROVIDE PROPÉR OECELERATION

0ÉS|RAELE

LENGTH.

REFER TO VAOI SÍÀNOARO E-ì92

-\--

PERSPECTIVE SKETCH OF DRIVE INTËRSECTION

G

.

STORAGE

Q\

HIGNWÁY

DETAIL

PROFILE OF DRIVE INTERSECTION
5" DEPRESSION ( CUT SECTION )

H

TRAVELED TAY

ZONÉ OISÍANCE VARIÉS TITH
HICHf,AY CLA55 ÀND TRAFFIC VOLUME.

C.?A)

INI€RSÉCIION gGHT MTANCE IS MEASffiED Fffi Å MT ON Tffi
DRIVÊ AT LASI 15 FEET FROM THE EÐGE OF TRAVÊLEÐ TAY OF THE
ÀOJACENÍ ROADTAY ÀND MEASURÐ FROM À HEIGHT OF EYÊ OF 3.5
FÊET ON IHÊ ORIVE TO A 8EìCHI OF 5.50 FEÊT ON TH€ ROAOTAY.

MINIMUM UNLESS NO OBER REASONABLE ACCESS IS AVAILÀBLE AND PRIOR ÁPPROVAL IS
GRÂNTED BY IHÊ VAOT IÍEMS SUCH AS TRÂFFIC SIGNALS,HIGfl IRAFÊIC VOLUMES,
OR FUNCTIONAL CLASS OF HIOHTAY SHOULD 8E CONSID€R€D WHEN OETERM'NINO
ÀPPROPRIÀTE SEPARAT1ON D¡SIANCÊ. THEN CURRÊNÍ R€COtrMENDEO SEPARATION
DISTANCE CANNOT BE OBÍAINED RESTRICIION OF TURNING MOVEMENTS UAY BE R€OUIREO.

DETAIL

I

PROFILE OF DRIVE INTERSECTION ( FILL SECTION

)

POSÍEO SPEEO

M¡ilIMUM STOPPING
sl6Hf DrstaNcE

OR

DESIGN SPEEO

3;ça\

CLilR

&

IO. INÍ€RSECÎPN SIGHT DISIANCËS, EOUAL TO OR GR€ÀIER THAN THOSÊ
SHOWN BAOW.5H@LD BE PROVIOED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS 'OR ÀLL

IRÀVEL€D TAY

SHOWING

SHOrlING DEPRESSION

ALLOWEO

DRIVES ENTERING ON PUBLIC HIGqIAYS,UNLESS OICERTISE
APPROVED 8Y THÉ AGENCY OF TRANSPORTÀTION.

-!19!r¿Lg-

DÉSIRASLE

IS GRAÍEST.

IHAN IHOSE SHOIN ilAY BE
AS LONG AS A zO'ÀPPROACH ÀREA ¡S ACHIEVED FOR

THE VEHICLÊ TO PAUSE BEFORÊ ENIERING lHE H¡GflTAY.
(ÍHERE CURS & SÐETALKS EX¡SÍ. S€E SIANDARDS C.zA

MINÌMOM

90"

EDGE

EÐGÊ OF TRAVELEO WAY

DETAIL

THICHEVER
)
EDCÊ

CURE
{ IF PRESENT
SHOÚLOER

IF PREsENT

HIGHSAY.

8.

I

(

TO fHE STÁIE

ORAINÀGE CULVERIS UNDÊR DRIVES SHALL HAVE A
MIN¡ÍUM INSIOE DAMETER ( I.O. ) OF I5". PIPE ARCHES
USÐ WDER DRIVES SHALL flAG A INIYUC ffiIM CMS-SCffiAL
AREA EOUIVALENT TO IHAI PROVIÛEO 8Y A 15" C¡RCULAR PIPE.

d=d

=

I

OR

MOilFICAIIONS. 8ÂSED ON IRAFFIC SIUD¡ES THE AGENCY TILL
OEIEÊMINE SPECIFIC fREAIMENÍ IO BE UsEO. ON OSVELOPER
PRO€CTs THE A6CY ÍILL TOR( SITH THE ÀPPLICANT TO IMPLEMENÍ
CHÀNGES

MIN. RAOIUS

24',

CURB 15 PR€SENT, SEE APPROPR¡ATE CURB OEÍÀIL STANDARD
MÀTCH TOTN/CITY STANDARO CURE IRATMENT.

6. ÍÆRE IRAFF¡C VOLUW FOR A PROJECÍ IS SUBSTANTIAL THE AGENCY
UAY REOUIRE SPECIAL LANES FOR TUMNG, SIGNALS OR OTHER

I-CIRCUIAR

USE TITH DEIAILS C ÀÑD D TflEN VOIUME WÂRRÂNTS FOR
RIGHT TURN LANES ÀRE MEI.

utN.

5. IF

MINIMUM HORIZONTAL SEPARATlON BETWEEN
DRIVEVIAYS AND INTERSECTING SIDEROADS

R.O.S. LINE
M¡N.

TE

4.VEHICUIAR ACCESS FROM PARKING AREAS TO THE RIGHT-OF-TAY
AI OTHER THÄN APPROVEÐ ACCESS POINTS ULL B€ PËVENTED BY
THE CONSIRUCTION OF CURBINO OR OIHÊR SUTASLE PHYSICAL BARRIER,

PAVEMENI

Mtñ.

MINIVUM
DESIRABLÊ

THIS DEIÂIL WILL ALSO ÂPPLY TO COSMERCIAL SERVICE DRIVES.THEN AUTHORIZED.HAVING
A MAXIMUM SIDTH OF 20" THE SEAV1CE ÐRIVÊ TILL HAVE A "SERV¡CE VEHCLES ONLY"
SI6N PLACED ÀT THE H¡GBTAY ROW LINE.SION SHALL EE ¡8"X 24" ÀS PRESCRIBED IN fH€
¡sTÂNô¡po krc!trÀY srcNs AoôK"- À silÞPr FúFñfÀl PllBl lcÂTloñ To MUICD-

RIGHT TURN LANE FOR COMMERCIAL DRIVE
{UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS ONLY)

FÕ-R-SFõÞPING

WE ¡DIHç@IZO!¡¡L

2. ALL COMMERCIAL DRIV€S SHALL BE PAVEO FROM IIE EDGÊ OF fE
IRAVELED WAY TO IHÊ HIGHWAY RIilT-OF-WAY. TO IHE
FARTHEST POINT OF CURVATURE ON TflE ORIVEÍAY EOGE OR AS
OIRECIEÐ BY IHÊ DISTRICT TRANSPOSTATIOX AD{INISIRAIOR.IHIS PAVING
IS INDICATED IN DÉTAILS (8 THRU E) 8Y HATCHIXC.

30'MIN. RÀDIUS

5', MIN.

H¡GHWÄY

GUIOE FOR THE DEs]@ qC€RNIM
VERTICAL AND GEOMÉIRIC CHARACTERISÍICS.

A

R.O.W. LINÉ

30'

EDGE

DETAIL

l5e

I

NOIE 2

CURE ( IF PRESENT )

. THIS sHÊÊI I5 INIEMED FOR USE BY OESGNAS ON HICHTAY PÊOJECIS
AND IN CONUNCTION WH A PERMI¡ FO8 SORK TITHIN HIGflTAY RIGHTS
OF TAY IFORU IÂ 2IO). ALL CONSTRUCTION REOUIRED BY fHE
P€ÂMIT ÄNO INDICATEÐ ON THIS SHEET SHALL 8E THE RESPONSISILITY
OF fHE APPLICANT ANÐ IS SUBJÉCI IO fHE APPROVAL ÔF
fHE VT. AGEÑCY OF IRANSPORTAÍION. THEN USED TITH THE PLANS
FOR A HICHÍAY CONSTRUCTION PROJECI. THIS SHEËI ¡S INIENOED TO 8E

PARKINC
( SEE NOTÉ 4
I

R=20'

N0TES¡

LIMII OF

UIN.

20'THEORÊTICAL RÄOIUS

IREATED SHOULDER

rcL241

MIN. RADIUS
THEORET¡CAL
RAD1US MINUS
SHOULDER IIDTH

PROPERfY
LINE

MIMMUU RAOIUS

C

TYIO-VIAY UND¡VIULIJ COMML.HCIAL UHIVL. iUII
SINGTE STORES, BUSINESSES" SMALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

DETAIL

BE USED ONLY
UNDER SPECIAL CONDITIONS

DUÀL

L
I

MIN tO',
ROUNDINC

üTERSECT¡N
SI6HT DISIANCE

I

EOGE OF

I

LENGTH

€DGE OF
IRAVELEO WAY

-34
LINE
ORIVE GRAOE

{ 15 Z MAX. FOR AT LEASI
12 FÉET FROM POINÍ
OF VERTICAL INTERSECTION)

CULVERI IF NEEDED fO BE SIZE
5HOSN ON PLANS SUT NO IESS
THAN 15 " INSIDÉ OIAMEIER .
( SEE NOTE I )

fHE ÄêOVE VALUES ARE fAKEN FROV TÆ 2OO{ AASHIO

"A

cRofN 2z

s0

24" UINUU!

sEcTloN

DRIVE
I OCÀTION OF SÌ ôPF

SUSRÂE

sÉ m[€ sD€ sLofts

SI OPE RATE
l!Â ôF Fl ÁTÍER

TAELE

ulcB

!!f-

_

-

MAR. IO, 1995

Nov,
FEB

THIS SIAN0ARD SUPERCÊDES B-71t7/23/80R,
B-7rA (3/12190). ÀN0 813 ll2A4/10.
REISSUED, !ïITHOUT CHÅN6Ê,
UNDER NEìT SIGNÂTURES.

-

REISSUEO, ìYITHOUT CHANGE,
UNOER NEW SIGNATIIRES.

CHANGES NIADE IO CONFORM WI'TH
LANGUÅGE ÅND OIMENSIONS IN ACCESS
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM GUIOELINES.
ChANCES MÀOE TO SIGHT OISIANCE CHÁRÍ
TO CONFORM TITH NEfrEsT AASHTO CRI'TÊRIÂ.

t6,2000 -

I.'

2OO4

JutY 8,2005

-

URAÂN ÄREAS. OR

V < 40

OUTSIDE CLEAR ZONE

.¡ctwH
oEc,rr,1992

OI

GEWÉTRIC OE5I6N OF HICHIAYS

&

sTR€ETS."

MPH

CHART IS ENI€RÉD IO SELECT OESIGN VALUES BASEÐ
THE POSIEO SPEED LIMIT IN MPH. VALUËS FOR OESIGN ARE
CÀLCULATEO SASEO ON THE DESIq SPÊEO IN MPH.

IfE

ON

1,4 oESIRABLE
l!2 ÀLLOTABLE

. ASSUMES A GAP OF 7.5 SECONOS ¡N THE ÎRAFFIC STRÊAM ON
fHE HßHTAY MAINLINE BASED ON IH€ HIGHWAY DESICN SPEED
IN MPH. IHIS ALLOf,S A sTOæED PASSENGER VffICLE TO ENIER

L2 OR

W'IH IHE HGHTAY

CUIDE"

JUNE I, 1994

POLICY

NOT€ : AOVÀNCE ÍARNNG SIüS TIL BE REOUIRÐ IF OETANABLE
INTERSECÍION SIGHT DISIANCES ARE BÉLOT MMMUM STOPPING
SIGHT OISTÂNCES,

FLÂTTÊR

fdÉ

MAINLIN€ FROM THE DRIVE
OPERATIONS.

ÌITflOUI

UNOULY INIERFERING

ÀPPROVED

øE¡u-GZnoæm
1n^,9 l/¿,/a"

¡HËF¡¡f=i¡ffi-a¡D;íffi-

7!ø;-'' .;a*. .--.----FEDERAL N]CHWAY ÐMINISTRÀT ON

ST,A.ND,{R.DS FOR. R.ESIDENTN^{ÏA'ND

COMMER.CN,{N- DR.IVES

STANDARD

TYPE

4'-0"

12'-O"

2'-O"

11'-0"

VARIES

-0"

4'2'- o"
VARI

a.
VARIES

ÏRAVELED WAY
l"

/rt

(rYP.)

N.

J

6''

E-

CRUSHED GRAVEL

18" BANKRUN GRAVEL
O_12" SAND BORROW
(rN FrLLS)

O-12" SAND
(rN curs)
3,' BIruMINOUS

BORROW

CONCRETE PAVEMENT

NORMAL SECTION
N.T.S.

F

Cr
U

¡}
i_.i > e
FÚ \-

ú xrfl

Ø]

o

zch

PER TYPE BY ABO\E
PER TYPE BY ABOVE
ç.
VARIES

VARIES

-

U'

-{
7

frt

ø
m

I

o
rrt
-{
¿

r
o
I

BANKED SECTION
N.T.S.

GRADE TO BE BASED ON DESIGN
SPEED IN ACCORDANCE WTH

VÏRANS STANDARDS

-{ SLOPE
OR FLAITER

TRANSIII0NIO STEEPTR I
SLoPE
I

I

ROUNDED

I'BÉÀM EM

3ao"

oFFSÊt
SECÍION

t-----t

I

ONE

IO

I2L6" BEAT

RAIL S€CI¡ON
SHæ.FORIED TO Á I6'RÂDIUS

NORYAL
OR YORE

6L3"

tooo&ou,

EXIÊNOED SHOUTOER SLOPE

sHouLDER

ANCHOR FOR

t

ÂNCHOR ROD

AEAM

ANCHOR FOR STEEL EEAM

AppRoACH END

STEEL

DETATL @

-

RÂJL

J

L

A

[il
ll I
lt I
tl
tt

$EL!

UIESS

ROUNOED

f0 utET NORúA! SIDE SLOPE ¡
ts4 OR FLATTER

lt
lt

tir

F

f

,t+

5D€

lt

t

lr

u_]l

LIU

SECTION A-A

DtREcltoN oF lRAFFrc

NHS APPROVED FOR USE WHERE DESIGN SPEED IS 40 OR LESS
ÑON.NHS APPROVED FOR USE WHERE DESIGN SPEED
IS 50 OR LESS MPH

SPACING

OTHERIISE NOTED

AICHOR

MPH

ANCHOR ROD

4'-O"

3"

.-t{

ffi-

,^w,

T--l
L__J
2'

ÞT

2'x 2'r 6"

s-Èk-

coilc. BLoCK

3o'

ASSEMBLY ELEVATION

d€

q

2' - 4325
ANCHOR ROD CONNECTOR

- 3tÁ'

TOP OF RAIL

t'-o t/a-

TRAILING ENO TERMINAL FOR
USE ON ONE-WAY HIGHWAYS

ÁPPROX.

MOD. ïOOD

aolI

tt/.'
GRÌ8A

sLol

]"

GÊNERAL

Nol€Sr

I. ALL

RE-6-19)

METAT PARTS SHATL 8E GALVANIZEO

2. ÀLL TOOD POSTS SHAL! BE

ROUNDED "W" BEÀM END SEC'TION

3.

.

TH|S 0¡UNS|ON rS ?l/2.rNRÊ-r-79.F THE D|VENS|ON
15 USED IN THIS PÂRT.II TIL! GIVE ¡N ACCEPTÂ8LE
oVERÂL! LENGTH (.dOF APPROX|MAIEIY 2r ttn..

G¡VEN

A

PRESERVA]IVE IREATMEN¡

DETÁIIS PERTINENT TO IHE SIANOÂRO INSTÂLLATION
SECÍIONS TILL BE FOUND ON STAIDARD ORAÍING G.I.

OÍ '['88ÀM

4. FOR DESCRIPIPN ATO SPECIFICAIIONS OF PARÍS IDENTIFIED BY
1taRTBA.,.rAm OTHER oETALS 0F pOSIS.poSt ÀCCE55OR|ES,
FÂsrEffiRs am RAL ËLEMENTS,SEE aAsHto-acc-aRtBA JotNi
TASK FORCE NO. 15, TITLEO A GUOE TO STÂNOÂRDIZÊO HIGHTÂY
BÂRRIER HAROTAR€',

fIÀSHER

LÂTEST EOITION.

5, THE TRANSIfION FROU THE APPROAC8 €NO TO IHE STANOMO
STEEI 8EÂM GUÀRDRAIL SHAT! 8E ?sIO"UNLESS OTHERTISE

ANCHOR ROD

tfc

6.
l¿

7. THEX STAMARO SIEEL gEry CNECTS IO A IANUFACÍMEO

ELEVÁTION

ÌERV& SECION 6 A O¡FFERENÍ HEIGIT IffE LENC'ff NEDED
IO IRAISII¡ON TfE HEIGHI OF SIÀNOÂRD STEEL BEM IO
MAICH IHE IMACTBEO IERIINÂI SECIION sHÂLL BE ?Y.0"

3"
RECTANGUL AR
GUARDRA IL

SPECIFI'D-

TÍEN STNARO sTEEL BEd cNEcIs Io ffiDGE ÄPPRoÂs RÂIL
O' A ÛF'ERENI Æ&f THE LEXGIff NffDEO TO IRÁNSIIION IE
HEBT OF STAiDAT SIEEI SEAI IO VÂICH IHE BRIDGE
APPROÂCH RA¡L SHAII 8Ê z5!O"UTESS OIERüSE SPEqÍEO.

7."xt-SLoT

WLÊSS OTHER'ISE

SPECIFIEO.

PLATE ÍIASHÊR
A

(FWR03)

RH ÎHREAD

sfD
TASHER (TYP.)

l3lo"l!'¿i'no*i"'J3,'¿l

,

s0- H0.

!H

Ts33g'19''

.5"

TAKE UP.

fI_=ñÌ

%"

E]@
TSFECiFiEtrI

TURNBUCKLE

l

ö
5/8

%'HEX NUT

NC-2

3

FEB. r0, 20t{

0F 29': AS NoTED lN FHWA LETTER

,

E
¿

fOO, OFFSET
Br0cKs

SIEEL POSI

PLAN

F---.1

AND BoLT "F,

IARTBA F-8-?6¡

FASTENER DETAILS

tt/n"

MEDIAN

ENO

STEEL BEAM MEDJAN
NOIE:

T0 B€

BARRIER

USEO OUTSIOE CLEAR ZONE ONLY.

STEET tsEAN,{ GUARDRAXL END TERIV{{NAIS
ANCF{OR FOR STEEL EEAN4 GUARDRANL
STEEL BEAI\4 N4EDNAN BARRXER

STANDARD

G:XD

CLASS 4 ROAD AND TRAIL POLrcY
Class 4 highways are all other highways not falling under definitions of class I,2 and 3 highways'
vehicle on a
Class 1, Z, and3 are ¿Jfined for the purpose of receiving state aid and are passable with a pleasure
on
operators
the
or
to
vehicles
that
may
ocour
y"*-.o*â basis. The Town shall not be responsible for damage
class 4 town highwaYs.

t.

Definition.

a public right-of-way which is not a highway and which:
previousÇ was a Jesignateðhighway having the same width as the desigrrated town highway, or a lesser

Trail means

a.

width if so designated, or

to
new public right-of-way laid out as a trail by the Selectboard for the purpose ofproviding access
use,
recreational
abutting propeúies or for

b.
2.

a

policy
Existing Use. Existing rights-oÊway of class 4 highways and trails as of the date of adoption of this
and
properly
private
to
access
activities,
shall be-retained by thãTown for purposes ofrecreational multi-use
agricultural and forest management.

3.

Maintenance. The Town shall not provide any maintenance or upkeep on trails.

A.

1. permission

for repair, maintenance, improvement, or restoration shall not be unreasonably withheld by

the Selectboard.
work.
2. A written maintenance request shall be made to the Select Board prior to commencing any
to
be
done.
the
work
of
descriptions
and
drawings
contain
shall
request
3. The written
improvements'
4. The landowneishall be responsible for all costs associated with Class fV town highway
Board.
Select
the
by
5. No work shall commence without written permission issued
granted.
6. The road shall be left in as good or better condition as when permission is
who shall inspect the
foreman
road
town
the
notifr
shall
landowner
the
work,
7. Upon completion of the
work.
the
of
acceptability
on
the
Board
Select
the
to
report
a
irru"
project u.rd

of

gxcePj for the maint.enance
;
and removal

üÉ The Town shall not provide any surnmer maintenance of class 4 highways
trt
to control erosiqli ofhighwayslbr runoffio adjacent.proPe4,
" ild*r,

""r*nras"ri¿ãitoft""un¿
required by necessity, and the public good and convenience ofthe inhabitants ofthe
;i;;-tt"ctions

town.
Plowing by private
The Town shall not provide any winter maintenance on class 4 highways and trails.
Selectboard'
the
permission
of
the
with
only
parties shall be

C.

to parties other than a municipality shall not
the operation of a snowmobile on a public
prohibiting
(d)(2)
the privilefes under 23 V.S.A. $ 3206
"uffi¡,
motor vehicles during the snow season'
by
use
plowed
for
and
maintained
highway, unless it-is not being

D. Any winter plowing of a class 4 road allowed by Selectboard

on or make repairs to a trail when a lack of
Such work shall
maintenance t*V ¡.¡** other town highways or reduce recreational access to resources'
or
repairs.
maintenance
in no way obligate the Town to perform any fi.rture

E. The Tovm may perform periodic, minimal maintenance

F.

except as permitted by the
Stone walls within the right-of-way shall not be damaged, altered or removed
Selectboard and upon issuance of a Town Access Permit by the Road Commissioner'

G. Trees within Town rights-oÊway shall not

be damaged or removed without written permission of the Tree

Warden.

H.

rights-oÊway, agrees
The applicant, by successful submission of a request to perform maintenance on such
that:

l)

law or reaionable
the requirements for signage, work safety and public safety required by
prudence will be adhered to in connection with the work;

All

2)

The work shall be done in strict accordance with specifications established by the Road
Commissioner and in conformance with this Ordinance;

3)

That the applicant and the applicant's agents shall not hold the Town responsible for any claims or
injuries which may arise out of the work agreed to within the right-oÊway, and agrees to
indemnifr and save the Town and its agents harmless against legal responsibilþ for any and all
damage, loss or claím associated with this work;
The applicant shall bear all costs associated with the agreed upon scope ofwork;
A surety bond may be required for alterations and repairs, as well as for potential damage resulting
from the use of rights-of-way by equipment of other means, including logging, horses, bike tours
or other potentially damaging uses. The amount of surety shall reflect the anticipated çosts for
road repairs which may be necessary in the event of damage resulting from the use of rights-oÊ
way and/or from noncompliance with the provisions of this policy and maintenance agrçement.
The swety witl be returned within thirty days after the applicant notified the Town of activity
completion, the Town is satisfied that all conditions of the agreement have been met, and that the
right-of-way is left in proper condition.

4)
5)

4.

Selectboard shall exercise control of class 4 highways and trails to ensure their integrity as a
public right-of-way by means which may include, but are not limited to, the following:

Control. The

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

Establishment of vehicle weight limits;
Prohibition or restriction of wheeled vehicle use during mud and snow season; sigrrs and barriers may be
utilized to accomplish this purpose;
Requirements for temporary permit for heavy equipment access may be imposed and the stipulation
included that any highway damaged will be repaired by or at the expense of the user; posting of bond or
other security to guarantee that repairs are made may be required as a condition of any permits;
Speed limits may be established.
The use of motorized vehicles on legal town trails may be prohibited, limited, or permitted.

Change in classification. Class 4 highways may be reclassifîed to trail status, discontinued, or upgraded to
class 3 or higher status. Trails may be discontinued or upgraded to class 4 or higher status. Reclassification will
be done in accordance with 19 V.S.A. gg 703-716 and upon findings by the Selectboard that the public interests
will be substantially advanced by suoh change in status and that reasonable measures are taken to replace,
substitute, or avoid the loss ofpublic and commercial travel, intrinsic aesthetic and recrcational value, or other
public interests afForded by the existing class 4 highway or trail'
a minimum, no class 4 highway or trail inay be upgraded in status or discontinued without the permission of
the selectboard. Selectboard may provide for an alternative travel easement or right-of-way replacing the travel
route upgraded or discontinued to insure that users and landowners have uninterrupted access.

At

The Selectboard shall require that the cost of upgrading a trail to a class 4 highway or a class 4 highway to a
class 3 highway be assigned to the petitioner(s).
The Selectboard will seek the advice of the Planning Commission and Conservation Commission on
determining which class 4 town highways shall be reclassified as trails or which class 4 town highways and
trails should be discontinued.

of

6.

New Structures. New struotures on lots fronting on a class 4 highway are subject to the requirements
applìcable town ordinances.

7.

Right-Of-Way Access. Access into the road right-of-way for the installation or repair ofutilities and for

access

ofdriveways, entrances, and approaches shall be controlled by application for and approval ofRoad Aocess
Permits reviewed by the Road Deparhnent Foreman and approved by the Town Manager as Road
Commissioner.

Class 4 Roads (Title x9)

l-lishwav Stat
Class 1, 2 and 3

'
.

town highways, with a few exceptions, must be maintained for year-round travel:

town shall keep its class L,2, and 3 highways and bridges in good and sufficient repair during all seasons of the
year... [19 V.S.A. $ 310(a)].
A

The minimum standards for class 3 highways are a highway negotiable under normal conditions all seasons of the
year by a standard manufactured pleasure car. This would include but not be limited to sufficient surface and base,
adequate draínage, and sufficient width capable to provide winter maintenance [19 V.S.A. 5 302(aX3Xg)].

This does not dpplv

o

Sharon Murray VT Planners Association lfrontporch@Bmavt.net

to

Class 4 hiqhwøvs,

which aren't maintained for year-round use and do not receive state a¡d:

to the extent required by the necessity of the town, the public good and the
convenience of the inhabitants of the town, or may be reclassified using the same procedures as for laying out
highways and meeting the standards set forth in section 302 of this tîtle [].9 V.S.A. 5 302(b)1.
Class 4 highways may be maintained

Plannine and Develooment Statutes : Reouired Road Frontase or Access (Title 24)
Zoning and subdivis¡on regulat¡ons typically require that new lots and new development have frontage on - or, per
54312(3), an approved, permanent access to - a public road. This is to ensure that a newly subdivided lot, or new
development on an existing lot, has direct vehicular access - including emergency vehicle access as appropriate - to a
public road. This section of støtute slso serves os o "grondfathering" provisîon allowing for the subdivision and
development of existing "landlocked" parcels that lack frontage on a public road - by giving municipalities the authority
and discretion to ensure that such lots, for purposes of development, have adequate permanent access to a public road

"Public road" for this purpose is "a state highway as defined in 19 V.S.A. $ 1 or a class l, 2 or 3 town highway as
defined in 19 V.S.A. 5 302(a). A municipality mdy, dt its díscretion, deÍine o publìc rodd to ølso include d Class 4town
highway øs delined ín 79 V.S.A. 302(d)' [24 V.S.A. S 4303(33)1, This recognizes that, because Class 4 roads are not
typically maintained for year-round travel, they are not generally suitable to provide access to new residential
subdivisions or other forms of year-round development - but may be suitable to access other uses (e.g., logging,
agriculture, outdoor recreation, seasonal camps) that result in no public safety issues or additional public expense,
Gíven this discretion, the subdivision or development of a lot with frontage only on a Class 4 road is typically addressed
under both local land use regulations and highway ordinances through one or more of the following:

<,

Limiting the type of new development allowed to thøt whích does not requíre yeor-round vehícular dccess'
especíally by emergency vehícles, given that Class 4 roads are not maintained for year-round use -e.9., allowing its
use for forestry, farming, a seasonal camp or outdoor recreation as noted. The intent is not to prohibit all
ensure

does

in siqnificant additional expense to the communitv for road uparades or vear-round maintenance.

Requiring the property owner or developer to upgrade and maintain the Class 4 road for year-round access and
use -either to meet town driveway standards (e.g., to serve a single parcel) or "development road" standards to
serve more than one lot, under a maintenance agreement with the Town. Such standards olso ensure thot the Class
4 road. as o public riaht-of-wav, remains open to the public and the other londowners it serves.
Requiring the property owner or developer to upgrade the road to Class 3 town highway standards, if the town
intends to take over year-round maintenance of the road. This also consistent wilh recommended practice for road
reclassificatíon from a Clqss 4 to o Clqss 3 town hiahwav - os referenced under L9 V.S.A. 5 310(b).
The inadvertent inclusion of "Class 4 road" under 5 4412(3') în 2011 - by allowing new subdivision and development on
parcels simply having "frontage" on an unmaintained Class 4 road, without any determinatíon whether the road ís
physically suitable to provide necessary access to the proposed development- effectivelv neqates the discretion aiven to
municioalities provided under the definition. ond more importantlv lonqstandinq development practices intended to
ensure public safetv qnd spare sionificant public expense, while olso protectinq the riahts of qffected propertv owners.

SELECTBOARD FINANCIAL POLICY #2
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE
TOWN OF NORWICH

b

1. PURPOSE

l.l

The purpose of establishing a policy on the undesignated fund balance in the general fund is
to provide a guideline for budgeting and tax rate decisions and to insure that adequate reserves
are maintained in the general fund for the following purposes:

1.1.1 To fund operations by providing sufficient working capital for adequate cash flow, tax
rate stabilization and as protection against uncollected taxes, economic downturns, or shortfalls
of revenues, imposition of additional costs by other governmental agencies including courts,
errors in financial forecasting, natural disasters and cutbacks in distributions from the state
government.

1.1.2 To reduce the cost of long-term borrowing by maintaining an appropriate level of
undesignated general fund balance, which is reviewed as part of the evaluation of a
municipality's creditworthiness by bond-rating agencies.

2. DEFINITION
2.1

Undesignated fund balance

-

The portion of the general fund balance that is not reserved or

- All

charges included in the Gross Spending GeneralTown Budget.

designated for a specific use that exists at the end of the fîscal year.

2.2

Operuting expenditures

3. RATIONALE
3.1 The National Advisory Council on State and Local Budgeting (NACSLB) encourages local
governments to establish a policy on maintaining an appropriate level of Unreserved Fund
Balance in the general fund (Recommended Practice 4,1).
3.2 The Government Finance Offrcers Association (GFOA)

recommends that, "at a minimum,
that general-purpose governments, regardless of size, maintain unrestricted fund balance in their
general fund of no less than two months of regular general fund operating revenues or regular
general fund operating expenditures."

3.3 GFOA

also notes that "Furthermore, a government's particular situation often may require a
level of unrestricted fund balance in the general fund signifioantly in excess of this recommended
minimum level. In any case, such measures should be applied within the context of long-term

forecasting, thereby avoiding the risk of placing too much emphasis upon the level of
unrestricted fund balance in the general fund at any one time."

4. POLICY
4.1 The Town should budget for current year general fund revenues including property tax
revenues to be sufficient to finance current year expenditures.

4.2 Consistent with the recommendations of GFOA, an undesignated general fund balance of
between l0 and 20 percent of general fund operating expenditures should be maintained.

Amended 112611l
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Herb Durfee
From:
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To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mary Layton

marydlayton@gmail.com >
11 :37 AM
Miranda Bergmeier
Herb Durfee; Miranda Bergmeier
Master Financial Policy Draft document
Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy Compilation.docx
<

Monday, July 01, 2019

Hi AII
Enclosed is a draft of a Master Financial Policy Document. Policies were either developed directly from VLCT
model policies by Herb or myself, or were older policies such as Debt Management that I compared to VLCT
models for relevance and completeness. I formatted them according to the template suggested by Claudette and
Roger. In Section 8: Trustees of Public Funds Investment Policy a proposed policy is not included because it is
the responsibility of the Trustees to write and approve such a policy. VLCT never the less has indicated that
such policy should be part of the Master Policy.

I think that there are a lot of advantages to developing indices to policies that are thematic. For instance, if we
adopt this master policy it can be easily located and will show the full range and inter-relationship of policies in
this category.
As a matter of practicality and time restraints it was impossible to meet with John Langhus to reformat the
policies and to write a draft of Section One:Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reports. I tried to update him
with the broad outlines of what I was doing. In discussing our policy work process I would like to discuss this
with the whole board. It may make sense for teams to split up the work and individually come up with drafts for
review. I think I may have spent 20 hours on this.

I would like this document to be included in the packet for review and possible adoption at the July
Board meeting.

Mary Layton

1Oth Select

Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy
Notes:
Mary Layton and John Langhus
Format:
All policy sections are formatted using a suggested format developed by
Claudette Brochu and Roger Arnold. The format includes title, date adopted,
purpose, policy, and procedure.

lnput and Sources:

The draft was created by Mary Layton and reviewed by

John Langhus. Sources included existing policies, existing Town Manager
Protocols, and the VLCT model policy document Borough of Dormont. The
Finance Committee reviewed existing policies and TM protocols numbers L:

Budget Policy, 2: Fund Policy, 3: Grant Policy,4: General Policy (TM Protocol), 5:
Purchasing (TM Protocol), 6a CapitalAsset, 6: Capital Budget, and 6c: lnvestment

lntroduction
Purpose and Goals

page 4

Most of this language is from VLCT Borough of Dormont model policy

Section

1

Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Report

Policy......

................page 6

There was no existing policy of this nature. Mary adopted a draft from VLCT
Borough of Dormont model policy.

Section 2
Purchasing Policy.......

.page 8

This policy is written from a draft provided by Herb Durfee on May 6,2019 and is

adopted from a VLCT model policy. lt replaces a Town Manager protocol used by
Neil Fulton dated April 22,2013.

Section 3
Cash Receipts, Petty Cash, and Returned Check Policy

page 19

This section is developed from the Town Manager Protocol of April 22,2013

entitled "Town of Norwich General Policies and Procedures." Thís document has
several sections including: Grant Applications and Administration, Encumbrances
and Year End Purchasing, Department Revenues, Voided Checks, lnterim Checks,

Credit Card Use, Employee Reimbursement, Petty Cash, and Forms. This section
has been

written after review of the Dormont master policy section. Herb Durfee

has expressed the view that petty cash should be eliminated, so that idea has

been incorporated into this section.

Section 4
Credit Card Po1icy.................
This section is developed from the Town Manager Protocol of April 22,2013

entitled "Town of Norwich General Policies and Procedures," after review of the
Dormont master policy section.

Section 5
Debt Management Policy

page 23

This section is a reformatted versíon of the policy "Debt Managemerìt,"

September 26,2007, and after review of the Dormont master policy section.

Section 6
Capital Program and Budget

Policy..

........page 27

There was no existing policy of this nature. Mary adopted a draft from VLCT
Borough of Dormont model policy. Finance Committee recommends: categorize
assets and review them annually, require regular reporting of assets by category,

require a five-ten year plan (recommended by VLCT model, in this draft policy),
allow for funds to be put to vote to sweep into undesignated fund when no longer
needed, the Select Board should not approve a budget without 5-10 year plans

for designated funds. Herb Durfee has also expressed the need to establish

a

Capital Budget.

Section 7
I

nvestment Policy.....

.....page 30

This section is a reformatted version of the policy "lnvestment Policy," June

21.,

2017, and after review of the Dormont master policy section.

Section 8
Trustees of Public Funds lnvestment Po|icy..........

page 35

Note: As of July 1, 2OL9 there is no existing policy of this nature. The Trustees of
Public Funds are responsible for writing the policy. A model policy is available

from the Vermont League of Cities and Towns that may serve as a basis for

a

future policy. The VLCT recommends that this type of policy be part of a
municipality's Master Financial Policy.

Section 9
Fraud Prevention Policy

..........page 36

This section is a reformatted version of the policy "Fraud Prevention Policy,

"November 1,201,8; and after review of the Dormont master policy section. lt
was developed from a draft by Herb Durfee that was based on a VLCT model
policy.

Section 10
Fund Balance Reserve Policy

page 39

This section is a reformatted version of the policy " Selectboard Financial Policy

#2, Undesignated Fund Balance, "January 26,20'J,L; and after review of the

Dormont master policy section. Herb Durfee and the Finance Committee have
suggested having a separate Emergency Fund in addition to an undesignated

fund, and has suggested that the Selectboard discontinue the recent practice of
"buying down the tax rate" using the Undesignated Fund.

Section 11
Balanced Budget Policy

page 42

This section is a reformatted version of the policy " Selectboard Financial Policy

#1, Budget Management, " August 24,2005; revised on September 23,2009 and
revised on March 1O,2OIO: and after review of the Dormont master policy

section. The Finance Committee recommends more development of this policy
including review guidelines by the Select Board, common reporting template by

departments, concise year over year view in quarterly reporting, separate batch
spending from ongoing expense, reports easy for citizens to read, Town Manager
includes a narrative with annual report (also recommended from model policy),

consolidate spending into policy #5 (Purchasing Policy)

Section 12
Gift

Policy

...page 47

This section is a reformatted version of the policy " Selectboard Financial Policy
#3, Grants, Gifts and Special Funds," March L0,2010; and after review of the
VLCT Dormont master policy section. Note

that the

VLCT version is focused

strongly on due diligence when accepting gifts that the Town is not being saddled

with a situation such as accepting land that might have industrial contaminants
that must be mitigated at future cost to the town. The existing selectboard policy
is more focused on a formal process for receiving gifts.

Adoption
Signature Page.....

page 50

There were several versions of the signature page for the various existing policies.
This one seemed to provide enough authorization. lt is of course subject to review
by the Select Board.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy Purpose and Goals

lntroduction

Statement of Purpose

The Town of Norwich has in recent years evolved from being managed by a citizen run

Select Board to the present day Town Manager form of government. The role of the Select

Board has shifted away from day

to day management to that of

oversight and policy

development. A variety of Select Board financial policies and Town Manager protocols have
been developed over the years, and are compiled within this framework to provide a central
and comprehensive reference point.

Written, adopted financial policies have many benefits, such as assisting the Select
Board and Town Manager in the financial management of the Town, saving time and energy

when discussing financial matters, engendering public confidence, and providíng continuity
over time as elected officials and staff members change. While these policies and protocols will
be amended periodically, they will provide the basic foundation and framework for many of the
issues and decisions facing the Town. They will promote sound financial management and assist
in the Town's stability, efficiency, and effectiveness.

This framework was developed and adopted from the VLCT document, "Dormont
Financial Policies and Procedures-Final Version,

2013".

Selected financial policies were

reviewed by the Norwich Select Board, Town Manager, and Finance Committee in 201-9 before

the compilation of this document. Others are incorporated pending review. lt is expected that
policies will be reviewed, edited, added, and deleted as necessary on an ongoing basis within

the Master Policy Framework.

4

FinancialGoals

o
o
o

Ensure the financial integrity of the Town

Mana8e financial assets in a sound and prudent manner

lmprove financial information

for

decision makers including policy makers and

management

o

Maintain and further develop programs to ensure the long term ability to pay costs
necessary

o

to provide the level and quality of service required by the citizens

Maintain a spirit of openness and transparency while being fully accountable to the
public for the Town's fiscal activities

5

Town of Norwlch Master Financial Pollcy

Section 1: Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting Policy is to establish
and maintain high standards for accounting practices in the Town of Norwich, thereby enabling
residents, the Selectboard, and the Town Manager to make sound decisions in preparing and

adopting the town budget and managing Town finances.

Authority: The Town Manager acts under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (c) (2) "Authority and
duties in particular. The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible
for the following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and
agencies of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Procedures:

Accounting: The accounting practices of the Town of Norwich will conform to Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles for local governments as established by the Governmental

Accounting Standards Board. The Town Manager will establish and maintain a system of fund
accounting and shall measure financial position and results of operations using the modified
accrual basis of accounting for governmental funds and the accrual basis of accounting for

fiduciary funds.

Auditing: Annually the Selectboard will cause the Town's financial statements to be audited by
a qualified, properly licensed independent accounting firm.

6

Quarterly, Monthly, and Annual Financial Reports: The Town Manager will prepare quarterly
financial reports for the Select Board's review and for public dissemination for the first three
quarters. ln the last quarter of the year he will provide monthly reports. These reports will
consist of:

a

Budget report showing revenues collected and appropriations expended for the
previous quarter/month with the variance from the budgeted amounts for each

line item.
a

Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance showing
revenues and expenditures and the difference between the two, the beginning

fund balance for the period and the ending fund balance.
a

Balance Sheet showing Town estimated assets less liabilities and fund balance.

The Town Manager will also prepare an Annual Financial Report. This report will include

financial statements for each of the funds of the Town, as well as appropriate additional
disclosures as necessary for the complete understanding of the financial statements presented
ln addition, the annual report will include a narrative discussion and appropriate graphics

explaining how the Town's current financial position and results of financial activities compare

with those of the prior year and with budgeted amounts. This report, together with the most
recent independent auditor's account will be reproduced in the Town Report each year.

7

Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy
Section 2: Purchasing Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: This policy intends to obtain the highest quality goods and services for the Town of

Norwích at the lowest possible price, to exercise financial control over the purchasing process,

to clearly define authority for the purchasing function, to allow fair and equal opportunity
among qualified suppliers, and to provide for public confidence in the procedures established
and overseen by the Town Manager related to public purchasing and the Policy contained
herein.

Authority:

Title 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (cl(21: "Authority and duties in particular. The Town Manager
shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the following: To direct and
supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies of the Town except as

otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, that; "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be
subject to the direction and supervisíon and shall hold office at the will of such selectmerì.."

Title 24 V.S.A. section L236l2l provides that the Town Manager will, "To perform all duties
now conferred by law upon the selectboard, except that he or she shall not prepare tax bills,
sign orders on the general fund of the town, call special or annual town meetings, lay out

highways, establish and lay out public parks, make assessments, award damages, act as

member of the board of civil authority, nor make appointments to fill vacancies which the

8

selectboard is now authorized by law to fill; but he or she shall, in all matters herein excepted,
render the selectboard such assistance as it shall require."

T¡tle 24 V.S.A. section 1236(31 further provides that the Town Manager shall "...be the general
purchasing agent of the Town and purchase all supplies for every department thereof; but
purchases of supplies for departments over which the manager is not given control, and of the

Town school district shall be made according to requisition therefore by such departments or
school directors"

Procedures:

L. Affirmative

Action and Local Preference: Whenever possible, qualified small, minority

and/or women-owned, and labor surplus businesses shall be included in the solicitation lists

for bids or non-bid purchases. lf the purchase

is

federally funded in whole or in part,

minority and/or women owned and laborsurplus businesses must be included in the
solicitation lists and all other affirmative action requirements outlined in the grant
provisions must be followed. The Town may exercise a preference for local businesses for
purchases funded exclusively by the Town but only if such a preference does not result in

unreasonable prices or rates due to a lack of competition. For purchases funded in whole or
part with federal funding the Town may not exercise a preference for local businesses.

2.

Code of Conduct:

2.1 Employees, officers, and agents of the Town who are involved in the procurement
and selection of bids and purchases shall make reasonable efforts to avoid real,

apparent, or potential conflicts of interest. No employee, officer, or agent of the
Town shall participate in selection, award, or administration of a contract if a conflict

of interest, real or apparent, would be involved. Such a confl¡ct would ar¡se when
the employee, officer or agen! any member of his/her immediate family, his/her
partner, or an organization which employs him or her, or is about to employ any of
the above; has a financial or personal interest in the firm/vendor for award.

9

2.2 An employee, officer, or agent of the Town who is involved in the procurement and
selection of a bid or purchase shall adhere to the Town's adopted Conflict of

Interest Policy. lf said employee, officer or agent has a real or apparent conflict of
interest, that person must disclose that conflict of interest within the context of

a

duly-warned Select Board meetingthat occurs before the bid selection or purchase
takes place. Such disclosure must be documented in the minutes for that meeting

which shall be retained as part of the official record surrounding the bid or purchase
Officers, employees, and agents of the Town will not solicit nor accept gratuities,
favors, or anything of monetary value from contractors, potential contractors, or
parties to sub-agreements. Officers, employees and agents who failto follow the
above code of conduct or any other provisions of the Town's Code of Ethics Policy
may be sanctioned or disciplined, to the extent permitted by law, for violations of

the above policies.

3.

Documentation:
3.1 Records documenting the procurement process for any Minor or Major purchases,
as those

terms are defined below, including the reason for the specific procurement

method chosen, the basis for the award and contract pricing (showing evidence that

the process was fair and equitable),

as

well as any other significant decisions that

were part of the procurement process shall be maintained for a period of at least
three years from the date of the submission to the Federal government of the final
expenditure report if the purchase or negotiation, audit, or other action involving

the other records, whichever is longer. Otherwise, records shall be maintained by
the Town in accordance with the retention and disposition schedules as set by the
Vermont State Archivist.

4.

PurchasingAuthority:
4.1The Town Manager is the Purchasing Agent for the Town. The Town Manager

is

responsible for ensuring that the best possible price and quality are obtained with
each purchase and shall review all proposed procurements to avoid unnecessary or

duplicative purchases of equipment, supplies, and services. The Town Manager shall

10

also ensure that competition is not restricted with lim¡ts on the geographic location

of vendors, with unreasonable requirements or qualifications placed on vendors, or
by allowing vendors to be selected who have engaged in noncompetitive pricing
practices.

4.2 Use of Designated and Special Purpose Funds: ln all cases the Select Board shall
approve the use of any Designated and Special Purpose Funds related to any

expenditure.

4.3 lncidental Purchases: Department

Heads, under the supervision of the Town

Manager, may make purchases of a value between 52500 and S10,000 but only

with prior approval of the Town Manager via a Purchase Order and are limited to
the amount of the budget authorized by the Town. Prior to making such a purchase,
at least three (3) competitive bids shall be obtained and included as part of the
Purchase Order submitted to the Town Manager for approval.

4.4 Major Purchases

a.alal All purchases between S10,000 and 525,000 require approval of the Select
Board, inclusive of a Purchase Order approved by the Town Manager and at least

three (3) competitive bids. An item/service will be selected based on cost, the
quality of the goods/services offered, and the ability, capacity, and skill of the
vendor demonstrated under prior contracts with the Town, as applicable.
4.4(bl The Town Manager shall review all proposed procurements to avoid
unnecessary or duplicative purchases of equipment, supplies, and services. The

Town Manager shall also ensure that competition is not restricted with limits on

the geographic location of vendors, with unreasonable requirements or
qualifications placed on vendors or bidders, or by allowing vendors to be
selected who have engaged in noncompetitive pricing practices.

a.alcl lf federal funding is used for purchases between 53000

(SZOOO in

the case

of construction projects subject to Davis-Bacon requirements) and S150,000,
price or rate quotes must be obtained from three or more qualified sources

7T

followingthe affirmative action provision of this policy and all provisions
regarding fair and unrestricted competition.

4.4(dl Large purchase or simplified acquisition threshold under federal
regulations: Large purchases with a value greater than 525,000 but less than
S150,000 must follow a sealed bid process as outlined below.

a.a(e) Purchases at or exceeding S1-50,000, or construction projects of any value

that are funded with federal dollars, must follow a sealed bid process as outlined
below and also follow any procurement guidelines as outlined in the grant
agreement (e.g. 2015 Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and

Audit Requirements for Federal Awards). ln addition, a pricing analysis must be
completed by the Town Manager or a qualified consultant prior to issuing the
request for proposal (RFP) to ensure that there is a reasonable estimate against

which to compare bid proposal pricing.

5. Sealed Bid Process:

5.1 The sealed bid process shall be initiated by the issuance of a Request for
Bids/Proposals (RFB/RFP) prepared by the respective Department Head under the supervision
of the Town Manager, along with an approved Purchase Order. Notice of the RFB/RFP shall be
made by letters to known providers soliciting bid responses, advertisements posted in three

public locations within the Town, advertisements placed in a newspaper of general circulation
in the region, and advertisement placed on the Town's webpage. The Town Manager may opt

to use other advertising methods (e.g. Norwich Listserve), known state/national associations
with bid listing capabilities, and other bid notice locations)that make reasonable sense (but
respect the Town's fiscally restrained budget)to help ensure the most competitive process
possible.

6. B¡d Specifications:

6.1 For any RFB/RFP, a list of bid specifications shall be prepared for each purchase
equal to SZSOO or greater and shall be available for inspection at the Town Offices, at the

L2

respective department's office involved in the bid process, and on the Town's webpage

(www.norwich.vt.us). Bid specifications shall include:
6.1(a) Bid name

6.1(bl Bid submission deadline
6.1(c) Date, location, and time of bid opening

6.l(dl Specifications for the project or services including quantity, design, and
performance features

6.l(el Bond and/or insurance requirements
6.1(f) A copy of the proposed contract
6.1(g) Any special requirements unique to the project or purchase

6.1(h) Delivery or completion date, and required deliverables specific to each
Milestone date and completion date.

6.1(if For construction projects, language that sets a requirement for a bid
Guarantee in the amount of 5% of the bid price from all bidders, as well as

performance and payment bonds in the amount of 7Q0% of the contract
price from the contractor awarded the bid. lf federally grant funded, the
bidders must also include costs for Davis-Bacon compliance if that is a

requirement of the federal agency providing the funding.

6.1(jl For construction projects over 52000, a statement that contractors will be
provided with a copy of the most current wage determination (from the
DOL website at: <http:www.wdol.gov/dba.aspx>) and must comply

with

the Davis-Bacon Act.
6.1(k) ln some cases, the Town will require disclosure of the bidder's indirect
overhead rate.
6.1(l) Language that reserves for the Town the right at its sole discretion to reject
any and all bids, wholly or in part, to waive any informalities or any

irregularities therein, to accept any bid even though it may not be the
lowest bid, to call for rebids, to negotiate with any bidder, and to make an
award that in its sole and absolute judgement will best serve the Town's
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interest. The Town reserves the right to investigate the financial condition
of any bidcler to determine his/her ability to assure service thror-rghout the
term ofthe contract.

7. B¡d Submission:

7.t All bids must be submitted in sealed envelopes, addressed to the Town in
care of the Town Manager, and plainly marked with the name of the b¡d.
Bid proposals will be date stamped on the outside of the envelope

immediately upon receipt by the Town. Any bid may be withdrawn in

writing prior to the scheduled time for the opening of the bids. Any bids
received afterthe time and date specified shall not be considered and shall
be returned to the bidder unopened. For some bids, technical proposals

will need to be submitted in a separately sealed envelope from the sealed
cost proposal. This occurs when the technical proposals will be reviewed
and ranked according to the criteria for bid selection, regardless of cost,

before opening the cost proposals.
7.2.

Bidders shall bid to specifications and any exceptions must be noted by

the bidder. A bidder submitting a bid thereby certifies that the bid was
made in good faith without fraud, collusion, or connection of any kind with
any other bidder for the same work, and that the bidder is competing

solely on his/her behalf without connection with or obligation to any
undisclosed person or firm.

8. B¡d Opening:

8.1.

Every bid received prior to the bid submission deadline will be publicly

opened and read aloud and recorded by the Town Manager and the
respective Department Head. When the Selectboard is involved, the Town
Manager shall prepare a summary of the bid opening and report to the
Selectboard at a duly warned meeting so the Select Board can make its
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decision. The bid opening will include the name and address of bidder, for
lump sum contracts, the lump sum base and the bid for each alternate; for

unit price contracts, the unit price for each item and the total, if stated;
and the amount of security furnished with each b¡d, if required.

9. Criteria for Bid Selection: ln evaluating bids, the Town will consider the following criteria:

9.1.

Price.

9.2
9.3.

Bidder's ability to perform within the specified time limíts.
Bidder's experience and reputation, including past performance for the
Town.

9.4.
9.5.

Quality of the materials and services specified in the bid.
Bidder's ability to meet other terms and conditions, including insurance
and bond requirements.

9.6.
9.7.
9.8.
9.9.

Contract provisions that are acceptable to the Town

9.10

For construction projects over 52000, contractor's indication

Bidder'sfinancial responsibility.
Bidder's availability to provide future service, maintenance, and support.
Nature and size of bidder.

of

acceptance of wages in the current wage determination provided as part

ofthe

9.11

RFB/RFP.

Bidder is not on any debarment list related to the goods and services the

bídder provides.

9.L2. Any other factors that the Town determines relevant and appropriate

in

connection with given project or service.

9.13

Federal contracts require that there will be no preference exercised for
local contractors or suppliers.

9.L4

Federal contracts require that minority and women-owned businesses and

labor surplus businesses must be included in the solicitation list for the
RFB/RFP.
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9.15. Federal contracts require that the Select Board not select a bidder who

is

listed on the Excluded Parties List System website (https://www.sam.sov).

10. Change Orders:
10.1

lf specification changes are made prior to the close of the bid process, the
RFB/RFP

will be amended and notice shall be sent to any bidder who

already submitted a bid and a new bid process will be initiated, unless

a

mandatory pre-bid meeting is included as part of the bid process. ln the
instance of a mandatory pre-bid meeting, a new bid process does not have

to be initiated. lnstead, the bidders attending the pre-bid meeting will be
notified and provided with any relevant change order documentation with
sufficient time to meet the deadline requirement or notification by the
Town that the deadline has been amended. Once a bid has been accepted,

if changes to the specifications become necessary, the Town Manager will
prepare a change order specifying the scope of the change. Once
approved, the contractor and the Town Manager must sign the change

order.

11. Exceptions: The following exceptions may apply, however there must be written

documentation created and maintained that outlines the process and rationale for such
exceptions.

ll.l

Competitive Proposals: lf time does not permit the use of sealed bids, or

the award will be made on the basis of non-price related factors,

a

competitive proposal process shall be initiated by the issuance of

a

RFB/RFP

or Request for Qualifications (RFQ) prepared by the Selectboard

or its designee that includes the factors that will be used to evaluate and
compare the proposals. Bids or qualifications shall be obtained from an
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adequate number of qualified sources (at least three vendors) to ensure

that the Town has received

a

fair and reasonable price and all notification

and record keeping requirements of the sealed bid process shall be

followed. lf architectural or engineering services are being solicited, this
should be used with the most qualified firm or individual awarded the b¡d
and price or fees negotiated after the award. lf competitive proposals are
used, all of the above steps in the sealed bíd process should be followed

except that: 1)the b¡d submission need not be sealed; and 2) price will not
be the primary factor in the proposal selection.
LL.2 Sole Source Purchases: lf, the Town Manager

for Minor Purchases and the

Selectboard for Major Purchases, determines that there is only one source

for a proposed for a proposed purchase, it may waive the bid process and
authorize the purchase from the sole source. lf federal funds are involved,
sole source purchases are only permitted subject to such allowance by the
respective federal (or state) agency administering such funds.
11.3 Recurring Purchases: lf the total value of a recurring purchase of a good or
service is anticipated to exceed S10,000 during any fiscal year, the bid
process shall be used and specifythe recurring nature of the purchase.
Once a bid has been accepted, all future purchases shall be made from

that bidder without necessity of additional bids, until such time

as

the

Selectboard votes to initiate a new bid process. lt is recommended that
such recurring expenses not exceed 3-5 years without initiating a new bid
process.

LL.4 Emergency Purchases: The Town Manager may award contracts and
make purchases totaling up to 525,000 for meeting the needs of a public
emergency without complying with the bid process. Usually within 70
hours of such public emergency, emergency expenditures may include

immediate repair or maintenance of town property, vehicles, or
equipment if the delay in such repair or maintenance would endanger
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persons or property or result in substantial impairment of the delivery of

important Town services. Any additional emergency purchasing exceeding

the 525,000 threshold must be approved by the Selectboard at a duly
warned meeting (whether a regular, special, or emergency meeting of the
Board). The Selectboard may authorize additional emergency

expenditures or authorize the Town Manager to make additional
purchases wíthout complying with the bid process, but only up to that

time that adherence to the normal bid process can be carried out.
11.5 Professional Services: The bid process shall not apply to the selection of
providers for services that are characterized by a high degree of
professional judgment

a

nd discretion including legal, financial, aud iting,

risk management, and insurance services with a value of up to 525,000.

Lt.6. Cost Analysis: Federally funded, non-competitive purchases for S150,000
or more require

a cost analysis

to determine the reasonableness of the

proposed pricing and should be completed in accordance with the

requirements of the federal or state agency issuing the grant funding.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy
Section 3: Cash Receipts, Petty Cash, and Returned Check Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this Cash Receipts policy is to establish proper management practices
by the Town employees when their assigned duties require the processing of cash, checks, and

other receipts in order to instill public confidence in Town operations and to provide accurate,
reliable, and timely information upon which financial decisions can be made.

Authority: The Town Manager under 24 V.S.A. section L43-503 (c)(2) "Authority and duties in
particular. The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the

following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies
of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Procedures:

1.

Department Revenues:
1.1The Town Clerk or Assistant Town Clerk will record alltheir departmental revenues
upon receipt directly into the Cash Receipts module of NEMRC in the computer on
the Town Clerk's counter. At the end of each day a daily receipts report will be run

from the computer and reconciled with the checks and cash in the drawer.
1.2 All other departments will deliver cash and checks to the Finance Department at
least on a monthly basis. Responsibility for cash remains with the department until

turned over to the Finance Department. All checks will be endorsed as received to
reduce the risk for fraud. A transmittal form should accompany the monies

indicating which General Ledger accounts are to be credited. A copy of the
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transmittal should be kept by each department. The Finance Department will record
these revenues in the Cash Receipts module of NEMRC.
1.3 The Finance Department will recount and confirm cash and checks received against

the daily cash receipts journal and will be responsible for depositing all daily receipts
in the bank.

1.4 No Town employee or Department shall extend credit for services rendered without

the written approval of the Town Manager.

2.

Voided Checks:
2.L
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a check is voided after approval by the Select Board and the check is

to be

reissued, it will be reissued and included on a subsequent warrant.

3.

Accounts Payable and lnterim Checks:
3.1 ln order for invoices to be included on an Accounts Payable Warrant, they must be

to the Finance Department by 1:00 pm on the Thursday precedingthe next Select
Board Meeting.
3.2 Checks that need to be written that do not coincide with the approval of Accounts
Payable Warrants, shall receive approval for payment from the Town Manager and

the authorized member of the Select Board. These interim checks will be included on
the warrant provided to the Select Board at their next regular meeting.
3.3 Examples: payroll related bills, postage, and payments that must meet a specific

deadline and fall outside of the regular Select Board meeting schedule.

4.

Employee Reimbursement:
4.1 lt is not recommended or encouraged that employees make purchases using
personal funds on behalf of the Town. However, if this does occur, the Town will

reimburse employees through semi-weekly accounts payable runs done in
accordance with scheduled Select Board meetings. The employee shall complete an
Employee Reimbursement Form attaching an itemized receipt for goods or services
purchased, and indicating the account to be charged. This will be signed by the

Department Head and a Department Head Reimbursement Form, by the Town
Manager. All other purchasing procedures set forth ín this policy also apply.
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5.

Petty Cash:
5.L All Town business shall be conducted by Purchase Order, electronic accounts

including credit and debit cards and written checks. No Town business shall be
conducted on a cash basis.

6.

Forms:

6.1The following form is available from the Finance Department:
Expense Reimbursement Form
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Town of Norwlch Master Flnanclal Policy
Section 4: Credit Card Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: Credit cards provide a convenient method of obtaining goods and services for the

Town. However, by their nature, credit cards provide an opportunity for unauthorized
purchases and fraudulent activity. The purpose of this policy is to establish criteria for the
proper use of credit cards when conducting Town business.

Authority: The Town Manager under 24 V.S.A. section L43-503 {c) (2) "Authority and duties in
particular. The Town Manager shall be charged w¡th full authority and be responsible for the
following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies
of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"
Procedures:

Credit Card Use
4.1The Town has one credit card, and two business charge cards: Staples and Home Depot.
4.2 No individual, including Department Heads, has the authority to open a credit card account
in the Town's name.

4.3 The Town credit card may be used with approval of the Town Manager, and only for official

Town purposes. No personal use or purchases of a personal nature shall be allowed, regardless
of payback intentions.
4.4 Within five business days of each credit card transaction the Department Head shall furnish

the Finance Department a signed itemized receipt and purchase record detailing exactly what
was purchased and to what account it should be charged. The purpose for this is to prepay
when possible to avoid finance and late charges.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy

Section 5: Debt Management Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this Debt Management Policy is to establish the guidelines for the
issuance of debt by the Town of Norwich. Debt levels and the related debt service expenditures
are important obligations that must be managed with available short and long term resources.
The overall debt service for the town and the schools should be considered as part of the
process. This policy also addresses the level of indebtedness that the Town can reasonably
expect to incur without jeopardizing its existing financial position.

Policy: Adherence to a debt management policy, along with the utilization of other sound and

prudent financial practices, and the Town's other financial policies, will assure the lending
market that the Town is well managed and will meet its obligations in a timely manner.

Authority: The Town Manager acts under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (cf(2f "Authority and duties
in particular. The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the

following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies
of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, that; "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be
subject to the direction and supervision and shall hold office at the will of such selectmen.."
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Procedures:

1.0 Planning and Performance:
1.1 Debt management means adopting and maintaining financial plans for both the
issuance of debt and the repayment of debt. The determination

to issue new debt

should be made as a part of the adoption of the annual capital budget, which
prioritizes capital projects and identifies the various funding sources available for
those projects. Planning for the repayment of debt will include analysis of the
operating budget to determine the ability of the Town to incur the additional debt
service required by the new debt.
1.2 Town of Norwich Fund Balance Management Policy: is designed

to provide the

operat¡ng funds of the Town with a sufficient level of unreserved, undesignated fund
balance or net assets to maintain financial stability, and to provide adequate cash

flow to avoid the need for short term revenue anticipation notes or tax anticipation
notes.
1.3 Town of Norwich Capital Budget Policy: is designed

to provide for the orderly

funding of capital needs of the Town, including the use of capital reserve funds to
avoid the need for incurring long term debt to purchase vehicles and equipment,
and

to minimize the amount of long term debt required for the acquisition of land,

buildings, and infrastructure.
2.0 Types of Debt:

2.1 Short Term Debt should be limited to borrowing to cover short term, temporary
cash flow shortages, generally within the Town's fiscal year, either through the use

of revenue anticipation notes or tax anticipation notes in those unusual instances
where the Fund Balance Management Policy does not provide an adequate level of
cash flow, or through the use of bond anticipation notes when cash is required

to

initiate a capital project prior to the receipt of bond proceeds. The Town should
manage its finances in such a manner to avoid the use of short term debt when
possible.
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2.2LongTerm Debt shall be issued for the acquisition, construction, or improvement of
land, buildings, or infrastructure, that cannot be financed from current revenues or

other resources. Current year budget appropriations and accumulated reserve funds
should be used to minimize the amount of long term borrowing that is required.
Whenever possible, long-term debt should not be used to pay for

LOO%

of the cost

of the acquisition or improvement of capital assets. The use of long term debt
financing to finance the purchase of vehicles and equipment should be avoided
except in emergencies, or unless it can be demonstrated that it is financially

beneficialto do so.
3.0 Purpose of Debt:
3.1 General Obligation Debt, funded by general fund property taxes, shall be used for

projects that provide a general benefit to Town residents, and that cannot otherwise
be self-supporting.

4.0 Repayment of Debt:
4.1 Projections: The Town will conservatively project the revenue sources that will be

utilized to repay any additional debt, and will analyze the impact on taxpayers of
both the additional debt service as well as any additional operating expenses
resulting from the improvement, to determine whether new debt should be issued
and to structure the appropriate repayment terms for each debt issue.

4.2 Maturity: The maturity of long term debt shall be kept as short as possible to
minimize the overall impact on the taxpayers during the life of the debt, while at the
same time not so short that the repayment will create an unreasonable burden. ln

no event shallthe life of the debt exceed the life of the improvement being
financed.

5.0 Key Debt Ratios:

5.l Guidelines: Several key debt ratios are used

as indicators of financial stability and

to

determine the Town's credit-worthiness. The following guideline should be used
when determining whether debt should be issued: Net General Fund bonded debt
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as a percentage of

total assessed valuation should not exceed 1%. Other guidelines

may be adopted as needed and appropriate.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy
Section 6: Capital Program and Budget Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this Capital Program and Budget Policy is to establish a capital

improvement program (ClP) for the Town of Norwich. The capital assets of the Town and their
condition are critical to the quality of services provided to the municipality. A CIP is a multiyear financial plan for the construction of acquisition of capital assets. lt provides for the
planning of future financial resources and financing of projects (including allocations from

current operating budgets, funding of capital reserves, or the use of capital debt). A CIP also
identifies the future financial resources required to operate and maintain capital assets once

they have been acquired. Through a ClP, the Town can plan future operating budget
expenditures, debt repayment requirements, and potential reserve fund needs in order to

better manage its long-term financial position.

Authority: The Town Manager's acts under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (cl (2): "Authority and
duties in particular. The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible

for the following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and
agencies of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Procedures:

1.0 Capital lmprovement Plan and Budget:

l.lThe Select Board will adopt a five-year

CIP

for the Town of Norwich through the

annual Budget process. This plan will include the Town's plan of capital projects proposed to be
undertaken during each of the following five years, the estimated cost of those projects, and

the proposed method of financing. The Select Board wilf review and update the

CIP annually.
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1.2 The CIP will be arranged to indicate the Order of Priority of each capital project and
to state for each project the following:
(af A description of each proposed project and the estimated total cost of the

project.

(bl The proposed method of financing, indicatingthe amount proposed to be
financed by direct budgetary appropriation or duly established reserve funds,

the amount estimated to be received from the federal or state government, the
amount to be financed by impact fees, and the amount to be financed by debt
obligations, (see sect¡on 5 Debt Management Policy above), showing the
proposed period of usefulness for which they are proposed to be issued.
(cl An estimate of the effect, if any, upon operating costs of the Town.

(dl

Each year, the Town

will develop a capital budget that lists and describes the

capital expenditures to be undertaken by the Town during the coming fiscal year.
(e) As resources are available, the capital budget will be incorporated into the

current year operating budget.

2.0 Capital Expenditures: For purposes of CIP a capital expenditure is defined as any

expenditure for land, land improvements, buildings, building improvements, vehicles, or
equipment costing more than

SSOOO

and any expenditure for infrastructure (e.g. roads, bridges,

water and waste water distribution and collection systems) costing more than 525,000.

3.0 Reserve Funds: ln conjunction with the Town's debt management policy, the Town
Manager shall annually propose funding of reserve funds to accumulate resources to pay for

items included in the ClP. The use of such reserve funds should minimize large fluctuations in
the tax rate and will reduce the need for incurring additional debt. Other capital improvements
may be funded by bond issue or through the operating budget.

4.0 Priority Criteria: Capital projects and/or capital assets will receive a higher priority if they
meet some or most of these criteria:
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4.1 The project or asset meets a policy goal or fulfills a strategic objective of the Town
and its adopted Comprehensive Plan.
4.2The project or asset is required under a state or federal mandate, law, or regulation
4.3The project or asset will mitigate or eliminate a known safety hazard.
4.4 The project or asset will maintain and improve the delivery of public services to the

majority of the population.
4.5 The project or asset will improve the quality of existing infrastructure.
4.6 State or federal grant funds are available to assist in funding for the project.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy

Section 7: Investment Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this lnvestment Policy is to establish the investment objectives,
standards of investing prudence, eligible investments and transactions, reporting requirements,
safe keeping and custodial procedures necessary for the proper management and investment

of the excess operating funds of the Town, and under certain clrcumstances, bond proceeds.
This policy shall apply to the investment of bond proceeds, only insofar as the policy is not in

conflict with applicable bond debenture requirements and Vermont municipal finance laws.

Authority: ln accordance with 24 V.5.4. section 1571(bl, monies received by the Treasurer on
behalf of the Town of Norwich (Town) may be invested and reinvested by the Treasurer with

the approvalof the Legislative Body (Selectboard).

The Treasurer shall file a quarterly investment report with the Selectboard

that analyzes the

status of the current investment portfolio and the indivídualtransactions executed overthe last

quarter as required by 24 V.S.A. section 1571(c).

Policy Objectives and Procedures:

L.

Policy Objectives:
1.1 The primary objectives of the Town's investment policy shall be security

of

principal, liquidity as needed to meet projected expenditures, and return on

investment, in that order of priority.
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1.2 Security: Security of principal shall be the foremost objective of Town funds.

lnvestments will be undertaken so as to ensure the preservation of capital in the
overall portfolio. The objective will be to mitigate credit risk (the risk of loss due to
the failure of the security) and interest rate risk (the risk that the market value of
securities in the portfolio will fall due to changes in market ¡nterest rates). Credit risk

will be minimized by diversifying the Town's investment portfolio so that the impact
of potential losses from any one type of investment will be minimized. lnterest rate
risk will be minimized by investing operating funds primarily in shorter term

securities, money market mutual funds, or similar investment pools and limiting the
average maturity of the Town's investment portfolio.
1.3 Liquidity: The Town's investment portfolio will remain sufficiently liquid to meet all
reasonably anticipated operating requirements. This will be accomplished by

structuring the portfolio so that investments mature concurrent with cash needs to
meet anticipated demands. The portfolio will consist primarily of securities with
active secondary or resale markets. A portion of the portfolio may be placed in

money market mutual funds to ensure liquidity for short-term funds.
1.4 Return on lnvestment: The investment portfolio will be designed to attain a market

rate of return throughout budget and economic cycles, taking into account the
investment risk constraints and liquidity needs. Return on investment is of
secondary importance compared to the security and liquidity objectives described
above. The core of the investments will be limited to relatively low-risk securities in

anticipation of earning a fair return relative to the risk being assumed.

2.

Pooling:
2.1 Except where prohibited by law and specifically excluding bond proceeds, which
shall remain in segregated accounts, cash and reserve balances from all funds may
be consolidated

to maximize investment earnings and to increase efficiencies with

regard to investment pricing, safekeeping, and administration. lnvestment income

will be allocated to various funds based on their respective participation and in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
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3.

Diversification of the lnvestment Portfolio:
3.1The Treasurer shall maintain sufficient diversification of investments such that the
ability of the Town of Norwich to continue to do business on an ongoing basis will

not be impaired because of a liquidity crisis occurring in any one type of investment
with which the Town of Norwich has invested. Diversification includes investing in
securities with varying maturit¡es and matching maturity of investments to needed
cash flow. U.S. Treasury obligations that carry the full faith and credit guarantee

of

the United States government meet the requirements of this section.

4.

Standard of Care:
4.1 The standard of care to be used by the Treasurer and Selectboard shall be the

prudent person standard and shall be applied in the context of managing an overall
portfolio. lnvestments shall be made with judgement and care, under circumstances
then prevailing, which persons of prudence, discretion, and intelligence exercise in
the management of their own affairs, not for speculation, but for investment,
considering the probable safety of their capital as well as the probable income to be
derived.

5. Conflicts of lnterest:
5.1 The Selectboard and the Treasurer shall refrain from personal business activity that

could conflict with the proper execution and management of the Town's
investments or that could impair their ability to make impartial decisions. They shall
disclose any material interests in financial institutions with which the Town conducts
business, and further disclose any personal financial or investment positions that

could be related to the performance of the Town's investments. Selectboard
members and the Treasurer shall refrain from undertaking personal investment
transactions with the same individual with whom business is conducted on behalf of
the Town.
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6.

Authorized lnvestments and Institutions:
6.1 Public deposits shall only be made in qualified public depositories as established
by Vermont or New Hampshire law. All financial institutions and broker/dealers who
desire to become qualified for investment transactions with the Town must supply the

following as appropriate
6.1(af Audited financial statements demonstrating compliance with state and

federal capital adequacy guidelines.

6.1(bl Proof of National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) certification.

6.l(cl Proof of State registration.
6.1(d) Certification of having read, understood, and agreed to compliance with the
Town's investment policy.
6.1(ef Evidence of adequate insurance coverage.
6.2 The following investments will be permitted under this policy:

6.2(al U.S. Treasury obligations which carry the full faith and credit guarantee of the
United States Government.

6.2(bl U.S. government agency and instrumentality obligations including
Government Sponsored Enterprises securities that carry the full faith and
credit guarantee of the United States government Ginnie Mae.

6.2(cl Certificates of Deposit and other evidences of deposit at financial institutions
that are insured by the

FDIC.

6.2(dl Repurpose agreements whose underlying purchased securities consist of the
aforementioned instruments.

7.

Collateralization:
7.1 Collateralization using obligations fully guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the
State of Vermont, and/or the United States Government is required on all

investments or an lrrevocable Stand-by Letter of Credit issued by the Federal Home
Loan Bank in the Town's name. The current market value of the applicable collateral

will at alltimes be no less than 702% of the sum of principal plus accrued interest of
the certificates of deposit or the repurchase agreement secured by the collateral.
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Collateral shall be held by an independent party, in the Town's name with whom the

Town has a current custodial agreement that has been approved bythe Selectboard.
Evidence of ownership must be supplied to, and retained by, the Town.

8.

Safekeeping and Custody:
8.1 All trades of marketable securities will be executed by delivery vs. payment (DVP)

to

ensure that securities are deposited in an eligible financial institution prior to the
release of funds. Securities will be held by an independent third-party custodian
selected by the Treasurer as evidenced by safekeeping receipts in the Town's name.
8.2 The safekeeping institution shall annually provide a copy of its most recent report on

internal controls: Statement of Auditing Standards No. 70 (SAS 70).

9.

Reporting:
9.1The Treasurer shall file a quarterly investment report with the Selectboard that
analyzes the status of the current investment portfolio and the individual

transactions executed over the last quarter as requiredby 24 V.S.A. section 1571(c).
The report will include the average yield of investments as compared to applicable
benchmarks. This report will be prepared in a manner which will allow the
Selectboard to ascertain whether investment activities during the reporting period
have conformed to the investment policy. The report shall be provided to the

Selectboard within 30 days of the end of a Fiscal Year quarter.
10. Timely Review:

10.1The Selectboard shall endeavorto review and reaffirm this policy annually.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy

Section 8: Trustees of Public Funds lnvestment Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Note: As of July L,2OL9 there is no existing policy of this nature. The Trustees of Public Funds
are responsible for writing the policy. A model policy is available from the Vermont League of
Cities and Towns that may serve as a basis for a future policy. The VLCT recommends that this

type of policy be part of a municipality's Master Financial Policy.
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Town of Norwich Master Financial Policy

Section 9: Fraud Prevention Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: This policy provides a mechanism and encouragement for employees and officers to
bring to the attention of the Town any complaint regarding the integrity of the Town's internal

financial controls or the accuracy or completeness of financial or other information used in or
related to the Town's financial statements and reports. Town employees and officers shall not
be discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed, or díscriminated against in any
manner for raising reasonable questions concerning the fair presentation of town financial

statements in accordance with this policy.

Authority

The Town Manager under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (cl(2):

"Authority and duties in particular.

The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the

following: To

direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies of the Town
except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, tha$ "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be

subjecttothe direction and supervision and shall hold office atthewillof such selectmen.."

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1686(cl states "any Town officer who willfully refuses or neglects to
submit his or her books, accounts, vouchers, or tax bills to the Town Manager (or the
Selectboard) upon request or to furnish all necessary information in relation thereto, shall be
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ineligible for re-election for the year ensuing and be subject to the penalties otherwise
prescribed by law."

ln accordance with the Town's Personnel Policies (Disciplinary Actionf and the Town's

collectively bargained agreement (Section 6.02) and its successor agreements, any employee
found by the public accountant employed by the Selectboard to have engaged in fraud,
misappropriation of Town resources, substantialvariation in the Town's financial reporting
methodology from prior practice or from generally accepted accounting principles, and the
falsification, concealment, inappropriate destruction of Town financial records, or other forms
of wrongful financial acts may be subject to discipline, including termination of employment.

Procedures:

1,. Reports of lrregularity
1.1 Report Mandate: Any employee or officer having a complaint regarding the
integrity of the Town's internal financial controls or the accuracy or
completeness of financial or other information used in or related to the
Town's financial statements and reports, or who observes any questionable
accounting practices, should report in writing (though verbal reporting is
acceptable) such complaint to the Town Manager (unless the irregularity is

focused on the Town Manager, in which case the Selectboard should be

notified).

1.2 Report Contents: The report should include a description of the matter or
irregularity, and any steps that the employee or officer has taken to
investígate the matter or irregularity, including reporting it to a supervisor
and the supervisor's reaction. The report may include, at the employee or

officer's option, the employee or officer's contact information if additional
information is needed. However a report shall not be deemed deficient
because the employee or officer did not include contact information.
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1.3 lntent: Unlike errors or mistakes, "fraud"

is

the result of a deliberate act, an

intentional deception to misappropriate assets or to manipulate data for
personal gain. The Town does not tolerate any acts of fraud, regardless of

the dollar amount involved. Examples of reportable actions include any
indication of fraud, misappropriation of Town resources, substantial
variation in the Town's financial reporting methodology from prior practice
or from generally accepted accounting principles, and the falsification,
concealment, or inappropriate destruction of Town financial records.

1.4 Maximum Limits¡ The maximum limits of this policy equate for an officer,
the possible inabilityto run for office, and for an employee, possible
termination of employment. However, it may be the obligation of the Town
Manager, (or Selectboard) to report any irregularity to the Police
Department in the event the irregularity could be considered criminal. Any
such determination would be investigated and adjudicated as warranted via

the criminaljustice system, not by this policy.

2.

lnvestigation:

2.1 Upon receiving

such a report, in as confidential a manner as possible

to

protect the complainant, the Town Manager (or the Selectboard) shall
investígate the issues identified in the report. The Town Manager (or the
Selectboard) may consult with the Finance Director, Treasurer, any other Town

employee, legal counsel, and independent auditors as part of the investigation.
At the conclusion of the investigation, the Town Manager (or the Selectboard)
shall prepare a written response to the report, which shall be a public document.
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Section 10: Fund Balance Reserve Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of establishing a policy on the undesignated fund balance in the general

fund

is

to provide

a guideline

for budgeting and tax rate decisions and to insure that adequate

reserves are maintained in the general fund for the following purposes:

To fund operations by providing sufficient working capital for adequate cash-flow, tax rate

stabilization and as protection against uncollected taxes, economic downturns, or shortfalls of
revenues, imposition of additional costs by other governmental agencies including courts,

errors in financial forecasting, natural disasters, and cutbacks in distributions from the state
government.

To reduce the cost of long term borrowing by maintaining an appropriate level of
undesignated general fund balance, which is reviewed as part of the evaluation of a
mu

nicipality's cred itworthiness by bond rat¡ng agencies.

Authority: The Town Manager acts under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (c)(2) "Authority and duties
in particular. The Town Manager shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the
following: To direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies
of the Town except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

T¡tle 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, that; "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be
subject to the direction and supervision and shall hold office at the will of such selectmen.."
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L.

Definitions:
1.1 Va riously, "U ndesignated

Fu

nd Balance," "Unreserved Fund Balance,"

"Unrestricted Fund Balance": The portion of the generalfund balance that is not
reserved or designated for a specific use that exists at the end of the fiscal year.
1.2 Operating Expenditures: All charges included in the Gross Spending General

Town Budget.

2.

Policy Rationale:

2.1The National Advisory Council on State and Local Budgeting (NACSLB)
encourages local governments to establish a policy on maintaining an

appropriate level of Unreserved Fund Balance in the general fund.
(Recommended Practice 4.1)

2.2The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOAI recommends that, "at

a

minimum, that general-purpose governments, regardless of size, maintain
unrestricted fund balance in their general fund of no less than two months of
regular general fund operating revenues or regular general fund operating

expenditures."
2.3 GFOA also notes that "Furthermore, a government's particular situation often
may require a level of unrestricted fund balance in the general fund significantly

in excess of this recommended minimum level. ln any case, such measures
should be applied within the context of long term forecasting, thereby avoiding

the risk of placing too much emphasis upon the level of unrestricted fund
balance in the general fund at any one time."

3.

Procedures:

3.1The Town should budget for current year general year revenues including
property tax revenues to be sufficient to finance current year expenditures
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3.2 Consistent with the recommendations of GFOA, an undesignated general fund
balance of between 10 and 20 percent of general fund operating expenditures

should be maintained.
3.3 As part of setting the Town tax rate the Select Board will review and discuss the
undesignated fund balance.
3.4 lf the general fund balance falls outside of the above parameters, budgeted
revenues should be either increased or decreased in subsequent years to

maintain the generalfund balance as described in section 3.2.
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Section 11: Balanced Budget Policy

Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to establish a clear delineation of responsibility and

authority for managing the Town of Norwich expenditure budget.

Authority:

Title 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (cl(21: "Authority and duties in particular. The Town Manager
shall be charged with full authority and be responsible for the following: To direct and
supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies of the Town except as

otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, that; "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be
subject to the direction and supervision and shall hold office at the will of such selectmen.."

Title 24 V.S.A. section t236l2l provides that the Town Manager will, "To perform all duties
now conferred by law upon the sefectboard, except that he or she shall not prepare tax bills,
sign orders on the general fund of the town, call special or annualtown meetings, lay out

highways, establish and lay out public parks, make assessments, award damages, act as

member of the board of civil authority, nor make appointments to fill vacancies which the
selectboard is now authorized by law to fill; but he or she shall, in all matters herein excepted,
render the selectboard such assistance as it shall require."

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1236(31 further provides that the Town Manager shall "...be the general
purchasíng agent of the Town and purchase all supplies for every department thereof; but
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purchases of supplies for departments over which the manager is not given control, and of the

Town school district shall be made according to requisition therefore by such departments or
school directors"

The Town Meeting has the authority to adopt or reject the budget in accordance with 17 V.S.A

section 2664.|f adopted the Town Meeting has appropriated the funds set forth in the budget
for the Town for that fiscal year. The approved budget therefore sets the maximum gross
expenditure level, excluding any unanticipated state and federal grants and gifts consistent

with the budgeted programs, that the Town may spend. ln adopting the budget, the Town
Meeting is concurring with the priorities and polices of the Selectboard as represented in the
gross spending budget, including the allocations within the budget to departments and line

items.

1.

Budget Procedures:
1.L The Town Manager, at the request of the Select Board, develops a draft budget for

review by the Selectboard.
1.2 The Selectboard reviews the draft budget and makes changes

to reflect the priorities

and policies of the Select Board and recommends the proposed budget to Town

Meeting for approval.
L.3 lf adopted, the Town Meeting has appropriated the funds set forth in the budget for

the Town for that fiscal year. The approved budget sets the maximum gross
expenditure level, excluding any unanticipated state and federal grants and gifts
consistent with the budgeted programs that the Town may spend.
l-.4 Where any budget adopted by Town Meeting includes line items referred

to

as

designated funds, such line items are intended to be reserve funds under 24 V.S.A.

section 2804 and as such shall be available for spending over a multi-year period.
The approval of the budget by Town Meeting includes the appropriation of these

funds as reserve funds. Any expenditure of these funds in any amount requires first
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the recommendation bythe Town Manager and second, the prior approval of the
Select Board.

2.

SpendingProcedures:
2.L The Town Manager, after review by the Selectboard, may adopt financial policies

consistent with this policy. Unless specifically permitted by the Selectboard, the

Town Manager shall adopt no policies that are more permissive than this policy.

2.2fhe gross spending general Town budget, plus unanticipated state and federal
grants and gifts consistent with the budgeted programs adopted by the Town

Meeting, shall not be exceeded in a fiscal year except with the approval of a regular
or Special Town Meeting.
2.3 Monies set aside in designated/reserve funds can only be expended for the purposes

approved by the Town Meeting and cannot be borrowed against to make up

a

shortfall in the general Town budget. Any spending from a designated fund shall be

first approved by the Selectboard.
2.4 A department shall not spend more monies than were included in the approved

departmental budget. When authorizing, or requesting authorization

of any

department expenditure, a department head is representing that sufficient funds
are available within the approved departmental budget to cover the cost of the

expenditure.
2.5 The Selectboard, on the recommendation of the Town Manager, may reaflocate

funds between departments to cover an emergency expenditure. ln making the
recommendation to the Selectboard, the Town Manager shall indicate the nature of

the emergency, which line item the additional funds will come from and describe the
impact of the reallocation of funds on the departments or functions that will have

their spending authority reduced. ln such an emergency, the Town Manager may
reallocate funds between departments not exceeding a yearly aggregate of LO% of

the department budget or $5000, which ever is less without receiving Select Board
approval, but with written notice to the Selectboard including which line item the
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additional funds will come from and the impact of the reallocation of funds on the
departments or functions that will have their spending authority reduced.
2.6 All expenditures shall be appropriately allocated

to a line item in the approved

budget. Any spending for an item that is not included in an approved line item shall
require the approval of the Town Manager.
2.7 All purchases of goods or services by the Town shall be made in strict accordance

with the Purchasing Policy.
2.8 The Selectboard must approve any expenditure for a purchase that exceeds 525,000

or a purchase that requires a written contract, or where the product will not be
received or service completed within the fiscal year, prior to any commitment being
made by the Town for the purchase.

2.9 Any transfer of funds from a non-wage item to a wage item shall be first approved
by the Selectboard.

2.LO

Any transfer of funds from a wage item to a purchased service shallfirst be

approved by the Selectboard.

Quarterly, Monthly, and Annual Financial Reports: The Town Manager will prepare quarterly
financial reports for the Selectboard's review and for public dissemination for the first three
quarters. ln the last quarter of the year he will provide monthly reports. These reports will
consist of:

o

Budget report showing revenues collected and appropriations expended for the
previous quarter/month with the variance from the budgeted amounts for each
line item.

a

Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance showing
revenues and expenditures and the difference between the two, the beginning

fund balance for the period and the ending fund balance.
a

Balance Sheet showing Town estimated assets less liabilities and fund balance.
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The Town Manager will also prepare an Annual Financial Report. This report will include

financial statements for each of the funds of the Town, as well as appropriate additional
disclosures as necessary for the complete understanding of the financial statements presented.

ln addition, the annual report will include a narrative discussion and appropriate graphics
explaining how the Town's current financial position and results of financial activities compare

with those of the prior year and with budgeted amounts. This report, together with the most
recent independent auditor's account will be reproduced in the Town Report each year.
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Section 12: Gift Policy
Effective: Upon Adoption

Purpose: The purpose of establishing a policy for grants, gifts, and special funds is to provide
guidance for the receipt and use of grants and gifts and the creation and use of special funds.
This policy does not supplant or replace applicable existing or future policies or guidelines of

the Governmental Accounting Standards Board.

Authority:

17 VSA section 2664 Budget states, "A town shall vote for such sums of money as it deems
necessary for the interest of ¡ts inhabitants and for the prosecution and defense of the common

rights. lt shall express in its vote the specific amounts, or the rate on a dollar of the grand list, to
be appropriated for laying out and repairing highways and for other necessary town expenses.

lf

a

town votes specific amounts in lieu of a rate on a dollarof the grand list, the selectboard

shall, afterthe grant list book has been computed and lodged in the offíce of thetown clerk, set

the tax rate necessary to raise the specific amounts voted. The selectboard may apply for
grants and may accept and expend grants or gifts above those which are approved in the

town budget. The selectboard shall include, in its annual report, a description of all grants or
gifts accepted during the year and associated expenditures."

Governmental Accountings Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 54, Fund Balønce Reporting
and Governmentol Fund Type contains the following definition: "Committed fund balance-

Amounts constrained to specific purposes by a government itself, using its highest level of
decision-making authority; to be reported as committed, amounts cannot be used for any

other purpose unless the government takes the same highest-level action to remove or
change the constraint."
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The Town Manager under 24 V.S.A. section 143-503 (c)(2f

"Authority end duties in particular.

The Town Manager shall be charged w¡th full authority and be responsible for the

following: To

direct and supervise the administration of all departments, offices and agencies of the Town
except as otherwise provided by this chapter or other State statute;"

Title 24 V.S.A. section 1233 provides, in part, that; "ln all matters he (Town Manager) shall be
subject to the direction and supervision and shall hold office at the will of such selectmen.."

ln accordance with 24 V.S.A. section 1236 the Town Manager may sign orders on the special

fund for "poor relief."

Procedures:

t.

This policy does not apply to reserve/designated funds established in accordance with
24 V.S.A. section 2804, covered in Selectboard Balanced Budget Policy.

2.

Grants and Gifts consistent w¡th budgeted programs:
2.1 Consistent with budgeted programs means that there is a budget line item or

reserve/designated fund that monies could be spent from to accomplish the
purpose of the grant or gift.
2.2 Gifts and grants in this category shall be managed in accordance with
Selectboard Balanced Budget Policy, Fund Balance Reserve Policy, Capital
Program and Budget Policy.
2.3 Appropriated monies within this category shall be spent within the

timeframe specified in the Town Meeting appropriation article (gross
spending Town budget), normally within the current fiscal year, with
encumbrances handled as specified in the Balanced Budget Policy.
2.4 Grants and gifts within this category shall be spent within the timeframe and

for the purposes specified in the grant or gift.
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3.

Grants and Gifts not consistent with budgeted programs:
3.1 Grants and gifts not consistent with budgeted programs means that there is

not a budget line item or reserve/designated fund that monies could be
spent from to accomplish the purpose of the grant or gíft.
3.2 ln addition to the requirements in Selectboard Balanced Budget Policy, Fund
Balance Reserve Policy, Capital Program and Budget Policy, no grant or gift in

this category shall be applied for or accepted without prior approvalof the
Selectboard. Before applying for or accepting a grant or gift the Town
Manager shall provide the Selectboard with a written request that details the

potential source and amount of the grant or gift, the timeframe for receiving
and spending the grant or gift, the purpose and conditions of the grant or

gift, the impact on Town functions, employees and services and other

information that will help the Selectboard review the request for approval
for or accepting the grant or gift.
3.3 Grants and gifts within this category shall be spent within the timeframe and

for the purposes specified in the grant or gift.
3.4 Grants and gifts within this category shall be reported separately in the

annualTown Report and contain the following information:
a. The source of the grant or gift
b. The purpose of the grant or gift

c. All expenditures of monies associated with the grant or gift

4.

Special Funds
4.1 Special funds shall be spent within the timeframe and for the purposes
specified when Town Meeting or the Selectboard established the special

fund.
4.2 Special funds for poor relief and citizen assistance shall only be spent to
assist Norwich residents and after consulting with the Town Service Officer
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The foregoing Master Financial Policy is adopted by the Norwich Selectboard, this day

of_,

2019 and is effective as of this date until amended or repealed.

John Pepper, Chair

John Langhus

Claudette Broch u, Vice-Chair

Mary Layton

Roger Arnold

Understood and Agreed
Herbert A. Durfee lll, Town Manager

Understood and Agreed
Cheryl A. Lindberg, Treasurer
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July 3, 2019
Recent policy work
I have enclosed a draft of the Policy Banner and the Sexual Harassment Policy, identified as
numbers 28 and 32 respectively in the color-coded Policy Review list. These policies are
revisions to existing policies. For these two policies, I drafted revisions and C. Brochu edited,
asked questions, and proposed additions. I revised with the following section headings in mind

Effective Date
Purpose
Authority
Policy
Procedures
Adopted date (with reference to revisions, etc)

There are some outstanding questions for these two policies that we could discuss
Banner Policy
ln the Application and lndemnification Agreement for the current banner policy, two items are
covered in the application that are not covered in the policy: 1) "This permit does not provide
authorization to utilize or otheruise attach banners to any property not under the direct control of
the requestor." and 2) ' A person or entity must obtain "'additional' permission from the propeñy
owner on which banners will be secured." Claudette and I would like to hear from our Town
Manager on this and discuss whether to incorporate these two points into the revision of the
policy.

Sexual Harassment Policy
We may wish to incorporate parts of, or perhaps the entirety of, this policy, into a personnel
policy for the town that may or may not incorporate other policies that are under consideration
for revision.
Claudette is working on a social media policy from a combination of sources and authorities and
I am revising the policy for the collection of delinquent taxes.

With thanks,
R. Arnold / C. Brochu

TOWN OF NORWICH
Policy for Use of Banners on Public Highways

Effective Date: Upon Adoption
Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance regarding requests to hang outdoor
banners along Main Street and/or other public highways within the public right-of-way in the
Town of Noruvich.

Authority: 24 V.S.A. Section 4411; Section 3.11 of Town of Norwich Zoning Regulations
Policy: The placing of banners on Main Street or other public highway is a privilege extended
as a courtesy in the Town of Nonruich. All banners shall be approved by the Town Manager.
All banners must represent or promote local not-for-profit or cultural civic events or activities of
particular interest or benefit to the greater Norwich community. Banners shall not be used for
commercial advertising or to advertise or promote political candidates, parties or issues. An
official logo of a business or corporation sponsoring the event may be included on a banner, but
must take up less than 25o/o of the area of the banner.
The Non¡vich Town Manager and/or the Selectboard shall have the authority to refuse the
hanging of banners that do not meet specifications and those banners which do not benefit the
community at large.

Definitions: Unless otherwise stated, all words and expressions used in this policy shall carry

a

common and ordinary meaning.

Procedures:

1. Requesting

2.

3.

Agency
a. lt will be the responsibility of the requesting agency to arrange and/or hang
banners so as not to obstructiinterfere with motor vehicle or pedestrian traffic.
b. Requests from agencies located within the Town of Nonruich or organizers or
events occurring within the Town of Norwich shall receive priority.
c. Maintenance and storage of the banner/s are the responsibility of the owner or
agency.
BannerSpecifications
a. All banners shall be made of material sufficient to withstand wind and weather.
b. The length of the banner(s) shall not exceed 60 inches in length and 30 inches in
width.
Request Approval
a. A completed Banner Permit application shall be submitted to the Town Manager.
A banner posting is authorized when approval is communicated by the Town
Manager.

b.

c.
d.
e.

Banner displays shall be for specific time periods as approved by the Town
Manager and in no event will banners be displayed for longer than 14
consecutive days.
No person or entity shall display more than six (6) banners.
There shall be a $50.00 user fee for hanging authorized banners. This fee can be
waived by the Town Manager.
All agencies or groups requesting to hang banners must sign a hold harmless
agreement holding the Town of Noruvich harmless from any liability in the event
of the banner causing damage to persons or property of others.

Adopted by the Selectboard on February 28,2QQ7
Revised January 27,2016
Revised July 2019

Town of Norwich
A Policy on Sexual Harassment
Effective: Upon Adoption
Purpose: The Town of Nonruich actively seeks to provide and maintain a productive workplace
free of sexual harassment of any employee, elected official or citizen.

Authority: This policy is adopted in accordance with 21 V.S.A.

S 495h

with support from the

model policy by the Vermont Department of Labor.

Policy: Sexual harassment in the workplace is illegal under federal and Vermont law and is
strictly prohibited. The Town is committed to providing a workplace free from this unlawful
conduct. All employees have the right to work without being subjected to insulting, degrading or
exploitative treatment on the basis of their gender or sexual orientation. lt is against the policies
of the Town for any individual, male or female, to sexually harass another individual in the
workplace.

Definitions:

1.

2.

Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination and means unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature when:

a.

submission to that conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of employment

b.

submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a
component of the basis for employment decisions affecting that individual;

c.

the conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an
individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
working environment.

Examples of sexual harassment include, but are not limited to the following

a.

either explicitly or implicitly conditioning any term of employment (e.g. continued
employment, wages, evaluation, advancement, assigned duties or shifts) on the
provision of sexual favors;

b.

touching or grabbing a sexual part of a person's body;

c.

touching or grabbing any part of an person's body after that person has
indicated, or it is known, that such physical contact was unwelcome;

d.

cont¡nuing to ask a person to socialize on or off-duty when that person has
indicated they are not intereste;

e.

displaying or transmitting sexually suggestive pictures, objects, cartoons, or
posters if it is known or should be known that the behavior is unwelcome;

f.

continuing to write sexually suggestive notes or letters if it is known or should be
known that the person does not welcome such behavior'

g
h.

referring to or calling a person a sexualized name if it is known or should be
known that the person does not welcome such behavior;
regularly telling sexualjokes or using sexually vulgar or explicit language in the
presence of a person if it is known or should be known that the person does not
welcome such behavior;
retaliation of any kind for having filed or supported a complaint of sexual
harassment (e.g ostracizing the person, pressuring the person to drop or not
support the complaint, adversely altering that person's duties or work
environment, etc.);

j.

derogatory or provoking remarks about or relating to an person's sex or sexual
orientation;

k.

harassing acts or behavior directed against a person on the basis of his or her
sex or sexual orientation;

l.

or

off-duty conduct which falls within the above definition and affects the work
environment.

Procedure: What the Town of Noruvich will do if it is made aware of Sexual Harassment
1. ln the event the Town (a supervisor, Town Manager or Chair of the Selectboard)
receives a complaint of sexual harassment, or othenruise has reason to believe that
sexual harassment is occurring, the Town will take all necessary steps to ensure that the
matter is promptly investigated and addressed. Every supervisor is responsible for
promptly responding to, or reporting, any complaints or suspected acts of sexual
harassment. Supervisors should report allegations of sexual harassment to the Town
Manager or Chair of the Selectboard.

2.

The Town shall conduct an investigation as soon as is practicable following receipt of a
report or complaint, written or oral, alleging sexual harassment. Generally, investigations
shall be completed within fifteen (15) business days following receipt of a report or
complaint. The investigator may interview individuals involved, and any other persons
who may have knowledge of the circumstances giving rise to the complaint and may use

other methods and documentation. Upon completion of the investigation, the investigator
shall determine if a violation of this policy has occurred and report that decision.

3.

Upon the completion of an investigation, the supervisor, Town Manager or the Chair of
the Selectboard shall assure that the complainant and the accused are notified whether
the allegation of sexual harassment was found to be validated, whether a violation of the
policy was found, and, what action, if any, was taken. Such notifications shall occur
within fifteen (15) business days of the completion of the investigation.

4.

The Town will respect the privacy of the complainant, the individual(s) against whom the
report is directed and the witness, to the extent possible, consistent with the Town's
obligations to investigate, take appropriate actions, and conform with any disclosure
obligations.

5.

The Town shall take appropriate action in all cases where this policy is violated. Any
person found to have violated this policy may be subject to appropriate consequences
and/or remedial action including, but not limited to, warning, exclusion, suspension,
transfer, dismissal, termination of contractual agreements, or remedial action such as
training, education, or counseling.

6.

The Town shall take appropriate action against any employee, staff member or officer
who makes a false report of sexual harassment knowing it to be false.

7.

Grievance of the outcome of the investigation shall follow the process outlined in the
Personnel Policy.

8.

While encouraged to report any incident of sexual harassment to a supervisor Town
Manager or Chair of the Selectboard any individual can also report directly to
Vermont Attorney General's Office
Civil Rights Unit
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609
(802) 828-31 71 (voice/TDD)
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
1 Congress Street
Boston, l\4A02114
(617) 565-3200 (voice), (617) 565-3204 (TDD)

Adopted July

_

2019

John Pepper, Chair

Claudette Brochu, Vice Chair
Mary Layton
John Langhus
Roger Arnold

